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Summary
This thesis provides detailed set of data which forms a base for the development of predictive 
models for dilute non-reacting and reacting spray jets. The spray burner is simple with well defined 
initial and boundary conditions. A range of non-reacting spray jets and flames of acetone and 
ethanol with different droplet loadings and carrier velocities are investigated using techniques such 
as Phase Doppler Particle Anemometry (PDPA), Mie scattering and laser induced fluorescence
(LIF).
Detailed measurements of droplet velocity and si2e have been performed at the burner exit 
plane as well as at a number of axial locations downstream of the exit plane. Issues such as droplet- 
turbulence interaction in dilute sprays have been addressed. The effect of nozzle wall on droplet 
velocity has been identified and analyzed. In non-reacting spray jets all droplets are partially 
responsive to the gas phase. The non-reacting spray jets have been found to decay faster than the 
reacting spray jets.
The spatial compositional structures of acetone and ethanol spray flames are obtained using LIF 
technique. Joint acetone/OFI LIF images show diffusion, as well as premixed flame structures, as 
the droplet loading and carrier velocity is varied. Group combustion features such as external group 
combusdon, internal group combustion and single droplet combustion have been identified in 
acetone flames. The applicability of group combustion number to spray jet flames has been tested. 
Simultaneous Mie scattering, and CH20 / 0 H  LIF images show ethanol flames burning as diffusion 
and premixed flames, as the droplet loading and carrier air velocity is varied. Double reaction zones 
have been observed in ethanol flames. Local heat release is obtained for ethanol spray flames. Single 
droplet combustion has been identified using the heat release and droplet images.
Finite rate chemistry effects have been looked at in acetone and ethanol flames close to global 
blow off. As blow off is approached the reaction zones in the acetone flames show broad flames 
fronts while ethanol flames show dual structures of thick reaction zones as well as thin strips of OH 
with possible local extinction.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The primary energy demand has increased by more than 50% since 1980 and this growth is 
forecast to continue at an annual average rate of 1.6% between 2004 and 2030 [1-2]. Fossil fuels will 
continue to provide more than 80% of the total energy demand well into the future, and according 
to the International Energy Agency, coal will see the largest demand increase in absolute terms, from 
some 2772 million tonnes in 2004 to 4441 million tonnes in 2030 [1]. Oil provides 35% of global 
energy consumption and more oil is used today than ever before [1]. A significant pordon of this oil 
is consumed by injecting liquid fuels as spray into the combustion chambers. Spray combustion 
systems involve diesel engines, gas turbines, rocket engines and liquid fueled furnaces. Given the 
current serious concerns about climate change, pollution, and limited energy resources, it is 
extremely important to reduce the emissions and increase the combustion efficiency of such power 
systems.
Spray flows involve a wide range of complexities that are very difficult to diagnose and model 
and this has slowed the development of reliable computational tools. Dense sprays undergo an initial 
formation of fluid filaments leading to breakup and subsequent droplet-droplet interaction until the 
separation between droplets becomes significant. Such regions of spray formation are difficult for 
both measurements and calculations but are currently starting to receive some attention [3-4]. The 
focus of this thesis is on what is referred to as “dilute sprays” which is characterized by a liquid 
loading of the order of 1% by volume (or less) and where the droplet-droplet interactions are not 
considered. Such dilute flows still involve complex and vaguely understood phenomena such as
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evaporation of droplets, turbulent dispersion and turbulence modulation of the gas phase flow due 
to the presence of droplets. An enhanced understanding of these phenomena and the development 
of relevant physical sub-models is best performed using laboratory-type model burners with simple 
well defined boundary conditions. Data banks generated for such burners will be invaluable in 
improving the computational capabilities for turbulent spray flows.
The use of generic burners to advance a specific field of combustion has already been 
successfully demonstrated in turbulent non-premixed flames. A range of burners with well defined 
boundary conditions have been used to collect extensive data, which have then formed a suitable 
platform for the development and validation of models. The turbulent non premixed flame (TNF), 
series of workshops has brought together experimental and numerical experts to interact on such 
developments. This model is followed in this thesis where a generic spray burner is developed and 
further investigated to advance specific issues related to the evolution of non-reacting and reacting 
spray jets. Earlier research on dilute sprays has focused largely on global turbulent characteristics 
such as spray penetration, droplet distribution and evaporation rates. Faeth [5-6] and Sirignano [7] 
have carried out reviews on sprays providing a summary of the available experimental databases. 
They have also provided numerical models that have been developed so far based on the available 
experimental data. Some of the difficult issues involved in the modeling of evaporating combusting 
sprays have been addressed by Faeth [5] and these include: the hydrodynamic characteristics of 
injection and spray formation, the transport characteristics of individual droplets, the turbulent two- 
phase flow of a spray and chemical phenomena in a turbulent environment leading to the formation 
of product species and pollutants.
Turbulent jet flames of spray fuels exhibit complexities that complement those found in 
standard premixed or diffusion flames due to the turbulence-droplet interactions and dynamics of 
droplets which generally span the flow with a broad distribution of particle diameters. While 
premixing is occurring with the carrier and surrounding air, fresh fuel is continuously supplied from 
the evaporating droplets hence changing the local stoichiometry. The relative slip between the 
gaseous and the droplets fields affects these evaporation rates as does the local turbulence field. 
Variation in the local mixing and droplet concentration may also change the combustion mode from 
premixed to non-premixed and from flames wrapping around a single droplet to burning in droplet 
clouds [8-9]. Parameters controlling such broad variations are not well-developed. One such
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parameter is the Group Combustion Number G, which was developed to delineate between regimes 
of group combustion [9-12].
Another complex issue of relevance to the jet spray flames is the turbulence-chemistry 
interaction which becomes important as global blow-off is approached. In pilot-stabilized turbulent 
diffusion flames of gaseous fuels [13], it is well established that as the jet velocity is increased, local 
extinction occurs in increasing proportion due to the higher scalar dissipation rates. In highly 
sheared turbulent premixed flames of gaseous fuels, it has recently been shown [14] that local 
extinction is rather absent and increasing shear rates cause a gradual reduction in reactedness 
associated with a broadening of the reaction zones and eventually leading to global blow-off. In 
spray flames, there are competing effects where premixing occurs due to the carrier fluid being air 
while the evaporating spray attempts to maintain a non-premixed aspect. Which of these modes of 
finite-rate chemistry dominates the spray flames as global blow-off is approached remains an open 
question which requires further detailed measurements?
Advancing current understanding of such issues is essential for improving capabilities to predict 
the structure of turbulent spray flames. The development of validated physical sub-models that 
account for processes such as droplet evaporation, mixing, and combustion requires detailed data in 
well-characterized flows with known boundary conditions. Numerical approaches such as large eddy 
simulation are now sufficiently advanced to enable the implementation of modules for tracking 
evaporating droplets as well as sub-grid scales models for combustion [15-19]. Two of the most 
promising, but computationally intensive approaches that used to model combustion with LES are 
the conditional moment closure (CMC) [20-23] and probability density functions (PDF) solved by 
Monte Carlo methods [24-27] .
The spray burner used in this thesis has been designed with the objective of establishing a model 
burner with simple boundary conditions that can provide extensive data for the purpose of testing 
and validating numerical models. Using an earlier version of the spray burner, Chen et el [28-30] 
studied the effect of turbulence on evaporation in sparsely loaded spray jets of acetone, where a 
glass nebulizer was used to create fine spray with Sauter mean diameter ranging from 14 to 35 
microns. In later work by Starner et al [31-32] a modified version of the spray burner was used, for 
studying non-reacting and reacting spray jet of acetone, where the spray droplets were generated 
using an ultrasonic nebulizer with Sauter mean diameter around 40 microns, which is more akin to 
sprays in industrial applications. Nijdam et al [33] investigated the effect of droplet evaporation and
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coalescence. Sommerfeld and Qiu [34] have studied evaporation of sprays in heated jets and there 
are others [35-38] who have carried out work on turbulent dispersion and turbulence modulation of 
gas flow by droplets.
The use of advanced laser diagnostics to elucidate the structure of turbulent premixed and non- 
premixed flames is now an intrinsic part of combustion research. Flow, temperature and 
composition fields are measured using methods ranging from Doppler based to Mie, Rayleigh and 
Raman scattering, and/or laser induced fluorescence. Extensive reviews of laser based techniques in 
combustion application may be found in [39-40]. Extending the application of such methods to 
dilute sprays may be possible but special account need to be made of the effects of droplets as well 
as special provisions need to be invested to resolve the droplet/gas boundary. Such issues are not 
straight forward and extensive developments are needed to enable the application of techniques that 
measure species concentrations in sprays. Measuring the droplet evaporation rates as well as mixture 
fraction, temperature and species concentrations in the gas phase are outstanding challenges. 
Standard methods such as Rayleigh and Raman scattering that have proven to be extremely useful in 
gaseous flows [13, 41-43] are of limited use in spray flows because of the existence of droplets. LIF- 
based techniques are proving extremely useful and more amenable to spray diagnostics albeit limited 
to probing a limited number of species.
This thesis advances current knowledge on turbulent spray flows by addressing outstanding 
issues of droplet-turbulence interactions and modes of combustion in dilute sprays as well as 
turbulence-chemistry interactions. Detailed and advanced measurements are made in well defined jet 
flows and flames of acetone and ethanol fuel. The choice of the fuel is for convenience of diagnostic 
and covers a range of boiling points. Flames with different fuel, jet velocities and a range of droplet 
loadings are investigated using techniques such as Phase Doppler particle anemometry (PDPA), Mie 
Scattering and laser induced fluorescence.
Chapter 3 presents detailed description of the spray burner layout. Comprehensive test have 
been performed to determine stability limits for acetone and ethanol spray flames. Stability plots are 
generated for spray flames of acetone and ethanol in order to choose flame conditions which 
produce steady flames. Eight acetone and ethanol spray flames as well as eight non-reacting spray 
jets have been chosen for further investigation. Initial conditions for the reacting and non-reacting 
jets have been provided. Physical flame length is measured using digital photographs of acetone and 
ethanol flames of varying droplet loading and carrier velocity. Thermocouple measurements of mean
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excess temperature presented in chapter 3 show diffusion and premixed flame like structure in 
acetone and ethanol spray flames.
The boundary conditions of the spray jets investigated here are presented in Chapter 4. Velocity 
and droplet size data is measured at the jet exit plane using LDV/PDPA technique. A non-reacting 
spray jet of mineral turpentine has been used as a base case to validate the flux measurements. Radial 
profiles of the mean and rms axial velocity measured at the jet exit plane as well as the droplet size 
distribution for all the non-reacting and reacting spray jets are provided. The droplet size probability 
density function measured at the exit plane is shown to be best represented by the Nukiyama- 
Tanisawa fit. As the carrier velocity is increased the peak of the droplet size PDF shift towards small 
droplets. Mean velocity profiles show large droplets exiting the nozzle with a negative slip velocity. 
The rms velocity fluctuation of large droplets is higher than the rms velocity of small droplets. This 
effect is due to the large droplet being affected by the jet nozzle wall. The higher rms is a result of 
the formation of bimodal velocity PDF close to the wall. A study has been conducted on the 
behavior of small droplets d < 10 microns. Mean and rms axial velocity of small droplets measured 
in a spray jet is compared with mean velocity and rms velocity measured in a gaseous jet of velocity 
and approximately equivalent density. The velocity profile of small droplets d < 10 microns 
measured in the spray jet is in good agreement with the velocity profile measured in the gaseous jet. 
Velocity profiles of droplets d < 10 microns in non-reacting spray jets and flames represents the gas 
phase.
Chapter 5 presents flow field and droplet size data measured using LDV/PDPA at a number of 
axial locations in non-reacting and reacting spray jets. Radial profiles of mean and rms axial velocity 
conditioned on droplet diameter for non-reacting spray jets, acetone and ethanol flames are 
presented here. Mean velocity profiles show large droplets exiting the nozzle with negative slip 
velocity and this is reversed at downstream location where the slip velocity of large droplets 
becomes positive. A comparison of slip velocity, mean centerline excess velocity and the centerline 
rms velocity, between non-reacting spray jets and acetone and ethanol flames is also provided. The 
decay of the centerline axial mean excess velocity in the acetone and ethanol flame is significantly 
slower than in non-reacting spray jets. The centerline rms velocity for gas phase and the droplets is 
maximum at x/D = 10 while in the acetone and ethanol flames the peak occurs around 80% of the 
length of the flame. Radial distribution of droplet size PDF measured in non-reacting spray jets as 
well as acetone and ethanol flames at a number of axial locations are also presented in chapter 5.
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The structure of acetone spray flames is presented in chapter 6. Laser induced fluorescence 
(LIF) of acetone and hydroxyl radical OH is used to visualize the flame structure. The ability to 
excite acetone and OH at the same wavelength makes simultaneous planar fluorescence imaging a 
relatively simple experiment. Simultaneous acetone/OH LIF provides the droplet distribution, the 
vapor phase acetone and OH fields. The LIF images clearly delineate the droplet and gas fields, 
mark the approximate location of the reaction zone as given by OH, and highlight the interaction 
among droplets, turbulence, and combustion in these flames. The effects of the droplet loading and 
carrier velocity on the flame structure are clearly noticeable in these images. As the droplet loading is 
increased the flame changes from a premixed flame to a diffusion flame. A similar trend is shown in 
the increasing carrier velocity cases, where the low carrier velocity flame burns as a diffusion flame 
and as the carrier velocity is increased the flame structure goes through a transition into premixed 
flame at the highest carrier velocity.
An attempt is made to link the flame structures observed to the group combustion modes 
defined by Chiu et al [9-12] and to calculate group combustion number for the acetone flames, joint 
images of LIF OH and acetone showed flame features resembling the external and internal group 
combustion mode. Flame features resembling single droplet burning was also observed. Acetone 
flames with diffusion flame structure has flame features resembling external group combustion 
mode while acetone flames with premixed flame like structure has flame features resembling internal 
group combustion and single droplet burning modes. A quasi instantaneous group combustion 
number is calculated using the acetone LIF images and PDPA data.
Chapter 7 reports on the structure of ethanol spray flames. Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) of 
hydroxyl radical OH, formaldehyde (CH20 ) and droplet Mie scattering are used to visualize the 
flame structure. The simultaneous LIF images of OH and CH20  are multiplied to obtain an image 
that correlates well with the local heat release (HR). Laminar flame calculations are performed to 
check for the effect of PAH molecules on heat release, since PAH fluorescence is a major source of 
interference for the CH20  LIF signal. The results from laminar flame calculation show no overlap 
between the PAH concentration and heat release thus confirming that PAF1 interference on CH20  
LIF image does not affect the HR images generated for the ethanol flames. The overall structure of 
ethanol flames investigated show a transition from a premixed flame structure for low droplet 
loading case to diffusion flame like structure in high droplet loading case. For increasing carrier 
velocity the ethanol flames show a transition from diffusion flame like structure to a premixed one.
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As the ethanol droplets evaporate and mix with carrier air, pockets of combustible mixtures are 
formed which burn if the surrounding conditions are ideal, thus resulting in pockets of OH 
appearing closer to the jet centerline in all ethanol flames. The superposition of HR images with 
droplet image help resolve features such as droplet cloud and single droplet combustion. Individual 
droplet burning is evident in these flames.
A brief discussion on flow and droplet field and the flame structures are provided in Chapter 8. 
Finally the OH LIF images of flames close to blow-off is studied to determine if finite rate 
chemistry effect is evident in these flames as seen in piloted [13] and bluff body flames [41]. As 
blow-off is approached, the reaction zones in acetone flames have broad reaction zones with no 
evidence of extinction and reignition where as in ethanol flames a dual structure of thick reaction 
zones as well as thin strips of OH with possible local extinction are observed.
The conclusions of this study and recommendations for future work are summarized in chapter 
9. Appendix B reports on the experiment attempted to measure mixture fraction in non-reacting 
spray jets using LIF of nitric oxide NO. Also reported are the difficulties encountered in performing 
NO LIF imaging in spray jets. Detailed flow field data and additional sample LIF images of acetone 
and ethanol flames are presented in Appendix C, D and E.
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Chapter 2 
Background
This chapter provides a brief background on earlier research relevant to turbulent spray 
combustion. The first section provides a summary on recent advances in turbulent gaseous flames. 
This is extended to droplet combustion followed by a literature survey of studies performed on non­
reacting spray jets and spray flames. Experiments as well as numerical modeling issues are outlined. 
The final section of this chapter presents brief description on laser diagnostic methods applicable to 
spray jets and flames.
2.1 Turbulent Combustion
Turbulent combustion is normally classified in two modes, they are referred to as premixed 
flame and non premixed or diffusion flame. In premixed flames the fuel and oxidizer is mixed prior 
to the chemical reaction zone propagating into the mixture. In a non premixed flame, the reactants 
are initially separated and the reacting zone forms at the interface of the fuel and oxidizer, where 
mixing and reaction both take place. In modern practical devices such as spark ignition engines, gas 
turbine engines, diesel engines and industrial gas burners such classification is gradually fading and a 
typical combustion may have flames experiencing locally the entire spectrum of combustion from 
non premixed to premixed passing by partially premixed.
In premixed combustion interactions with the flow field is the dominant feature rather than the 
mixing field. Premixed flames are generally classified in a regime diagram according to the thickness
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and structure of the reaction zone. Thin laminar flames are assumed to dominate where as turbulent 
structures are too large to become embedded within the reaction zone. In such regions the laminar 
flamelet model with detailed chemical kinetics is used and flame may be wrinkled and contorted 
locally. The question as to when the flame zone gets affected by turbulence depends on the relative 
thickness of the reaction zone and which turbulence length scale is considered appropriate for such 
disturbance to occur. The Kolmogorov length scale lh is considered too small for this. Wrinkled 
flames zones are defined in regions where such scales are smaller than the reaction zone width. The 
Transition to broad and distributed reaction zone is now assumed to occur around regions where 
the flame is about as thick as 10 times the Kolmogorov length scale [44].
In non premixed flames, the fuel and oxidant are initially separated and brought together by 
mixing. In such flows the mixture fraction concept initiated by Bilger [45-46] has become a 
dominant parameter for the interpretation as well as modeling of such flows. It applies to both 
laminar and turbulent reacting and non-reacting flows since it provides a measure of mixing between 
streams. For a simple case of two streams with equal species mass diffusivities, a mixture fraction \ 
can be defined as in Equation. 2.1 using the mass fraction Z of any element i
7  -  7/ /, 2
“  7  -  7
(2 . 1)
where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two feeding streams [45-46]. In diffusion flames the use of 
mixture fraction as a transformation variable provides a tractable set of transport equations to 
facilitate the computation of such flames.
The use of mixture fraction has been extremely useful to the understanding and modeling of 
turbulent diffusion flames. A key simplification has involved the use of laminar diffusion flamelets 
as a building block for the turbulent flames that is these are assumed to be an assembly of laminar 
flame surfaces of varying mixture depending on the probability density function (PDF) of mixture 
fraction [47-49]. Such concepts, while very useful is not sufficient when the flow time scales are very 
short comparable to the chemical time scales as defined by Damkohler number, Da, which is the ratio 
between characteristic turbulent flow time scale and chemical time scale [47]. At low Da, the 
turbulence chemistry interaction problem takes precedence and the scalar dissipation becomes an 
important parameter. This has been accounted for in extending the laminar flamelet modeling 
concept to include effects of transients [48, 50] and to incorporate a Lagrangian viewpoint [49, 51],
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with associated treatment of the strong fluctuations that can occur in scalar dissipation and to 
accommodate the effects of the advection terms parallel to the surfaces of constant mixture fraction.
In turbulent flows the reaction zone is diffuse due to “unmixedness” of the fuel and oxidizer. 
Due to fluctuations in the fuel and oxidizer stream, the mean concentration of the fuel and the 
oxidizer in the lean and rich side of stoichiometric is non zero which disagrees with the flamelet 
model. Hawthorne et al [52] proposed the unmixedness, can be accounted for by weighting the 
results by the probability density function of the mixture fraction. Single shot Rayleigh/Raman data 
collected in hydrocarbon flames [13, 53] presents the degree of scatter observed, and especially the 
occurrence of compositions outside those realized in steady laminar flames, indicating the need for a 
more general modeling approach. This was provided by Probability Density Function (PDF) 
methods [54]. Conditional moment closure (CMC) [55-57] is another modeling viewpoint that has 
been inspired by the laser diagnostic measurements in jet diffusion flames and by experiments in 
reactive mixing layers where the flamelet model is not applicable. Bilger et al [58] have provided a 
summary of the major, well-founded paradigms in turbulent non-premixed combustion, which have 
been categorized in terms of their modeling of chemistry and mixing.
Generic burners holding model flames such as piloted, bluff-body and swirl stabilized burners 
have become international benchmarks for the validation and development of numerical models. 
Extensive data for flames stabilized on these burners are now readily available on the web [59], 
Experiments in piloted [13, 53], bluff body [41], and swirl [60-62] gaseous flames closer to blow off 
have shown the occurrence of local extinction which has posed a challenge to modelers over a 
decade. Now days modeling approaches using PDF [24-27, 63-64] and CMC [20-21, 23, 65-66] and 
extended flamelet concepts are all able to predict such effects. The ability to calculate the structure 
of single phase turbulent flames has advanced significantly over the last decade, owing largely to the 
wealth of experimental studies carried out on non premixed flames. The same cannot be said for 
spray flames. A summary on the status of progress made in studying spray flames will be provided in 
the following sections.
2.2 Droplet Combustion
Single droplet combustion is only reviewed here briefly due to its subsequent relevance to the 
evaporation and combustion models used in dilute sprays. The rate at which the droplet evaporates
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and burns is generally considered to be determined by the rate of heat transfer from the flame front 
to the fuel surface. As described in the previous section, for diffusion flames with fast chemistry 
assumptions the burning rate is solely dependent on mass transfer and thus the burning rates of a 
vaporizing droplet is controlled solely by molecular diffusion.
In most analytical theories developed till now [5, 67] the liquid surface temperature is assumed to 
be at the boiling point temperature of the fuel. Faeth in his review of evaporation and combustion 
of sprays [6] has shown temperature fields in burning liquids indicate that the temperature of the 
liquid fuel is few degrees below the boiling point temperature. The evaporation rate of a droplet in a 
quiescent environment is controlled by heat transfer rate from the surrounding gases. This provides 
the simplest mathematical representation of the evaporation process represented by the D~ law,
D2(t)  =  Do — kt (2.2)
where D0 is the initial droplet diameter, D is the droplet diameter after a time t and k is the 
evaporation constant. This model when extended to a burning droplet allows prediction of the 
droplet burning rate, flame radius, droplet surface and flame temperatures and fuel vapor 
concentration at the droplet surface. Equation 2.2 has been also found to hold true for burning 
droplet.
Experimental techniques that have been used to obtain data on evaporation rate o f combustion 
of single droplets in weak convective fields are
• The suspended droplet method;
• The supporting sphere technique;
• The free droplet technique.
There have been numerous studies using these techniques to compare models of drop combustion 
with measurements. Williams [68] and Faeth [5] in their reviews of spray combustion have 
summarized data obtained in these studies. Interpretation of data obtained from these types of 
experiments has to be treated with caution since the burning rates are affected by natural convection 
effects as well as effects from non-steady state combustion. The burning rate obtained from these 
studies have been correlated by equation of the form
K =  K0{1 + f(Gr, Sc, Le)} (2.3)
where K(> is the quasi-steady state burning rate coefficient under zero convection conditions and Gr, 
Sc and Le are the Grasshof, Schmidt and Lewis Numbers respectively.
The results of quiescent flows does not hold true for droplets in a convective environment, 
where the effects of forced convection must be considered. It has been shown [47] that convection 
enhances burning rates and thus shortens droplet lifetimes. Kuo [69] has shown that the droplet 
burning rate under a laminar convective flow condition follows a d3/2 burning rate law. A number of 
authors have formulated detailed theoretical analysis for droplet combustion under forced 
convection and these can be found in [70-72]. Faeth and Lazar [73] conducted measurements by 
supporting drops in a hot gas stream produced by a flat flame burner to represent conditions in 
sprays where drop combustion is taking place. These measurements were compared with a variable 
property model developed by Goldsmith et al [74], and shows reasonable agreement for low 
molecular weight fuels, where as the theory consistently overestimates the burning rate of heavier 
hydrocarbon fuels. This is consistent with the observations made by Aldred and Williams [75].
Droplet combustion at high pressure is also of immediate relevance to practical combustors. 
Early theory on high pressure droplet combustion was presented by Spalding [76]. Later work by 
Rosner [77], Dominicis [78] and Chervinsky [79] modified Spaldings analysis by removing some of 
the simplifications of the model. The basic model consisted of a motionless drop which rapidly 
heated through its critical point, forming a pocket of fuel vapor surrounded by a spherical flame. 
This analysis found that the burning time was proportional to P1 \  where P is the chamber pressure. 
Faeth et al [80] conducted supercritical combustion tests at pressures on the order of 100 atm, under 
zero gravity conditions to eliminate convection. The results of this test are in agreement with the 
transient model.
2.3 Spray Jets
Sprays and other dispersed flows can be divided into dilute and dense flow regimes. Dense 
sprays are normally represented by the dense dispersed flow near the exit of an injector. This region 
involves the transition between a liquid core and an adjacent dispersed-flow region. The dispersed 
flow region begins right at the injector exit for atomization breakup; it consists of a developing 
multiphase mixing layer where the liquid core is present followed by a dispersed flow that eventually 
becomes a dilute spray. Large liquid volume fractions are an important feature of dense sprays. Such
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flows are also characterized by irregular shaped droplets. Complex phenomena such as collision of 
liquid elements, effects of liquid volume fraction in interphase transport rates and breakup of liquid 
elements are important aspects of dense sprays. Dilute dispersed flows on the other hand contain 
spherical droplets and have relatively small liquid volume fractions. Droplet collisions are infrequent 
in dilute sprays and heat and mass transfer and drag coefficient of individual droplets are 
independent of neighboring drops. However there is a two way coupling between the phases, since 
transport from droplets influence the structure of the continuous phase. These issues will be 
discussed in detail in later sections.
2.3.1 Atomization
For a spray to be formed liquid fuel requires to be broken up into small droplets. Atomization of 
the liquid fuel is carried out using fuel injectors which introduce fuel into the spray combustion 
systems. The performance of the spray combustion system is dependent on the design of the 
injector. Faeth [5] has separated injectors into two major categories: 1) pressure atomizing, where 
only liquid pass through the injector; and 2) twin fluid injection, where atomization of liquid is aided 
by a flow of high velocity gas through the injector passages. The characterization of sprays require 
detailed quantitative information on the distribution of droplet sizes and velocities produced by the 
injector. The spray formation process complicates this specification, since it involves complicated 
processes such as breakup of the primary jet, secondary droplet breakup and coalescence of 
droplets, thus producing an evolving distribution of droplet size and velocities. Due to these 
difficulties the complete distributions of the size and velocity as a function of position is measured 
in the dilute portion of the spray.
For most flow process involving droplets it is desirable to work with mean droplet diameters. A 
general expression for mean diameter in terms of droplet distribution function F(D) is written as
(Djky ~ k =  [ / “  DiF{D)dD]/[ Jo" DkF(D)dD] (2.4)
which yields D 10 as the mean droplet (arithmetic) diameter, D 2(l as the mean surface diameter of a 
droplet, whose surface area times the total number of droplets equals the total area of the spray, D 30 
which is the volume average diameter and D 32 is the Sauter mean diameter of a droplet whose ratio 
of volume to surface area is equal to that of the entire spray. The Sauter mean diameter is commonly
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used to represent size of an equivalent monodisperse spray for approximate analysis of evaporation 
and combustion.
Figure 2.1 Representation of Rosin Rammler and Nukiyama-Tanasawa droplet distributions.
A number of distributions functions have been proposed to correlate drop size, the Rosin 
Rammler [81] and Nukiyama-Tanasawa [82] distributions are best known. These distributions have 
the following generic form:
F(D) = a D ve~b° n (2.5)
where a, p, b, and n are empirical parameters. Figure 2.1 shows a comparison between the Rosin 
Rammler and Nukiyama-Tanasawa droplet distributions. Details of the drop breakup process has 
been provided by Faeth [83-84], Chigier [85] and more recently Lasheras and Flopfmger [86] thus it 
will not be covered in this thesis.
2.3.2 Non-reacting Spray Jets
The physiochemical processes in combusting spray jets are coupled between the dispersed 
droplets, turbulence and chemical reactions. A non-reacting spray jet removes the complexities of 
chemical reaction and enables the study of issues such as droplet/turbulence interactions, droplet 
evaporation and mixing process. Faeth [5-6] in his reviews on sprays has compared velocity,
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turbulence and mixture fraction measurements with predictions from the model employed by 
Shearer et al [87]. Predictions from Shearer’s [87] model show good agreement with experimental 
data from constant density single phase jet and variable density single phase jet, however Faeth [6] 
reports discrepancies in predictions of evaporating spray jet. It has been suggested that difficulties 
with theory and experiments are contributing to these over predictions and additional theoretical 
and experimental considerations of these flows are needed. Other flows have been studied 
experimentally and these include particle laden homogeneous turbulent flows; particle laden gas jets; 
non evaporating and combusting sprays; particle laden liquid jets, and non condensing and 
condensing bubbly jets. A summary of the data from such flows is provided in [5-6, 84].
Jets loaded with glass beads, solid particles, mono dispersed spray particles and poly-dispersed 
spray particles have been used by a number of authors [36, 38, 88-91] to study turbulent dispersion 
of droplets and turbulence modulation of the gas phase by particle/droplets. These studies have 
outlined the relationship between droplet size and the turbulent dispersion of droplets. Ferrand et al 
[36] have shown the effect referred to as ‘two-way coupling’ in a turbulent jet loaded with droplets 
as well as quantified turbulence attenuation by the dispersed phase. Gore and Crowe [89], Hetsroni 
[92], and Yuan et al [38], studied the mechanisms for turbulence modulation. Two mechanisms for 
turbulence enhancement and reduction have been identified; (i) energy dissipation due to 
acceleration of a particle is the mechanism responsible for reduction of turbulence intensity of the 
flow, and (ii) flow disturbance due to the motion of the particle, its effective wake and the vortices 
shed behind, is the mechanism that contributes towards turbulence enhancement.
Droplet evaporation studies have been performed by Solomon et al [93], McDonell and 
Samuelsen [94-95], Sommerfeld and Qiu [34] and more recently by Chen et el [28-30]. The former 
three studies have used conical spray formed using pressure atomizers where large droplets are 
dispersed towards the periphery. Solomon et al [93] used a Freon-11 spray injected in still air to 
study evaporation of droplets and no correlations between droplet size and velocity7 was provide in 
this study. Mcdonell and Samuelsen [94], reported difficulties encountered in measuring droplet 
mass flow rates in conventional nozzles due to high upstream rejection rates. Sommerfeld and Qiu 
[34] however have measured droplet size distributions, correlations between droplet size and 
velocity and droplet mass flux at the exit plane and within the entire flow field for spray issuing into 
a co-flowing heated air stream.
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Using the first generation spray burner developed at Sydney University Chen et el [28-30] have 
performed detailed flux and droplet flow field measurements in sufficiently dilute spray. The spray 
nozzle consisted of a concentric glass nebulizer mounted 90 mm upstream of the exit plane which 
produced droplets of Sauter Mean Diameter ranging from 15 to 30 microns. Starner et al [31-32] 
used the second generation spray burner which consisted of an ultrasonic nebulizer. The Sauter 
mean diameter of the droplets produce by the ultrasonic nebulizer is around 40 microns, which is 
more akin to sprays in industrial applications. The volumetric flow rates of droplets to that of air is 
less then 3.1x10° for the spray jets investigate in these studies, therefore droplet-droplet interactions 
has been assumed to be negligible. Chen et al [28-30] and Starner et al [31-32], generate droplets 
upstream of the jet exit plane and use carrier fluid to transport the mixed flow with uniform and well 
known droplet distribution at the exit plane. Turbulence enhanced droplet evaporation has been 
observed in the mixing layer of the spray jets studied by Chen et al [29]. Nijdam et al [33] concluded 
that the extent of evaporation outweighed coalescence of droplets in dilute sprays.
2.3.3 Reacting Spray Jets
Diffusion flame theories can be applied to a number of spray combustion problems, since the 
fuel vapor evaporated from the droplet has to mix with the ambient fluid before chemical reaction 
can occur. The availability of experimental data for combusting sprays is limited. Mizutani et al [96], 
Khalil and Whitelaw [97], and Mao et al [98-99] performed early experimental work on spray flames. 
Mizutani et el [96] obtained radial profiles of temperature, velocity and droplet mass flux at various 
axial stations of a spray flame where the spray was injected using a pressure atomizer and the fluid 
stream had moderate swirl in the fuel stream so that a full cone spray was obtained. Khalil and 
Whitelaw [97] studied spray combustion of kerosene fuel where they employed several injectors to 
achieve sprays with droplet size (Sauter mean diameter) ranging from 4.5 microns to 100 microns. 
Injection was vertically upward, with a swirling coaxial flow of carrier air around the injector. Mao et 
el [98-99] compared mean velocity and temperature profiles obtained from an n-pentane spray flame 
to a propane jet flame. N-pentane spray was generated using a full cone air atomizing injector, 
directed upwards into stagnant ambient air. The temperature and velocities are relatively low near 
the injector, suggesting the portion of the spray is evaporating in a relatively cool environment, with 
the major reaction zone along the periphery of the spray. Shuen et al [100] injected mono disperse
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droplets of methanol into a methane flame to study droplet life histories by measuring droplet size 
using flash photography and droplet number flux was measured using Mie scattering.
Masri et al [43] used the spontaneous Raman-Rayleigh technique to measure temperature and 
species concentrations in reacting and non-reacting dilute two-phase jets of methanol generated 
using the piloted burner developed at the University of Sydney [42] . The liquid volume in the jet 
was estimated to be around 0.015% for this study. Temperature was determined from the sum of 
the number densities of the measured species. They also reported interference from droplets on OH 
in very rich mixtures. A number of studies have been conducted by Gomez and others in laminar 
spray flames. Chen and Gomez [101] as well as Russo and Gomez [102] have looked at identifying 
group combustion modes described by Chiu et al [103] in laminar spray flames. The conditions of 
internal group combustion were observed in the lower part of these flames and this regime 
progressively shifts toward external group combustion. Karpetis and Gomez [104] later extended 
this to turbulent dilute spray flames of methanol. Bossard and Peck [105] showed that the initial 
droplet size distribution have a direct influence on the burning characteristics of poly-dispersed 
sprays. A similar conclusion was made by Sornek et al [106] from their investigation, which showed 
modification of droplet spatial distribution due to variation of flow parameters strongly affects 
temperature and species concentration distributions
Chen and Starner [107] have extended previous work on piloted jet flames to include 
turbulence/droplet interactions. The major finding of this work was that there are regions of the 
flame that are premixed in nature due to intense premixing with carrier air. The slip velocity between 
droplets and gas phase were negligible near the jet centerline and mean axial velocity at larger radius 
are higher than the gas phase. The axial rms velocities of droplets were lower than the gas phase, due 
to weak coupling between droplets and turbulence. Bazile and Stepowski [108-110] as well as Cessou 
and Stepowski [111] exploited the LIF capabilities of dyes and acetone fuel to study vaporization 
dynamics of burning sprays. Starner et al [31] used laser induced fluorescence of acetone and OH to 
study the structure of turbulent spray flames of acetone with air and nitrogen as carrier fluids. For air 
carrier significant overlap was observed between the acetone vapor fields and OH indicating that 
combustion is largely premixed in nature, however when the carrier was nitrogen, diffusion flame 
behavior prevails with no overlap between OH and fuel vapor observed.
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2.4 Theoretical Models of Turbulent Sprays
The difficulties in performing detailed measurement in spray flows have inhibited the 
development of extensive spray combustion models even for simpler cases of dilute sprays. A 
number of models with different basic assumptions and levels of sophistications have been 
proposed, ranging from simple correlations to complex turbulent two-phase reacting models. This 
section will provide brief description of currently used modeling approaches.
Simple power law correlations have been summarized by a number of investigators [112-114], 
yielding expressions for the rate of spread of the spray as well as the percentage of fuel evaporation 
as a function of pressure, temperature, air velocity, injector characteristics, and distance from the 
injector . Empirical correlations have been developed to relate the rate of injection and the rate of 
heat release in diesel engines and these are used to map the operational conditions of such engines. 
Drop ballistic models where spray characteristics are solely determined by processes associated with 
individual droplets as discussed earlier in section 2.2 are detailed and assessed in [5, 69] .
One dimensional models consider interactions between the liquid and gas phase while avoiding 
the complexities of droplet diffusion in a turbulent gas flow. Faeth [5] has reviewed the use of one 
dimensional models for applications to liquid rocket engines and gas turbine combustors. Aspects 
such as effects of drag and droplet evaporation on gas velocity, convective heating of droplets 
during evaporation, effects of droplet size distribution and exchange of mass and heat by turbulent 
mixing have been considered by different authors [72, 76, 115]. One dimensional models have been 
helpful in design but still involve a substantial amount of empiricism and do not have the capability 
to predict all aspects of the spray combustion process. Stirred reactor models have been employed in 
the design of certain combustion chambers for the evaporation and burning of fuel droplets. The 
recirculating flow patterns in gas turbines and furnaces can be significantly simplified by 
approximating the combustor as a system of well-stirred and plug-flow reactors. Kuo [69], 
highlighted that the application of stirred reactor model is limited since the diffusion processes of 
droplets and gaseous species are strongly coupled with the combustion process.
Analytical methods used for dilute dispersed flows can be broadly separated into two categories: 
Locally-homogeneous-flow models (LHF) and separated flow (Two-Phase-Flow) models (SF) [5-6, 
83-84, 93, 99]. For LFIF models the rates of transport between phases are assumed to be infinitely 
fast and the gas and liquid phase are assumed to be in dynamic and thermodynamic equilibrium that
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is, at each point in the flow all phases have the same velocity and temperature and are in phase 
equilibrium. Thus LHF analysis only accurately represents sprays consisting of infinitely small 
droplets and thus a Eulerian formulation is employed to solve the governing equations. 
Measurements done by Onuma et al [116-117] and Styles and Chigier [118] illustrate this behavior 
more quantitatively. One of the major advantages of using the LHF models for sprays is that they 
require minimum information concerning injector characteristics since the initial drop size and 
velocity distribution plays no role in the computation. The second advantage of the LHF model is 
the savings on computation time, achieved by employing existing computer codes for single phase 
flows. A third advantage is that LHF models require far fewer empirical constants than SF models.
A summary of LHF models of sprays developed by a number of authors has been compiled by 
Faeth [6]. LHF models have been compared with several non-combusting and combusting spray 
jets. The predicted radial profiles of mean velocity, mixture fraction and Reynolds stresses in non 
combusting spray jets are in reasonably good agreement with measured data where as the predicted 
centerline velocities are 10-20% lower than the measurements. Similarly the predicted centerline 
mixture fractions are 40% below the measured values. Comparison of predicted results with data on 
air-atomized n pentane spray burning in air obtained by Mao et el [98], showed following results; (i) 
spray developing much more slowly than predicted, (ii) the calculated maximum mean temperature 
is closer to injector than measured, (iii) good agreement is obtained between predictions and 
measurements for radial profiles of mean velocity and Reynolds stresses, (iv) large discrepancies 
were observed between the predictions and measurements of the mean temperature near the 
injector, where the overestimation of the rate of development of the flow is most pronounced. 
Similar results were shown by Khalil and Whitelaw [97] who compared their predictions with 
measurements form a combusting kerosene spray with swirl. Faeth [6] also states that LHF models 
provide a reasonable estimation of the extent and character of a spray process and it is useful in 
giving a lower bound on the size of the spray.
Separated flow models (SF) of multiphase flow is the most logical approach for the simulation 
of reacting spray flows, as such models specifically treat the finite rate exchange of mass, 
momentum, and energy between the liquid and gas phase. Computation costs and storage 
requirements have restricted their development to accurately model the details of the flow field 
around or within individual drops. Therefore, the exchange process between phases must be 
modeled independently, by employing a set of empirical expressions for droplet drag and heat and
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mass transfer. SF analysis of evaporating and combusting spray can be approached in one of these 
three ways;
• Particle-Source-in-Cell (PSIC) or Discrete-Droplet Model (DDM) where the spray is 
divided into representative groups of particles whose motion and transport are tracked 
through the flow field, using a Lngrangian formulation while a Eulerian formulation is 
used to solve the governing equations for the gas phase. The effects of droplets on the 
gas phase are considered by introducing appropriate source terms in the gas phase 
conservation equation. The DDM model can be further divided into deterministic 
separated flow (DSF) or stochastic separated flow (SSF) models depending upon the 
considerations of the effect of turbulence on particle motion and the method of 
treatment of the velocity7 difference between the phases.
• Continuous Droplet Model (CDM) where the droplet properties are represented by a 
statistical distribution defined in a multidimensional space of droplet diameter, position, 
velocity, temperature, concentration and so on. The transport equation for the 
distribution function is solved along with the gas phase conservation equations to 
provide all the properties of the spray. Similar to DDM, the governing equations for the 
gas phase must include appropriate source terms.
• Continuum-Formulation Model (CFM) where the motion of both the droplets and gas 
are treated as though they are interpenetrating continua. The governing equation for 
both phases are similar; however there are many difficulties encountered while trying to 
describe the droplet heat up process, turbulent stresses and the turbulent dispersion of 
droplets.
For detailed analysis of these models readers should refer to following citations [5-6, 69, 83, 93] 
and the references there in. Faeth [5-6] has provided comparisons of these models with experimental 
data from a number of authors highlighting the capabilities of these models in predicting spray flows 
and conditions under which the model predictions depart from the experimental data.
The final theoretical model to be considered is the Group Combustion model developed by 
Chiu and coworkers [9-12, 103, 119] for dense spray combustion in gas-turbine engines, industrial 
furnaces and diesel engines. A series of experimental studies carried out by Onuma and Ogasawara 
[116-117] and Chigier and coworkers [8, 85, 120-121] concluded that spray burns with a single
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diffusion flame surrounding the dense spray core with no evidence of single droplet combustion. 
According to Group Combustion theory, combustion of droplets clouds are affected by the 
collective interaction between droplets that impedes the intermixing of fuel vapor and oxidizer, thus 
forming a fuel rich mixture in the core region of the spray. The presence of large number of droplets 
tends to decrease the temperature of the two phase mixture, thus the combined effect of insufficient 
oxygen and thermal quenching makes the mixture in the dense spray region nonflammable. The 
radial transport of gaseous fuel towards the periphery of the spray cloud by convection and diffusion 
allows mixing with air, which leads to the formation of a global envelope flame surrounding all 
droplets in the dense spray region. As droplets move beyond the dense core region, the inter-droplet 
spacing increases and drop size is reduced and the air concentration increases, causing some of the 
droplets to burn individually with flames inside the spray boundary, while other droplets may burn 
in groups. The collective behavior of droplets is accounted for by a simultaneous analysis of an inner 
heterogeneous region and an outer homogeneous gas phase region.
The group combustion of a droplet cloud can be represented by the occurrence of four 
combustion modes [9, 11, 103], which are (i) external sheath combustion, (ii) external group 
combustion, (iii) internal group combustion and (iv) single droplet combustion. These modes are 
classified according to a group combustion number G, which is defined as the ratio of the heat 
transfer in the gas phase and the heat transfer between two phases accounting for connective effects. 
The group combustion number can be written as:
G = 3(1  + 0 .276Re1/2Sc1/3)LeN Q-) (2.6)
or, alternatively,
6 = 3(1 + 0 .276Re1/2Sc1/3)LeN2/3 0) (2.7)
where Re is the Reynolds number of the droplet, Sc is the Schmidt number, Le is the Lewis number, 
N is the total number of droplets present in the cloud, rt is radius of the droplet, Rb is the droplet 
cloud radius and d is the inter-droplet spacing. For detailed formulation of the group combustion 
number, interested readers should consult the original papers of Chiu and coworkers [9-12, 103].
The group combustion regime diagram obtained from [11] is presented in Figure 2.2 in which 
abscissa S denotes the non-dimensional separation between droplets and the ordinate N is the total 
number of droplets in the cloud. The group combustion number G can be expressed alternatively by
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the product of the two thirds power of the total number of droplets and the reciprocal of the non- 
dimensional separation S which is given by:
5 =
0.05
(l + 0.276Re1/2Pr1/3)
(d/n) (2.8)
Figure 2.2 Group combustion regime diagram showing four group combustion modes. Figure 
obtained from reference [11].
In spray flames where G > 102 external sheath burning occurs. This mode consists of an inner 
non vaporizing cloud surrounded by a vaporizing droplet layer with the flame at a “standoff’ 
distance from the spray boundary. For 1 < G < 102, external group combustion occurs and consists 
of an inner vaporizing cloud with a standoff flame. The spray core temperature is higher than 
external sheath combustion mode. Internal group combustion mode where 102 < G < 1, has the
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main flame penetrating into the spray boundary while individual drop burning occurs in the outer 
regions of the spray. For G < 102, individual droplet combustion dominates. A number of research 
groups [101, 122-127] have investigated the occurrence of group combustion modes in laminar spray 
flames.
2.5 Laser Diagnostic Techniques
Application of laser diagnostic techniques to combustion research has contributed immensely to 
the understanding of many important aspects of this complex phenomenon. Laser techniques are 
non intrusive and allow in situ, spatially and temporally precise measurements of reactive, passive 
and conserved scalars in many complex flows. Many different laser techniques have been developed 
to measure all the necessary quantities to characterize a complex practical combustor and these 
include techniques such as Raman and Rayleigh scattering, non linear Raman spectroscopy, laser 
induced fluorescence, Mie scattering, four wave mixing and holographic grating technique as well as 
advanced laser absorption schemes. Eckbreth [39] gives an introduction to the background on 
fundamental principles of laser based combustion diagnostics, basic physics underlying linear and 
non linear diagnostic techniques, as well as the general design considerations for laser diagnostic 
experiments. Eckbreth [39, 128-129] and Kohse-Hoinghaus [40, 130] provide an excellent coverage 
of all the laser based diagnostic techniques in detail and thus only brief overview of techniques 
applicable to this thesis will be covered in the following sections.
2.5.1 Drop Sizing Techniques
Measurement of the characteristics of liquid sprays issuing from liquid injectors presents huge 
challenges for measurement techniques and these have been reviewed by Lefebvre [131] and more 
recently by Chigier [8, 120, 132-133]. The three main methods used for measuring spray 
characteristics are line of sight collection of Fraunhofer diffraction for which a commercial 
instrument called the Malvern Particle Sizer (MPS) is available. The other two main methods are the 
Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) and laser sheet drop sizing (LSD), where the former gives real 
time data from individual droplets from a single point where as the latter measures time averaged 
data from a laser sheet. The PDA technique estimates the size of the individual droplets from the 
phase difference between two Doppler bursts as recorded by two spatially separated detectors. The
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Doppler burst is created by scattering of the laser light from a single droplet traversing the 
intersection of two crossed laser beams. This method is similar to the Laser Doppler velocimetry 
(LDV) technique with the added advantage of measuring both velocity7 and size simultaneously for 
individual droplets. The PDA technique also allows mass flux measurements from the tally of 
velocity and size. The PDA technique has been reviewed in detail in following references [134-136].
The LSD technique is a planar imaging method where the ratio of the fluorescence signal to Mie 
scattering is used to measure the droplet size. Mie scattering signal SMlc is proportional to the surface 
area of the droplet D" and is given by;
Swe =  C D 2 ( 2.9)
where C is a constant containing experimental parameters including laser fluence, detector efficiency 
and signal collection angle. Laser induced fluorescence signal is dependent on the number density, 
therefore the LIF signal is proportional to the droplet volume D3;
Sl,f = C D 3 ( 2.10)
The pixel by pixel ratio of spatially matched fluorescence and Mie images for a large ensemble of 
droplets is proportional to the Sauter mean diameter (SMD):
Slif _  CLlFT.iDi ^  hjDj _  q
$Mie C;ifie (2.11)
The Attraction of the LSD technique is the simplicity and an ability to measure SMD directly as an 
image, however there are a number of key issues that affect the LSD measurements. The LSD 
technique specifically requires D3 dependence on fluorescence signal which is sensitive to the marker 
concentration and the absorption length with in the droplets [137]. As the marker concentration is 
increased beyond a certain threshold the D' dependence shifts to D". For very7 low concentrations 
the LIF signal is affected by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the marker. Finally both 
SMD and liquid volume fraction measurement assume that the fluorescence emission per unit 
droplet volume remains constant across the imaged plane. This requires that the dye chosen as the 
marker should evaporate at the same rate as the base liquid which is not the case. Detailed 
description of the LSD technique and its application to measure droplet size in dense sprays can be 
found in [137-141] and the references there in.
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2.5.2 Raman-Rayleigh Technique
Over the last two decades the Raman-Rayleigh scattering technique has been the front runner in 
terms of major experimental methods used in the study of turbulent combustion. Rayleigh scattering 
is the elastic scattering of photons from molecules or small particles (d/X «  1, where d is the 
particle diameter), where the detected signal is proportional to the total number density. Thus for 
constant pressure and considering ideal gas law, the total Rayleigh signal is inversely proportional to 
the temperature. Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of light from molecules. The 
fundamental relation for the Raman signal intensity IR is given by
h  = CILNi ^ a L  (2.12)
where C is the calibration constant of the detection channel, I, is the laser power, N, is the number 
density of a molecular species i, doR/d H is the differential Raman cross-section, Q is the solid 
angle accepted by the detection optics and L is the length of the observed probe volume.
Rayleigh thermometry in combination with Raman measurements of major species has been 
used to study turbulence-chemistry interaction in flames and an excellent review of this procedure 
and the data collected has been done by Masri et al [13, 53, 61, 142]. To the best of author’s 
knowledge the only application of this technique to dilute sprays has been reported by Masri et al 
[43]. Since the application of this technique to sprays is limited due mainly to interference from the 
liquid phase only brief description of the Rayleigh and Raman scattering is provided. Further details 
on Rayleigh and Raman spectroscopy can be found in [39-40].
2.5.3 Laser Induced Fluorescence
Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) is spontaneous emission from atoms or molecules that have 
been excited by laser radiation [143]. It has been used extensively and effectively in flame studies of 
minor species concentrations. The method has gained maturity in the field of combustion research. 
LIF technique is generally easy to implement, especially for minor species concentrations of 
combustion relevant radicals, OFI, CH and NO where a significant database for spectroscopy, 
quenching and energy transfer already exist. However there are many complications which must be 
considered to obtain accurate, quantitative results. One such complication concerns the energy 
transfer among individual rotational, vibrational and electronic levels during measurement. These
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issues are covered in detail in a number of reviews of LIF techniques and measurements [39-40, 
143]. Most LIF measurements are made using pulsed lasers. The total fluorescence energy, Q,. 
collected is given by
Qf = C fAtJVcN2(.t)dVcdt (2.12)
where C is a calibration constant, N, is the population of the excited, and Vc is the focal volume.
Bazile and Stepowski [109] exploited the fluorescence characteristic of organic dye (rhodamin 
6G) dissolved in methanol to provide a measure of evaporation constant of droplets in the size 
range 50 to 300 pm. In a later study [108, 110-111] they used acetone LIF to measure vapor and 
liquid fuel concentrations in the reacting spray jet of acetone. Other groups have used LIF 
characteristics of acetone as tracers in gaseous jets to measure mixture fraction and temperature 
using dual wavelength acetone LIF [144-149]. Acetone has a broadband absorption feature that 
extends from 225-320 nm, and the peak occurs between 270 and 280. The non resonant visible 
fluorescence can be collected between 350 to 550 nm. The hydroxyl radical OF! has been used as a 
marker of the reaction zone in flames. OH LIF experiments have been performed by a larger 
number of investigators, thus only the applicability of OH LIF technique to present study will be 
discussed here. Simultaneous LIF imaging of Acetone and OH provides a good mechanism to 
visualize fuel zones and flame structure as illustrated by Stepowski [108-111] and later by Starner et 
al [31].
The concentration of formyl radical (HCO) has been found to correlate well with heat release 
rate, in the computational studies of steady and unsteady hydrocarbon flames [150]. The direct 
planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) measurement of HCO is extremely difficult due to its short 
fluorescence lifetime, low fluorescence quantum yield and relatively low concentrations. Paul et al 
[151] and Vagelopoulos et al [152] have proposed an alternate technique for measuring local heat 
release rate using simultaneous PLIF of formaldehyde (CH20 ) and OH. This diagnostic technique 
involves pixel by pixel product of the CH20  and OH images, where the output image gives an 
estimate of the local heat release. A number of investigators [153-157] have applied this technique to 
measure heat release rate in turbulent flames. The fluorescence spectra of CH20  can be found in 
[158-159]. The absorption spectrum of CH20  lies between 250 to 360 nm and the broadband 
fluorescence emission is between 355 and 550 nm. The highest efficiency of the CH20  is obtained
in the A'A2- X 1 A, band of CH20 , between 353.1 to 353.6 nm which is obtained using dye lasers.
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Brackmann et al [156] used the third harmonic of Nd:YAG lasers at 355nm to excite CH20 . It 
should be emphasized that the spatially resolved detection of CH20  in flames suffers from low pulse 
energies of the dye lasers used or the low excitation efficiency by the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG 
lasers. In addition interference from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) on CH20  LIF signal 
has been reported by [158, 160].
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Chapter 3
Spray Burner and Flame Characteristics
3.1 Burner Design
The principles governing the design of a research spray burner are different from those of spray 
injectors aimed at practical industrial combustors. In the latter, liquid is generally injected at high 
pressure forming solid or hollow cones o f dense spray. In such flows processes such as liquid 
injection, atomization, mixing, droplet transport, and droplet combustion are major components of 
practical relevance. Together, these processes provide a difficult problem to solve due to the diverse 
number of processes that needs to be considered. Analyzing individual processes, decreases the 
complexities involved when compared to the global process. Model burners are being developed to 
perform well characterized experiments involving some of these processes. An ideal laboratory flow 
would be experimentally tractable as well as numerically simple enough to enable isolation of effects 
of atomization, turbulence, evaporation, droplet interactions and chemical reactions in spray flames. 
Many industrially relevant sprays have been investigated, but such flows usually involve recirculation, 
high velocity and poor optical access and are not suited to the study of basic mechanisms.
The spray burners at Sydney University have been designed with the objective of establishing 
them as model problem with simple and well defined initial and boundary conditions. These 
resulting flows are aimed at investigating effects of turbulence-chemistry, turbulence-droplet
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interactions, and effects of turbulence on evaporation in dilute turbulent non-reacting and reacting 
spray jets. The complexities of the atomization process is avoided here by mounting the nebulizers 
at least 20 diameters upstream of the nozzle exit plane. Chen and Starner, [28-30] have setup the 
first generation spray burner, where a glass nebulizer was used to create fine spray with Sauter mean 
diameter ranging from 14 to 35 microns. In the second version of the spray burner [31] an ultrasonic 
nebulizer is used for spray generation. The ultrasonic nebulizer produces larger droplets of Sauter 
mean diameter around 40 microns, more akin to what is seen in industrial applications. This burner 
has since undergone some modifications and now forms the platform of the work presented in this 
thesis. It is fully described in the following section.
3.2 Burner Specifications
The piloted spray burner shown in Fig 3.1 comprises a base, a contraction and a pilot flame 
holder. The pilot flame holder and the base have been made out of brass. The contraction was 
manufactured from aluminum and has a contraction ratio of 10:1. A dimensioned schematic of the 
spray burner is provided in Fig 3.2. The central jet nozzle diameter D is 10.5 mm. The outer 
diameter of the annulus is 25.0 mm and the lip thickness is 0.2 mm. The pilot flame holder is fixed 
7.0 mm upstream of the nozzle exit and holds 72 holes concentrically aligned at 7.0 mm, 9.0 mm 
and 11 mm radius from the centre and each row contains 24 holes with diameters 0.9 mm, 1.0 mm 
and 1.1 mm respectively. A co-flow of diameter 104 mm surrounds the burner and the co- 
flow/burner assembly is mounted in a vertical wind tunnel. The tunnel exit has a cross section of 
290 x 290 mm. The co-flow and nozzle exit plane is 59.0 mm downstream of the tunnel exit plane. 
This provides an unconfined working section.
Spray is generated using Sono-Tek cooperation ultrasonic nebulizer model number 8700-48. The 
design specification and operating manuals of the nebulizer are available on the web [161]. The 
droplet size distribution produced by these ultrasonic nebulizers as reported by Sono-Tek is 
approximately lognormal. Further details on the spray distribution are given later on. A broadband 
ultrasonic generator is used for delivering the high frequency electrical energy required to operate 
the nebulizer. The nebulizer is centered inside the burner using four sets of screws. The nebulizer 
head is 215 mm upstream of the jet exit plane. Ultrasonically generated droplets of the liquid fuel 
with zero initial momentum are entrained in the carrier stream.
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Figure 3.1 Spray Burner and co-flow assembly installed in a verdcal wind tunnel.
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* All Dimensions in mm , 0120
215
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the spray burner with dimensions.
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3.3 Wind Tunnel and Co-flow Flow Rates
The co-flow burner assembly is mounted in a vertical wind tunnel and the jet nozzle is aligned 
with the centerline of the tunnel. The wind tunnel fan is driven by a variable speed motor with 
feedback control providing constant fan speed. The wind tunnel supplies filtered air at 4.5 m/s with 
low turbulence intensity. The bulk mean velocity UC0f i 0W in the co-flow stream is matched with the 
wind tunnel mean velocity. A series of perforated steel plates, honey comb and fine wire mesh is 
used for attaining smooth uniform velocity distribution at the exit plane of the co-flow. The total 
volume flow rate of co-flow air is 2156.8 L/min. Co-flow air volume flow rate is monitored using a 
2 inch diameter flow meter. For non-reacting spray jets, pilot flame gas mixture is replaced with air 
and the mean bulk velocity is matched to co-flow.
3.3.1 Pilot Flame
The premixed combustion products of the pilot flame are used for stabilizing the main jet 
flames. Figure 3.3 shows a photo of the pilot showing 72 premixes flames. The pilot fuel is a 
stoichiometric mixture of acetylene (CTd^), hydrogen (H )^ and air. The hydrogen to carbon ratio of 
the pilot flame is matched to the main fuels, acetone (C3HfiO) and ethanol (C:H5OH), which are 2 
and 3 respectively. The fuel and air for the pilot mixture are mixed in the lines after the flow meters 
and before the mixture enters the pilot holder. For acetone as the main fuel the pilot flame reaction 
equation is:
(C2H2+H2)+3(02+3.76N2) 2C 02+2H20+11.28N2
with an adiabatic flame temperature of — 2512 K. For ethanol as main fuel the reaction equation for 
the pilot flame is
(C2H2+2H2)+3.5(02+3.76N2) -► 2C 02+3H20+13.16N2
with an adiabatic flame temperature of — 2493 K. The mean pilot burnt gas velocity7 at the jet exit 
plane, is calculated using the equation 3.1,
_  _  n pb Tpb
U r i h  _ UrLpb T “•pu
n pu ! pu
(3.1)
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where (npb/7lpii) is the molar ratio of pilot flame products over reactants, which for acetone and 
ethanol as main fuel are 0.939and 0.924 respectively and Tpu is the temperature of reactants, Tpu-  
298 K. The mean pilot unburnt gas velocity Upu is the ratio of the total volumetric flow rate of the 
pilot reactants over the annulus area. The mean burnt pilot velocity for acetone and ethanol are 
given by following equations upb =  7.92tipu and upb =  7.73Upu respectively.
Acetone Ethanol
Air 87.72% 84.75%
Figure 3.3 Visual appearance of the pilot
flame for acetone flames. Table 31 Volumetric composition of air and
fuel for pilot flames.
The Upb was 11.9 m/s for acetone and 11.6 m/s for ethanol flames, which corresponds to Upu of 
1.5 m/s . The volumetric composition of the pilot fuel/air mixture for the acetone and ethanol main 
fuels are given in table 3.1. The flow rates are monitored using triflat flow meters. Further details 
about the initial velocity’ profiles at the burner exit plane are given in chapter 4.
3.4 Flame Stability Characteristics
The flames investigate in this thesis are generally steady and do not precess. For a given fuel and 
atomizer, the parameters that could affect the stability limit of the spray flames are the mass flow 
rate of the main fuel and its carrier, the velocity and stoichiometry of the pilot and the velocity of 
the co-flowing air. Here the stability limits refer to the situation when the flame approaches global 
blow off. Visible inspection of a spray flame for a fixed main fuel flow rate, pilot stoichiometry and 
velocity and co-flow velocity has shown that increasing carrier flow rate causes the flame to thin out, 
and gradually change color to light blue. Further increases in jet velocity causes a slight rumbling 
noise and the flame becomes visibly and intermittently disconnected in the region downstream of 
the pilot flame and this state of the flame has been defined as global blow off. Varying pilot
C2H2 6.14% 5.08%
H2 6.14% 10.17%
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Figure 3.4 Acetone flame blow off limits represented by the solid and broken lines in the plot. Left 
hand axis has jet bulk carrier velocity and right hand axis has carrier mass flow rate at blow off. 
Eight acetone flames cases are marked for further investigation.
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Figure 3.5 Ethanol flame blow off limits represented by the solid and broken lines in the plot. Left 
hand axis has jet bulk carrier velocity and right hand axis has carrier mass flow rate at blow off. 
Eight ethanol flame cases are marked for further investigation.
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velocities Upu show no change in the blow off limit. Similarly for co-flow velocities of 1.2, 4.5 and
10.5 m/s there was no change observed in the flow rate of carrier where blow off was obtained. 
Extensive tests have shown that the main controlling parameter in these flames is the carrier mass 
flow rate in the main fuel stream and the droplet loading.
Figure 3.4 and 3.5 show the blow off limits of acetone and ethanol flames plotted against liquid 
fuel mass flow rate injected through the nebulizer. The broken lines represent the jet velocity and 
the solid lines the mass flow rate of the carrier at blow off. Two lines shown for U)Ct and mass flow 
rate of carrier are the extreme cases chosen from a number of separate experiments. These lines in 
each of the plots reflect the level of measurement uncertainty' associated with identifying these limits. 
The limits are shown for acetone and ethanol, in the respective figures plotted for a fixed co-flowing 
air velocity of 4.5 m/s, pilot unburnt velocity of 1.5 m /s and pilot equivalence ratio of 1.0. In 
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 it is shown that the blow off limit increases with increasing fuel mass flow rate. 
The carrier air flow rate was monitored using a flowrator. Liquid fuel flow meter was calibrated 
using a stop watch and measuring cylinder.
3.5 Spray Jets Chosen for Further Investigation
A number of flow conditions have been chosen for further studies. The aim of this thesis is to 
provide experimental data obtained from well characterized spray jets and flames. Therefore, eight 
flame conditions have been chosen for each fuel, acetone and ethanol, to study the effects of fuel 
vapor pressure on the overall structure of the spray flames with fixed liquid fuel and carrier mass 
flow rates. Flame cases were also chosen to investigate the effects of increasing droplet loading at 
fixed carrier velocity as well as the effects of varying carrier velocity for fixed liquid fuel flow rate. 
The three liquid fuel mass flow rates through the nebulizer were 23.4, 45 and 75 g/min and labeled 
as Low, Mid and High respectively and the four carrier velocities were 24, 36, 48 and 60m/s. The 
eight flame conditions are shown on the stability7 plot in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 for the three fuel 
loading cases with increasing carrier velocities. Eight non-reacting jets of acetone were also 
investigated. The non-reacting jets had the same carrier and fuel flow rates as the acetone flames. Air 
has been used as carrier for all jets under investigation.
The initial conditions for all the flames and the non-reacting jets are provided in Tables 3.2, 3.3 
and 3.4. Liquid fuel volume flow rate measured at the exit plane was obtained from phase Doppler
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Table 3.2 Initial conditions for acetone flames
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Table 3.3 Initial conditions for ethanol flames
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Table 3.4 Initial conditions for non-reacting spray jets
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particle anemometry measurements, details of which will be provided in the later chapters. The 
overall equivalence ratio 0 overall of acetone and ethanol flames is calculated using initial mass flow 
rate of carrier air and the injected fuel mass flow rate assuming all of the liquid fuel is in vapor form. 
The equivalence ratio Ocxlt, at the jet exit plane is calculated using mass flow rate of fuel vapor 
measured at the exit plane and the initial carrier air flow rate. Fuel air mixture at the exit plane in 
acetone flames are richer compared to the ethanol flames. This is due to larger amounts of acetone 
vaporizing inside the burner due to its lower boiling point at atmospheric pressure of 56 °C, where 
as ethanol has a boiling point of 78 °C. The formulation for the spray jet density calculation is given 
in appendix A. The gas phase temperature at the exit plane could not be measured, therefore it has 
been assumed to be 20 °C for the density7 calculations. This is not true since there is significant 
amount of evaporation of fuel taking place inside the burner which would give lower gas phase 
temperature. The density calculated is a approximation thus the assumed gas phase temperature is 
valid. The viscosity of the spray jets were calculated using Chapman and Cowling approximation for 
gas mixtures provide in [162]
3.6 Physical Flame Lengths and Mean Temperature
3.6.1 Flame Appearance and Physical Length
Visual appearance of acetone and ethanol flames is shown in figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. 
The right hand axis in Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 highlights the axial locations, x/D  (where x is the axial 
distance and D is the jet diameter) where measurements have been performed. All acetone flames 
are blue in color throughout their length. Ethanol flames EtFl, EtF2 and EtF5 develop an orange 
tinge close to the tip marking the existence of soot, however as the carrier air flow rate is increased 
the flame tips turn blue. At the measurement locations, flames of both fuels are blue in color and 
free of soot. All the flames are steady and symmetrical.
Physical flame lengths were obtained from flame photographs and will be referred to here on as 
flame length. Acetone flame length increases as the fuel loading is increased and decreases as the 
bulk jet velocity7 U|et is increased. The acetone flame brush width decreases with decreasing fuel 
loading and increasing U|et. Ethanol flames also show an increase in physical flame length as the 
droplet loading is increased but the difference in the flame length for increasing U)et is small when
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compared to acetone flames. Figure 3.9 shows the flame length plotted against bulk jet velocity for 
acetone and ethanol flames.
Figure 3.6 Visual appearance of the acetone (AcF4, AcF3, AcFl) and ethanol (EtF4, EtF3, EtFl) 
flames with constant carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading.
AcF 3 AcF 6 AcF 8 EtF 3 EtF 6 EtF 8
Figure 3.7 Visual appearance of the acetone (AcF3, AcF6, AcF8) and ethanol (EtF3, EtF6, EtF8) 
flames with constant fuel loading (Mid) and increasing carrier air velocity.
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A cF 1 A cF 2 A cF 5 AcF 7 EtF 1 EtF 2 EtF 5 EtF 7
Figure 3.8 Visual appearance of the acetone (AcFl, AcF2, AcF5, AcF7) and ethanol (EtFl, EtF2, 
EtF5, EtF7) flames with constant fuel loading (High) and increasing carrier air velocity.
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Figure 3.9 Physical flame length plotted with respect to bulk jet velocity for acetone and ethanol 
flames.
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3.6.2Mean Temperature Measurements
Flame temperature measurements have been made using a R-type thermocouple with a bead 
diameter of 0.5 mm. Measured flame temperatures have not been corrected for radiation losses. The 
influence of droplet impact, creating a wet bulb effect, has been neglected. Radial profiles of the 
mean excess temperature, T-T0 where T0 is the ambient temperature is shown in Figures 3.10, 3.11 
and 3.12, for acetone and ethanol flames. Figure 3.10 shows excess temperature for flames with 
fixed U.et of 24 m /s and increasing fuel loading, where flame 4 has the lowest fuel flow rate and 
flame 1 highest. Figure 3.11 shows excess temperature for flames with mid fuel flow rate and 
increasing U)et. Similarly Figure 3.12 shows T-T() for flames with highest fuel flow rate and increasing 
velocity. Significant differences are observed in the radial profiles of the mean excess temperature 
between flames of acetone and ethanol as well for flames of the same fuel with varying U)Ct and 
liquid fuel loading.
Figure 3.10 shows the effects of droplet loading on the mean excess temperature in acetone and 
ethanol flames while Figure 3.11 shows the effect of increasing carrier velocity on mean excess 
temperature for acetone and ethanol flames with mid fuel loading. Flame AcF4 has centerline excess 
temperature reaching 1000 K at x/D  = 10 while flames AcFl and 3 still have ambient conditions. 
Ethanol flames EtFl EtF3 and EtF4, on the other hand show centerline temperature ranging from 
600 to 1000 K at x/D = 10 indicating existence of burning events. This will be confirmed later by 
LIF images of OH. A similar trend is seen in figure 3.11 for flames with mid fuel loading and 
increasing carrier velocities. The centerline excess temperature in acetone flames increases gradually 
from ambient in flame AcF3 to about 600 K in flame AcF6 and 1000 K in AcF8 while all three 
ethanol flames are high ranging from 900 to 1000 K. Further downstream at x/D=20, flame AcFl 
and ACF 3 maintain their non-premixed feature with low centerline temperature increasing to a peak 
in the reaction zone which occurs at about r/D = l. Ethanol flame EtFl shows a centerline 
temperature of 800 K while all remaining flames have a peak centerline excess temperature of about 
1200 degrees peaking to about 1400 and 1300 degree at outer radial locations in the acetone and 
ethanol flames respectively. The excess temperature peaks on the centerline at x/D=30 for all 
flames except AcFl, AcF3 and EtFl. The peak centerline excess temperatures shows a increase in 
the flame length as the fuel loading is increased which is consistent with flame lengths shown in 
Figure 3.9. The profiles of excess temperature show a transition from diffusion to a premixed flame 
for decreasing droplet loading
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Figure 3.12 shows the effect of increasing carrier velocity in flames with high fuel loading. All 
acetone flames have ambient temperature on the jet centerline at x/D = 10 while ethanol flames 
have centerline temperature reaching 700 K. At x/D = 20 flames AcFl and 2 show gradual increase 
in centerline excess temperature to 400 K while flames AcF5 and 7 shows the temperature in the 
center of the rising to 900 K. Ethanol flame EtF2 has centerline excess temperature at 600 K while 
in the rest of the ethanol flames the centerline excess temperature is around 800 K. The peak excess 
temperature in acetone flames is 1300 K with the exception of flame AcF2 which has a peak excess 
temperature of 1500K at a radial location r/D = 1. All ethanol flames have a peak excess 
temperature of 1300 K. The centerline excess temperature reaches a maximum for flames AcF5 and 
AcF7 at x/D = 30 while flames AcFl and AcF2 show predominantly diffusion flame structure with 
the centerline temperature around 500 K and the peak excess temperature of 1250 K occurring at 
r/D = 1.2. All ethanol flames however have the centerline excess temperature almost reaching 
maximum at x/D = 30.
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Acetone Ethanol
Figure 3.10 Radial profiles of the mean excess temperature (T-T„) measured at various axial 
locations in flames of acetone and ethanol at fixed U)Ct = 24 m/s and increasing fuel loading. Flame 
order with increasing fuel loading 4, 3 and 1.
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Acetone Ethanol
Figure 3.12 Radial profiles of the mean excess temperature (T-T()) measured at various axial 
locations in flames of acetone and ethanol for increasing U-Ct at high liquid fuel loading. Flame order 
with respect to increasing U)Ct 1, 2, 5 and 7.
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Chapter 4
Conditions at Jet Exit Plane
Flow field and droplet size data measured using LDV/PDPA are presented in this chapter. A 
brief description of the experimental setup is provided. A non-reacting spray jet of mineral 
turpentine has been used as a base case to validate the flux measurements. Mineral turpentine has a 
high boiling point ranging from 150-190°C and hence is representative of non-evaporating sprays. 
Droplet flux and velocity in non-reacting spray jets of acetone, acetone flames and ethanol flames 
have been measured. Boundary conditions for the spray burner are outlined. Radial profiles of the 
mean axial velocity and its rms fluctuations at the jet exit plane are provided for a gas phase flow 
though the burner. Droplet size distribution at the exit plane is provided for non-reacting spray jets, 
acetone flames and ethanol flames. A study has been conducted on the behavior of small droplets 
with a diameter d < 10 microns where mean and rms velocity of these small droplets are compared 
with mean and rms velocity of gaseous jets.
4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 PDPA/LDV Setup for Spray Jets
The phase-Doppler anemometer (TSI Model FSA 3500/4000) [163] is arranged in the 45” 
forward scattering configuration, with 300-mm receiver focal length and 3.2 mm fringe spacing. A 
variable power Argon-ion laser feeds the two channel fiber optics assembly which has a focal length
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and beam separation of 250mm and 40 mm respectively and produces two pairs of transmitting 
beams of wavelength 514.5 nm (green) for axial and 488 nm (blue) for radial components of 
velocity. The fiberlight’s Bragg cell adds 40 MHz to the shifted beams which allow measurement of 
velocity component in both positive and negative directions. The power of the un-shifted and 
shifted, green and blue beam was balanced to 33 mW and 18 mW respectively and the fringe spacing 
is 3 pm with a beam waist of approximately 85 pm. Two components of the velocity7, axial U and 
radial V of droplets, shear stress, droplet diameter, droplet number density and its volume flux are 
measured in radial traverses of the jet, at normalized axial locations x/D = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 
30, downstream of the nozzle exit plane. Due to physical constraints, axial location labeled as 0.3 
was the closest distant the probe volume could be placed to the jet nozzle exit, thus boundary 
conditions at the jet exit plane for spray jets studied here correspond to measurements taken at x/D 
= 0.3.
Droplet volume flux is difficult to measure due to high data rejection rates, which are caused by 
weak and ambiguous signals. To maximize the quality of the flux measurement, only the axial 
velocity is measured together with the size data, this yielded the highest size validation percentage. 
The inherent phase difference between the three photomultiplier (PMT) detectors was calibrated 
using the procedure provided by TSI [164] to eliminate phase shift introduce by electronic circuitry. 
Software coincidence has been applied on velocity measurements together with the intensity 
validation scheme applied to drop size measurements. The built-in probe volume correction (PVC) 
in FlowSizer software [165] has been implemented to correct for lower visibility of small droplets at 
the edge of the measurement volume. All parameter settings of the receiver optic assembly was 
maintained constant throughout the length of the jet in order to minimize any bias towards size 
distribution relative to upstream results. These settings are thus determined by the saturation 
constraints at the jet exit. Chen et al [29] showed that the effect of temperature on the refractive 
index of acetone which influences the slope of the phase verses size curve is negligible. The 
photomultiplier voltage and burst threshold are set at 395 V and 195 mV, respectively. This 
particular hardware and software settings allows droplet size measurement in the range 0.5 to 100 
microns. Droplets larger than 100 microns will not be resolved. The evaporating spray jets being 
studied here have a high percentage of droplets, smaller than 50 microns with the maximum size 
reaching 95 microns.
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4.1.2 LDV Setup for Gas Phase Jet
The LDV technique is used for measuring the mean axial velocity and turbulence profile of gas 
phase jets. Note, only axial component is measured due to unavailability of the second channel since 
these measurements were performed later, after the second channel was damaged. The PMT voltage 
is set at 420 V and the burst threshold at 90 mV. The co-flow and gas phase jet stream was seeded 
with Aluminum oxide (A120 3) particles of nominal diameter of 0.05 pm. Details of the A120 3 particle 
seeder has been provide by Masri [13]. The particles are entrained at a location upstream of the exit 
plane. Masri and Dally have reported that there are uncertainties in these types of measurements due 
to velocity and seeding bias, however these errors are negligible if the velocity fluctuations are less 
than 10 % which is the case for the jet cases studied here.
4.1.3 Initial Conditions for Non-reacting Gas Phase Jet
A non-reacting gas phase flow with equivalent density to the non-reacting evaporating spray jet 
has been used for comparing the behavior of small droplets with the gas phase. A mixture of argon 
and nitrogen of equivalent density to non-reacting case SP 4 at the exit plane is used for velocity and 
turbulence measurements in single phase jets. Table 4.1 provides the initial conditions of the gas 
phase jet. The bulk wind tunnel and co-flow velocity was 4.5 m/s, keeping it consistent with spray 
jets. The pilot stream has air flowing through at a bulk velocity of 4.5 m/s. Initial conditions of the 
spray jets are provide in tables 3.2-3.4.
A r g o n / N it r o g e n  M ix tu re
E q u iv a le n t  d e n s i ty  s p r a y  C a s e S P 4  ( 1 .3 3  k g / m 3)
B u lk  je t  v e lo c i t y  (m / s ) 24
D e n s i ty  ( k g / m 3) 1 .4
V is c o s i t y  ( k g / m -s ) 1.85 x 105
R e y n o ld s  n u m b e r 1 8 8 1 6
Table 4.1 Initial conditions for the gas phase jet.
4.2 PDPA Calibration
The low boiling points of acetone (56 °C at atmospheric pressure) and ethanol (78 °C at 
atmospheric pressure) make them good candidates to study evaporation in non-reacting and reacting
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spray jets. In order to accurately measure liquid mass flux in an evaporating spray jet using Phase 
Doppler Anemometry technique, the PDPA setup parameters have to be optimized. To gain 
confidence in the flux measurements in evaporating spray jets using PDPA, validation against a non­
evaporating jet is required where mass flux between the injected liquid and measured Liquid at the 
exit plane should be conserved. Mineral turpentine (‘turps’) is used as the non evaporative liquid 
with boiling point in the range 150-190 °C at atmospheric pressure and consists mainly of C1(tH16. 
The droplet flow rate is obtained by integrating measured droplet fluxes across the jet at the exit 
plane. Given that mineral turpentine has a high boiling point; such measurements should yield a 
mass flux almost equal to the injected flow rate.
Figure 4.1 Radial profile o f droplet volume flux at four axial locations for a non evaporating spray jet 
of mineral turpentine and an evaporating acetone spray jet (SP4).
Comparison is made between non-evaporating and evaporating spray jets with constant carrier 
air flow rate and similar liquid volume flow. The co-flow and pilot velocity is kept constant at 4.5 
m/s. The injected liquid volume flow rate for the non-evaporating turpentine spray jet is 26.9 
ml/min which is compared with non-reacting spray jet case SP4 with injected acetone volume flow 
rate of 29.6 ml/min. Radial profiles of droplet flux distribution were measured for turpentine and 
acetone spray jets at axial stations x /D  =  0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 where x is the axial position 
and D is the jet nozzle diameter. Figure 4.1 shows flux distribution for four axial stations. A 
symmetric flux profile, not shown here was obtained at all locations ensuring that an axis symmetry 
round jet assumption is justified. Close to the edge of the jet the volume flux shows a local 
maximum suggesting that some large droplets may be accumulating on the inner wall of the jet 
nozzle, however the flux curves become self-similar in the far-field beyond x/D  = 5. The liquid
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volume flow rate along the length of the spray jet is obtained by integrating the volume flux profiles 
provided in Fig 4.1.
Figure 4.2 Axial distribution of normalized liquid volume flow rate for spray jets of turpentine and 
acetone.
The droplet flow rate for the mineral turpentine case at the exit plane was measured to be 24.6 
ml/min and for the acetone spray case SP4 the measured droplet flow rate at the exit plan was 12.9 
ml/min. Extensive tests have been carried out to confirm that there is no accumulation of liquid fuel 
at the base of the burner from the spray particles that might collide with the jet wall and drip back 
into the burner. No accumulation of liquid fuel at the base of the burner and a symmetrical flux 
profile at the exit plane provides a good proof of the nebulizer head being concentrically aligned 
with the nozzle thus minimizing the effect of droplets colliding with the wall. The lower value of the 
measured liquid volume flow rate for the turpentine jet at the exit plane is due to limitations of the 
PDPA method. Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of turpentine liquid volume flow measured at 
seven axial positions along the jet. Measurements in the mineral turpentine case recovered over 90% 
of the injected liquid flow at all axial locations and all the measured flow rates are within 5% of the 
average total flow rate. This is consistent with Nijdam’s [33] finding where test was carried out that 
has shown that droplet flow along the axis of a non-reacting spray, varies by no more than 6% of 
the average droplet flow.
The reduction in the droplet flow rate at the exit of the acetone jet is due to evaporation as 
shown by the difference in the flux profile between acetone and mineral turpentine at the exit plane. 
As expected, the total mass flux for mineral turpentine for all droplet sizes is well conserved whereas 
case SP4 shows the decay in droplet flow due to evaporation. For case SP4 the slope of the flow rate
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versus x/D curve provides a bulk evaporation rate for the vaporizing spray jet. This verities that the 
PDPA/LDV setup is optimized for measuring accurate droplet flux as well as velocities in an 
evaporating jet.
4.3 Boundary Conditions
4.3.1 Exit Plane Velocity Profile for Gas Phase Flow
Velocity and turbulence profiles at the exit plane of the jet nozzle and co-flow using a plane air 
jet, an argon/nitrogen mixture and a CNG/argon flame with bulk velocity fly =24 m/s were used for 
the velocity measurements. All three jets had similar normalized velocity and turbulence profiles. 
Velocity measured in the Argon/Nitrogen mixture case was chosen to represent the radial profile of 
the axial velocity u and turbulence u’ at the exit plane of the spray burner for a gaseous flow. Figure
4.3 shows the normalized velocity and turbulence profile of gas phase flow at the exit plane of the 
burner co-flow assembly. In the pilot annulus the exit plane condition was not measured but has 
been estimated as laminar flow with Up = 4.5 m/s. Exit plane velocity of the co-flow stream was 
measured for U COf i o w  — 4.5 m/s. The jet mean velocity and rms velocity profiles show a fully 
developed turbulent pipe flow at the exit plane of the nozzle. A uniform velocity profile is obtained 
at the exit plane of the co-flow with relative turbulence intensity of about 5%.
Figure 4.3 Velocity and turbulence profiles of gas phase flow, at the exit plane of the piloted spray 
burner. A fully developed pipe flow is obtained in the nozzle shrouded by a uniform co-flow stream.
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4.3.2 Spray Jet Boundary Conditions
Initial conditions for the spray jets under investigation are provided in Tables 3.2 to 3.4. The 
boundary conditions at the exit plane of the nozzle for the non-reacting and reacting spray jets, 
which include drop size distribution, mean and rms velocity7 of the droplets are provided here. The 
liquid volume flow rate at the exit plane was obtained by integration of measured fluxes. The extent 
of evaporation that takes place in the burner from the point where the droplets are picked up by the 
carrier at the nebulizer tip till the exit plane of the nozzle is given by the difference in liquid mass 
flow rate between the injected flow rate and measured flow rate at the exit plan. As shown earlier 
there is no evidence of liquid fuel accumulating at the base of the burner and hence it is believed 
that the fuel vapor mass flow rate is equal to the difference between the injected and measured 
liquid flow rate at the exit plan.
The liquid and vapor fuel mass flow rate measured at the exit plane for the non-reacting and 
reacting spray jets is given in Table 4.2 to 4.4. Significant amount of evaporation takes place inside 
the burner for non-reacting and reacting acetone spray jets. Ethanol flames EtFl, EtF3 and EtF4 
with low carrier velocity show some evaporation taking place inside the burner, while flames EtF2, 
EtF5, EtF6, EtF7 and EtF8 have a high percentage of liquid fuel measured at the jet nozzle exit 
plane. Sauter mean diameter (SMD) D32 on the centerline, for the sprays in the non-reacting and 
reacting jets, measured at the exit plane are given in Tables 4.2 to 4.4. The D32 decreases with 
increasing fuel loading and carrier velocity for both non-reacting and reacting spray jets.
SP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Bulk carrier velocity (m/s) 24 36 24 24 48 36 60 48
Liquid fuel mass flow (g/min) 22.1 28.8 16.8 10.6 38.4 28.5 34.0 29.3
Vapor fuel mass flow (g/min) 52.9 46.2 28.3 12.8 36.6 16.6 41.0 15.8
D32 (gm) (@ x/D = 0.3, r/D =0) 41.5 37.1 42.8 46.2 35.7 40.5 35.7 37.3
Table 4.2 Boundary conditions for non-reacting acetone spray jets.
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AcF 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Bulk carrier velocity (m/s) 24 36 24 24 48 36 60 48
Liquid fuel mass flow (g/min) 18.0 23.9 15.9 7.2 27.8 26.1 31.1 27.4
Vapor fuel mass flow (g/min) 57.0 51.2 29.1 16.3 47.2 18.9 43.9 17.7
D32 (pm) (@ x/D = 0.3, r/D =0) 39.8 37.4 42.5 45.7 34.5 37.7 36.1 36.7
Table 4.3 Boundary conditions for acetone spray flames.
EtF 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Bulk carrier velocity (m/s) 24 36 24 24 48 36 60 48
Liquid fuel mass flow (g/min) 45.7 66.6 30.7 14.5 70.1 41.3 73.0 36.6
Vapor fuel mass flow (g/min) 29.3 8.4 14.3 8.9 4.9 3.7 2.0 8.4
D32 (pm) (@ x/D = 0.3, r/D =0) 45.3 40.5 46.0 46.0 34.9 40.9 36.9 38.5
Table 4.4 Boundary conditions for ethanol spray flames.
4.3.3 Droplet Size Distribution at Jet Exit Plane
Droplet size distribution measured close to the central axis of the jet at the exit plane is 
presented in Figure 4.4. The droplet probability density function (PDF) of the respective case has 
been normalized by the maximum diameter count of that particular spray case. The variations in the 
droplet PDF at the exit plane with varying fuel and carrier flow rates are due to evaporation, and 
fluid mechanical effect involved in such flows. For constant carrier velocity cases, both the non­
reacting and reacting jets show similar droplet size distributions with the peak of the PDF, lying 
between droplet diameters 10 to 40 microns. The fixed loading with increasing carrier velocity cases, 
show a significant shift of the droplet size PDF peek towards 10 micron droplets. As the carrier 
velocity is increased the number of small droplets increases causing the shift in the droplet size PDF. 
The entrainment into the carrier flow and the transit history in the nozzle tube are thought to be the 
main cause of the modified PDF’s measured at the exit plane. Droplet size distribution upstream of
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Figure 4.4 Droplet size distribution close to the jet central axis at x/D = 0.3 for non-reacting spray
jets, acetone and ethanol spray flames. First column contains size distribution for jets with increasing
fuel flow rate and constant carrier velocity, second column contains drop size distribution for jets
with fixed fuel flow rate and increasing carrier velocity.
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the exit plane has not been measured here thus a definite conclusion cannot be made on, specific 
effects that influence the droplet size distribution between the top of the sono-tek atomizer and the 
exit plane of the jet.
Figure 4.5 Comparison between measured and theoretical droplet size distribution. Nukiyama 
Tanisawa droplet size distribution provides the best fit to the measured droplet size distribution at 
the nozzle exit plane.
The droplet size distribution produced by an ultrasonic nebulizer is known to be approximately 
lognormal. The measured droplet size PDF has been found to be best represented by the Nukiyama- 
Tanasawa [82] droplet size distribution. Figure 4.5 shows the comparison between the measured 
droplet size PDF in non-reacting spray jet SP 3 and Nukiyama-Tanasawa fit. Radial scan of the 
droplet size PDF at the exit plane show uniform distribution for all sprays jets. Close to the jet wall 
the measured droplet size PDF shows a bias towards small droplets. Hinze [166] has shown that 
droplet deformation and secondary break up regime are functions of Weber (We) and OHNE 
SORGE (Oh) numbers. Weber number is defined as the ratio of dynamic force to surface-tension 
force and is given by;
W e  _  dPg\u P ua\ 
a
(4.1)
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where d is the particle diameter, pg is the gas density, up is the stream wise particle velocity, ug is 
the stream wise gas velocity and o is the surface-tension. Ohnesorge number on the other hand is 
the ratio of liquid viscous forces to surface tension forces and is given by;
Oh = Mi
y f p l d o
(4.2)
where Pi is the liquid viscosity, pi is the liquid density, d is the particle diameter and o is the surface 
tension. Weber number (We) and the Ohnesorge number Oh of the spray at the exit plane has been 
calculated for all spray jets. The drop deformation regime map as a function of We and Oh, provided 
by Faeth [84] was used for determining if further droplet deformation or break up occurred in the 
spray jets investigated here. The Weber number was found to be less than 0.3 and Oh was less than 
0.006 for droplets in the sizes range 40<d<50 microns indicating that the droplets are spherical and 
will not undergo any further deformation due to droplet break up, downstream of the nozzle exit 
plane.
Radial distribution of the droplet size PDF’s measured at the exit plane is presented in Figure 4.6 
for cases with constant carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading and in Figure 4.7 for cases with 
fixed fuel loading (High) and increasing carrier velocities. As the fuel loading is increased the radial 
distribution of droplet size PDF’s show little change except close to the jet wall where the peak of 
the droplet size PDF shifts towards smaller droplets (d = 10 pm). Spray cases SP1, AcFl and EtFl 
have been omitted from Figure 4.7 in order to provide data for cases 2, 5 and 7 which is legible to 
the reader. The peak of the droplet PDF peaks at 20 pm droplets for the lowest carrier velocity 
cases. There is a distinct shift in the peak of the droplet size PDF towards smaller droplets as the 
carrier velocity is increased. Spray cases with mid fuel loading and increasing carrier velocity show 
similar trend to the high fuel loading cases presented here. Similar plots for droplet size distribution 
measured at downstream locations from the exit plane will be presented in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.6 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF’s measured at the exit plane for cases with 
constant carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading for non-reacting spray jets (SP4, SP3, SP1), 
acetone (AcF4, AcF3, AcFl) and ethanol (EtF4, EtF3, EtFl) flames respectively.
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Figure 4.7 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF’s measured at the exit plane for cases with 
increasing carrier velocity and fixed fuel loading (High) for non-reacting spray jets (SP2, SP5, SP7), 
acetone (AcF2, AcF5, AcF7) and ethanol (EtF2, EtF5, EtF7) flames respectively.
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4.3.4 Droplet Velocity Profile at Nozzle Exit Plane
Mean (0) and rms (u) velocity profiles of droplets measured at the nozzle exit plane for reacting 
and non-reacdng spray jets under investigation are provided in figures 4.8 to 4.11. In each plot radial 
profiles are presented for the unconditioned results labeled as all sizes, as well as measurements 
conditioned with respect to different droplet sizes. Velocity data has been conditioned with respect 
to five specific droplet size bands, which are d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40 and 40<d<50, 
where d is the droplet diameter. Profiles corresponding to the smallest droplet size (d<10 pm) are 
believed to correspond to the gas phase velocity. This aspect is confirmed later in this chapter. It 
should be noted that all plots for the mean velocity have a constant range of 28 m /s on the vertical 
axis. The rms velocity plots have a fixed range of 7 m/s for spray jets with increasing fuel loading at 
constant carrier velocity7 and 12 m/s for fixed high droplet fuel loading with increasing carrier 
velocity cases. The horizontal axis represents radial distance (r) normalized by the jet nozzle 
diameter D.
Mean and rms velocity of droplets at the jet exit plane for cases with fixed carrier velocity and 
increasing fuel loading for non-reacting acetone spray jets (SP4, SP3 and SP1), acetone spray flames 
(AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl) and ethanol spray flames (EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl) are presented in Figures 
4.8 and 4.9 respectively. Similar plots for the constant fuel loading with increasing carrier velocity for 
non-reacting spray jets (SP1, SP2, SP5 and SP7), acetone spray flames (AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and 
AcF7) and ethanol spray flames (EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7) are provided in figures 4.10 and 4.11. 
In the fixed fuel loading categories, profiles for only the highest fuel loading cases are shown. Cases 
with mid fuel loading and varying carrier velocity show similar trends to the increasing carrier 
velocity cases presented here. Mean velocity profiles of the gas phase at the exit plane can be 
represented by the velocity profile of droplets d<10 pm.
Large droplets due to high inertia initially lag behind the small droplets and thus exit the nozzle 
with a negative slip velocity us given by;
us=u-ug (4.3)
where u is the mean velocity of the droplet and ug is the gas phase velocity represented by velocity 
of droplets smaller than 10 pm. The magnitude of slip velocity increases with droplet size. Only a 
small change in the slip velocity of the large particles is observed as the fuel loading is increased. In
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Figure 4.8 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity u measured at x/D = 0.3 for cases with constant 
carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading for non-reacting spray jets (SP4, SP3, SP1), acetone 
(AcF4, AcF3, AcFl) and ethanol (EtF4, EtF3, EtFl) flames respectively. Results are presented for 
unconditioned case (All Sizes) as well as conditioned with respect to five droplet size bins (d<10, 
10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40 and 40<d<50).
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Figure 4.9 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations U measured at x/D = 0.3 for cases with 
constant carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading for non-reacting spray jets (SP4, SP3, SP1), 
acetone (AcF4, AcF3, AcFl) and ethanol (EtF4, EtF3, EtFl) flames respectively. Results are 
presented for unconditioned case (All Sizes) as well as conditioned with respect to five droplet size 
bins (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40 and 40<d<50).
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Figure 4.10 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity U measured at x /D  = 0.3 for cases with fixed high 
fuel loading and increasing carrier velocity for non-reacting spray jets (SP1, SP2, SP5, SP7), acetone 
(AcFl, AcF2, AcF5, AcF7) and ethanol (EtFl, EtF2, EtF5, EtF7) flames respectively. Results are 
presented for unconditioned case (All Sizes) as well as conditioned with respect to five droplet size 
bins (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40 and 40<d<50).
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Figure 4.11 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations u measured at x/D = 0.3 for cases with fixed 
high fuel loading and increasing carrier velocity for non-reacting spray jets (SP1, SP2, SP5, SP7), 
acetone (AcFl, AcF2, AcF5, AcF7) and ethanol (EtFl, EtF2, EtF5, EtF7) flames respectively. 
Results are presented for uncondidoned case (All Sizes) as well as conditioned with respect to five 
droplet size bins (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40 and 40<d<50).
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spray cases with fixed fuel loading and increasing carrier velocity, the magnitude of the slip velocity 
of large droplets increases as gas phase velocity increases.
Small droplets have lower inertia compared with larger ones, and thus follow the turbulent 
fluctuations of the gas flow more closely. As the droplet diameter increases, the inertia of the 
droplets increase as well and hence to maintain their speed, such large droplets are less likely to 
respond to flow turbulence fluctuations. Radial profiles of the droplet rms velocity presented in 
Figures 4.9 and 4.11 show small droplets (d<10 pm) having higher rms velocity in the central core 
of the jet. As the droplet size increases the droplet rms velocity fluctuation decreases. This trend is 
reversed close to the jet wall where the larger droplets have higher rms velocity then the small 
droplets. This is consistent with the finding of Starner et al [31] in turbulent spray flames of acetone, 
who reported rms fluctuations for the axial velocity measured for large droplets near the wall at the 
jet exit plane higher than those measured for droplets smaller than 10 pm. This aspect being 
anomalous and contrary to expectation is further investigated in the following section.
4.4 Wall Effect on Droplet Velocity at Jet Exit Plane
The anomaly in droplet rms velocity fluctuation close to the jet nozzle wall is further explored 
here. The scatter plots for the instantaneous realizations of velocity versus droplet diameter 
measured at two radial locations are shown in Figure 4.12. Close to the center of the jet at r/D  = 
0.057 the distribution of data points for a given bin of droplet size is mono-modal and the velocity 
scatter for all size particles is close to the mean velocity expected of a fully developed turbulent flow. 
The mean velocity of the individual diameter bins reduces as the particle diameter increases. This is 
expected as small particles have larger drag coefficient and thus small relaxation time leading to 
greater droplet acceleration and thus exit the nozzle with zero slip velocity. On the other hand, 
larger droplets with greater inertia have longer relaxation time thus exiting the nozzle with negative 
slip velocities. As the nozzle wall is approached at r/D  = 0.41, the scatter plot for velocity begins to 
show a bimodal distribution with the bimodality7 becoming more distinct for larger droplets. The 
instantaneous mean velocities for specific droplet size are marked by the solid lines. At r/D  = 0.057 
the measured velocity is neatly distributed around the mean, whereas at r/D  = 0.41 the measured 
velocity7 data shows two separate branches on either side of the mean velocity line where majority of 
the data points are clustered together.
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Figure 4.12 Real time velocity versus droplet diameter scatter plot for measurement taken close to 
the center of the jet at r/D  = 0.057 and at the jet edge closer to the nozzle wall at r/D  = 0.41. The 
instantaneous mean velocity for specific droplet size is marked by blue line.
This aspect is further confirmed by constructing the velocity7 PDF for droplets in the size range 
30 to 40 pm marked by red broken lines in Figure 4.12. The PDF are shown in Figure 4.13, for r/D  
= 0.057 and 0.41. Close to the jet centerline, the PDF is mono-modal and gradually shifts to a 
bimodal distribution as the jet wall is approached. Droplets with higher velocities (top branch of the 
velocity distribution) are those that remain unaffected by the presence of the solid wall while slower 
droplets appear to have been somehow slowed down by the boundary layer which has formed on 
the inner surface. It is this bimodality that leads to the artificially high rms velocity fluctuations 
measured for larger droplets near the jet wall.
It should be noted here that the true reasons for such behavior near the jet wall are not fully 
understood and need further studies. There are however at least two possible scenarios. Large 
droplets slow down as they are attracted to the wall and may then hit the wall and bounce starting 
from zero velocity. Such behavior leads to two classes of droplets with different histories: those 
slowing down as they tend to approach the wall and those accelerating from rest. Such behaviors is 
however unlikely because droplets are more likely to stick to the wet wall. The second scenario 
involves a build up in the wet layer at the wall leading to shedding of large, slower droplets. These 
scenarios need further investigation.
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Regardless of the reason for such a behavior, the separate rms fluctuations of the slow and fast 
droplets near the jet wall may be obtained by separating the bimodal branches of the PDF and 
obtaining the rms of each branch separately. This is achieved as follows: the two branches are 
separated using the criterion where the PDF of lower branch has droplet velocities less then mean 
velocity of all droplets (u si0W<UAn Droplets) and PDF of higher branch has velocities greater than 0 
for all droplets (Ufast>0^11 Droplets)- Figure 4 .14  shows the separated velocity PDF’s of the fast and 
the slow branch which are reconstructed to calculate true rms velocity' fluctuations of large droplets. 
The reconstruction of the PDF’s is done as follows: for the high velocity branch, the distribution on 
the right hand side of the peak is taken as a true representation of the full distribution by assuming 
symmetry and hence forms the basis for calculating the mean and rms fluctuations. For the low 
velocity branch, the same approach is used except that the distribution on the left hand side of the 
peak is now used. The reconstructed PDF’s are provided in the Figure 4.14. Radial locations where 
the peaks of the PDF could not be delineated have been left alone. Using this approach, the mean 
and rms fluctuations have been calculated using the low velocity branch or the high velocity branch 
or both together.
Velocity (m/s) Velocity {mis)
Figure 4.13 Velocity probability density function (PDF) for droplets in the size range 30<d<40 
microns, measured at two radial locations r/D = 0.057 and 0.41.
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Figure 4.14 Separated (column 1) and reconstructed (column 2) velocity PDF for high (row 1) and 
low (row 2) branches of the bimodal velocity PDF at r/D  = 0.41 for droplets in the si2e range 
30<d<40 pm. The true droplet rms velocity for large droplet is calculated from the reconstructed 
velocity PDF
Radial profiles of the mean and rms fluctuations of the axial velocity conditioned on droplet 
diameter for non-reacting acetone spray cases with increasing fuel loading SP4, SP3, SP1, and 
increasing carrier velocity SP1, SP2, SP5, SP7 are presented in Figures 4.15 to 4.18. Results are 
shown for six sizes of droplets and for each bin size, three sets of mean and rms velocities are
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shown at the edge of the jet: ‘All’ in the figure stands for mean and rms velocity of all particles ie the 
mean and rms of the bimodal PDF while “High” and “Low” refer respectively to the high velocity 
and low velocity branches of the distribution. Profiles of mean velocity in figure 4.15 and 4.17 
shows clearly that as the droplet size increases, effects of the boundary layer becomes larger in 
slowing those droplets down. For case SP7, the number density of large droplets (d>30 pm) reduces 
due to the shift in the droplet size PDF towards small droplets as shown in Figure 4.4, and hence 
the sample size is not large enough to form a PDF portraying the bimodal shape. Therefore, the 
mean and rms velocity for droplets in the size range 30 to 40 and 40 to 50 pm is the same as mean 
and rms velocity of all particles.
It is evident from the profiles shown in figure 4.14 and 4.16 for the rms velocity fluctuations 
corresponding to the high and low branches of the PDF that the turbulence for large droplets is 
lower than those measured for small droplets as consistent with expectations. For droplets in the 
diameter range 10 to 50 pm, the rms fluctuations calculated for the high and low velocity7 branches, 
are lower than the gas phase. As the droplet size increases the calculated rms close to the jet wall for 
the separated bands of slow and fast droplets decreases and is lower than the rms velocity of 
droplets smaller than 10 pm. This trend is consistent in increasing loading (SP4, SP3 and SP1) as 
well as increasing carrier velocity (SP1, SP2, SP5 and SP7) cases.
The effect of the jet wall boundary layer is also present in acetone and ethanol spray flames. 
Profiles of mean and rms velocity measured at the exit plane of the jet, for theses flames also show 
large droplets with higher rms velocity close to the jet wall. The rms velocity for large droplets has 
been calculated using above mentioned procedure for the flames under investigation. Radial profiles 
of the true mean and rms velocity for droplets larger than 10 pm in acetone and ethanol flames are 
presented in Appendix C. The conclusions for the reacting cases are the same as the non-reacting 
spray jets as discussed above.
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.15 Radial profiles of mean velocity 0 (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
acted velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
Low) conditioned on droplet size for non-reacting acetone spray jets SP4, SP3 and SP1, 
:d carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading.
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.16 Radial profiles of rms velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
acted velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
Low) conditioned on droplet size for non-reacting acetone spray jets SP4, SP3 and SP1, 
d carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading .
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Figure 4.17 Radial profiles of mean velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (Fligh) and lower
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for non-reacting acetone spray jets SP1, SP2, SP5 and 
SP7, with increasing carrier velocity and fixed fuel loading (high).
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Figure 4.18 Radial profiles of rms velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for non-reacting acetone spray jets SP1, SP2, SP5 and 
SP7, with increasing carrier velocity and fixed fuel loading (high).
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4.5 Comparison of Flow Field Behavior of Gas Phase and 
Small Droplets (d<10pm)
In earlier work [30-32] it has been assumed that the gas phase flow field behavior can be 
represented by mean and rms velocities of droplets with diameter less than 10 pm. To confirm this 
assumption, mean and rms velocity of a gaseous jet are compared to those measured from droplets 
measured in an evaporating spray jet. The initial conditions of the gas phase jet consisting of argon 
and nitrogen mixture are provided in section 4.1.3. The bulk jet velocity of the argon/nitrogen 
mixture is matched to the bulk carrier velocity of the non-reacting spray case SP4 at 24 m/s. The 
mixture density at the jet exit plane of the argon/nitrogen mixture is also matched to spray jet SP4. 
The experimental set up for velocity measurements in the gaseous jet is described above where 0.05 
pm aluminum oxide particles seeded in the argon/nitrogen mixture provide a measure of the mean 
and rms velocity.
The Stokes number (St), is the parameter used to gauge the rate at which particles or droplets 
respond to turbulent fluctuations and is defined as the ratio of the droplet relaxation time T ,^ and 
the turbulent time scale Tt , which are given by following expressions
_  4 p d r o p l e t  d  
 ^ P g a s  Q )flusl)
(4.4)
R\/2U (4.5)Tt ~  , 'U
S t=  — (4.6)
where p is the density of the fluid, d is the diameter of the droplets, (|lts |) is the slip velocity 
between the gas phase and the droplets and CD is the drag coefficient. The turbulence time scale is 
chosen as the ratio of a large eddy length scale which is given here by the half radius R\/2u-> ° f the 
gas phase velocity profile and the fluctuating gas phase velocity u , taken on the jet centerline . The 
Reynolds number Rep, and drag coefficient of the particles is given by
Rep = (d(\us\))/vgas (4.7)
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where v is the kinematic viscosity of gas, and
CD = ^ ( 1 + °.15Re»-687) (4.8)
Particles which follow the fluctuations of the gas phase have S t « l  while droplets that are 
unresponsive to any fluctuations have S t»  1. Particles with Stokes number close to unit have 
intermediate behavior where the droplets are partially responsive depending on the droplet size.
Mean and rms velocity profiles of droplets smaller than 5 and 10 pm measured in non-reacting 
spray case SP4, are compared with mean and rms velocity profiles of a gas phase jet of 
argon/nitrogen mixture. Radial profiles of the droplet and gas phase jet velocities measured at four 
axial locations x/D = 0.3, 10, 20 and 30 are presented in Figure 4.19. At the exit plane (x/D=0.3) 
the droplet velocity profiles match up nicely with the velocity profiles of the gaseous mixture. 
Profiles of 0 for the argon/nitrogen mixture are lower than the droplet mean velocities in the central 
core of the jet at x/D = 10 and 20 however the u profiles show very small difference. Further 
downstream at x/D = 30 velocity profiles of droplets and the argon/nitrogen mixture jet match up 
again. The larger difference in the mean velocity profile at x/D = 10 is believed to be due to the 
variation in the level of entrainment of co-flow air in the purely gaseous jet (argon/nitrogen mixture) 
and the evaporating spray jet. The level of entrainment and the intensity of mixing affect the dilution 
of the jet mixture thus changing the jet mixture density. In the gaseous mixture case, the jet density 
would reduce while the same cannot be said for the evaporating spray jet due to the presence of 
droplets, hence affecting mixing with the ambient air. The variation in the density of the jet mixture 
and the level of mixing could be the influencing factors responsible for the slow decay of mean 
velocity of droplet particles at x/D = 10 and 20. Therefore, variation in the mean profile could be 
due to any one of these factors. A final point to note is that there is very small difference between 
velocity profiles of droplets smaller than 5 pm and droplets smaller that 10 pm.
A comparison is made between Stokes numbers (St) calculated for droplets less than 10 pm 
based on 2 sets of assumptions for representation of turbulence fluctuations of gas phase in the 
spray jet. Firstly assuming that droplets smaller than 5 pm follow the turbulent fluctuations of the 
carrier air and thus the turbulence time scale is obtained from U of droplets smaller than 5 pm. The 
second assumption is using turbulence fluctuations measured in the argon/nitrogen mixture to 
represent the carrier u in the spray jet. The St calculated using u = Ud<5^ m range from 0.05 at x/D
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= 0.3 to 0.01 at x/D = 30. Similarly St calculated using u =UAr/N2 mix is 0.04 at the exit plane and 
0.009 in the far field at x/D = 30. For both assumptions the Stokes numbers are much less than 
unity throughout the jet, thus droplets smaller than 10 pm are able to follow the smallest turbulent 
scales and will be good tracers for the continuous phase.
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Chapter 5
Flow and Droplet Fields
This chapter presents the flow field and droplet field data measured in non-reacting and reacting 
spray jets. Radial profiles of mean and rms velocity conditioned on droplet diameter are presented 
for a number of axial positions. Comparison between the flow fields of non-reacting spray jets and 
reacting spray jets are made. Effect of droplet loading and carrier velocity on mean and rms velocity 
is discussed. Profiles of slip velocity of large droplets measure in non-reacting spray jets is compared 
with slip velocity of large particles in acetone and ethanol flames. Axial decay of centerline mean 
axial velocity of non-reacting spray jets are compared with spray flames of acetone and ethanol. A 
similar comparison is made for centerline axial rms velocity distribution. Finally radial distribution of 
droplet size PDF measured at a number of axial positions are presented for the non-reacting and 
reacting spray jets.
5.1 Flow Field Data for Non-reacting and Reacting Spray 
Jets
5.1.1 Non-reacting Spray Jets
Radial profiles of the mean axial velocity and rms fluctuations are presented here for the non­
reacting acetone spray jets in Figures 5.1 to 5.4. Spray cases SP4, SP3 and SP1 labeled in order of
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increasing fuel loading and with fixed carrier velocity have radial profiles of U and U presented for 
four axial locations: x/D = 0.3, 10, 20 and 30 in Figure 5.1 and 5.3. Spray jets with fixed fuel loading 
but with increasing carrier velocity are cases SP1, SP2, SP5 and SP7. Radial profiles of u and u 
presented for these flows at four axial locadons: x/D = 0.3, 10, 20 and 30 in figure 5.2 and 5.4. In 
each plot, radial profiles are presented for the unconditional results referred to as “All Sizes”, as 
well as for measurements conditioned with respect to five specific bands of droplet size in increasing 
order d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40 and 40<d<50. As shown in the previous section 
droplets less than 10 pm correspond to the gas phase. It should be noted that only the jet stream is 
seeded with droplets and there is no seeding in the co-flow stream thus there is a bias in the 0 and u 
profiles as we go radially outwards. This is why the radial profiles are truncated and biased by the 
nature of the flow.
At the jet exit plane the mean velocity profile for all cases show fully developed turbulent flow 
profile. As the entrainment of the co-flowing air into the jet centerline increases, the potential core 
vanishes and subsequently the peak mean axial velocity for all droplet size class decreases. The 
potential core does not extend beyond x/D = 5, not shown here and the mean velocity profiles 
become self similar in the far field downstream of x/D =10.  The gas phase and droplet velocity 
continuously decrease until the mean velocity7 of the droplets and the airflow are equal in the far field 
beyond 30 diameters downstream of the nozzle. This trend is consistent in the increasing loading as 
well as increasing carrier velocity cases.
Close to the jet exit plane, at x/D = 0.3, smaller droplets travel faster than larger ones and 
negative slip velocity of about 2.5 m/s are not uncommon for droplets in the size range 40 to 50 pm 
for cases with constant carrier velocity and increasing droplet loading. Similarly for cases with 
constant droplet loading and increasing carrier velocity, small droplets travel even faster as the 
carrier velocity is increased, giving negative slip velocities ranging from 4 to 8 m/s for droplets in 
the size range 40 to 50 pm. The larger droplets travel slower than the airflow close to the nozzle, this 
trend is reversed further downstream around x/D = 10, where a posidve slip velocity is obtained 
between the droplets and the gas phase. The gas phase flow spreads more rapidly than the large 
droplets which have greater inertia enabling them to resist the spreading movement and preserve 
their initial velocity for longer. The separation between the droplet velocities become distinct at 
higher velocities and further down stream in the jet. As the slip velocity reduces the velocity of the 
droplets equal the gas phase as shown in cases with constant carrier velocity.
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Figure 5.1 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in non-
reacdng spray jets SP1, SP3 and SP4. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well as
conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, and 
40<d<50).
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Figure 5.2 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity measured at x /D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in non­
reacting spray jets SP1, SP2, SP5 and SP7. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well
as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40,
and 40<d<50).
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Figure 5.3 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in non­
reacting spray jets SP1, SP3 and SP4. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well as 
conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, and 
40<d<50).
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Figure 5.4 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations measured at x /D  =  0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in non­
reacting spray jets SP1, SP2, SP5 and SP7. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well 
as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, 
and 40<d<50).
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Rms fluctuations of the axial velocity for the increasing droplet loading cases and increasing 
carrier velocity cases are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4. As shown in Section 4.4 the rms velocity of 
the large droplets are higher than the gas phase at the exit plane due to droplets interference with the 
boundary layer. The profiles presented in this section are the measured rms fluctuations without the 
application of any correction. Considerable gas phase turbulence is generated downstream of the jet 
exit plane in the slender shear layer that marks the edge of the fast flowing jet core and the slow 
moving co-flow. The peak of the velocity fluctuations moves in towards the jet center at x/D = 10 
with the gas phase rms velocity consistently higher than the rms velocity of larger droplets. Further 
downstream at x/D  = 20 and 30 the velocity fluctuations reduce due to the dissipation of turbulent 
kinetic energy in the smallest eddies of the jet and gradually the gas phase and droplet rms velocities 
equalize. This trend is shown in both cases of increasing droplet loading as well as increasing carrier 
velocity.
The level of responsiveness of droplets to the turbulent fluctuations of the gas phase flow is 
primarily dependent on Stokes number St [167]. The response of small droplets d<10 pm to gas 
phase flow has been shown in the earlier section. Stokes numbers calculated along the axis of the jet 
at four axial locations x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20 and 30, for droplet diameter size ranging from 15 to 65 pm 
in the seven jets investigated here is presented in Table 4.5. The Stokes number of droplets for cases 
SP4, SP3 and SP1 are constant, where as for cases SP1, SP2, SP5 and SP7 the magnitude of Stokes 
number increases with carrier velocity. Close to the exit plane, droplets smaller than 30 pm have St 
< 1. Only the very large droplets, d > 50 pm have Stokes number greater than unity. Since the 
Stokes number for droplets in the size range 15 to 65 are close to unity, all these particles are 
partially responsive to the gas phase flow [36]. As shown in table 4.5, Stokes number of the large 
droplets reduces to less than unit at x/D  = 20 and 30 which agrees well with the rms velocity 
profiles in figures 4.20 and 4.21, that show large droplet rms velocity equalizing with gas phase 
velocity fluctuations.
5.1.2 Acetone and Ethanol Spray Flames
Radial profiles of the mean axial velocity and rms fluctuations are presented here for the acetone 
and ethanol jet spray flames in figures 5.5 to 5.12. Acetone flames AcF4, AcF3, AcFl and ethanol 
flames EtF4, EtF3 EtFl, with fixed carrier air velocity and increasing droplet loading have radial
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profiles of u and u presented for four axial locations: x/D = 0.3, 10, 20 and 30 in Figures 5.5 and 
5.8. Radial profiles of u and u for acetone flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5, AcF7 and ethanol flames 
EtFl, EtF2, EtF5, EtF7, with constant fuel loading (High) and increasing carrier velocity measured 
at axial locations: x/D = 0.3 , 10, 20 and 30 is presented in Figure 5.9 and 5.12. In each plot, radial 
profiles are presented for the unconditional results referred to as “All Sizes”, as well as for 
measurements conditioned with respect to five specific bands of droplet size in increasing order 
d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40 and 40<d<50. Profiles corresponding to smallest droplet size, 
d<10 pm represents the mean and rms velocity fluctuations of the continuous phase.
x/D St (Increasin g  F uel L oading) St (In creasin g  C arrier V elocity)
0.3 0.05 - 1.67 0 .0 6 - 2 .2 4
10 0.07-1.87 0.07 -  4.45
20 0 .0 2 - 0 .5 6 0 .0 2 - 0 .7 7
30 0.009 -  0.30 0.009 -  0.44
Table 5.1 Stokes number ranges for respective spray jet cases, calculated at four axial positions for 
droplet diameters 15 to 65 pm.
At the jet exit plane the mean velocity profile for all flames show fully developed turbulent flow 
profile similar to non-reacting acetone spray jets. Close to the jet exit plane, at x/D = 0.3, smaller 
droplets have large drag coefficient and small droplet relaxation time; hence the small droplet 
acceleration is greater leading to small droplets having higher mean velocities values. The larger 
droplets with longer relaxation time exit the nozzle with a lower mean velocity from that of the gas 
phase and hence negative slip velocity of about 2.5 m/s in acetone flames and 3 m/s in ethanol 
flames are not uncommon for droplets in the size range 40 to 50 pm for cases with constant carrier 
velocity and increasing droplet loading. For cases with constant droplet loading and increasing 
carrier velocity, small droplets travel even faster as the carrier velocity is increased, giving negative 
slip velocities as high as 8 m/s and 7 m/s in acetone and ethanol flames respectively, for droplets 
in the size range 40 to 50 pm.
Further downstream the droplet mean velocity shows weak dependence on the conditioning 
droplet size classes and the location of reversal in the slip velocities is dependent on the flame 
length. Flames AcF4 and EtF5 are the shortest flames for the respective fuels with the flame tip 
around x/D = 30. The mean velocity profiles show clear separation, where small droplet travel with
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a slower mean velocity than the large droplets, however flames AcFl and EtFl which are the longest 
with x/D = 30 at half the flame length shows no separation between the mean velocities of the 
different droplet size classes, similar trend is followed in the increasing carrier velocity cases.
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Figure 5.5 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in acetone
spray flames AcFl, AcF3 and AcF4. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well as
conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, and 
40<d<50).
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Figure 5.6 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity measured at x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in ethanol 
spray flames EtFl, EtF3 and EtF4. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well as 
conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, and 
40<d<50).
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Figure 5.7 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in 
acetone spray flames AcFl, AcF3 and AcF4. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as 
well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure 5.8 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations measured at x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in 
ethanol spray flames EtFl, EtF3 and EtF4. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well 
as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, 
and 40<d<50).
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Figure 5.9 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity measured at x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in acetone
spray flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well
as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, 
and 40<d<50).
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Figure 5.10 Radial profiles of mean axial velocity measured at x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in ethanol
spray flames EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well as 
conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, and 
40<d<50).
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Figure 5.11 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations measured at x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in
acetone spray flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7. Results are presented for the unconditioned case
as well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure 5.12 Radial profiles of rms velocity fluctuations measured at x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in
ethanol spray flames EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF’7. Results are presented for the unconditioned case
as well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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The location along the jet axis where the large droplet slip velocity swaps from negative to 
positive is dependent on physical flame length. Acetone flames as well as ethanol flames show no 
substantial decay in the mean axial velocity. Close to the edge of the reaction zone in the spray 
flames, 0 for large droplets are higher than the gas phase when moving downstream and this is 
much clear in the increasing carrier velocity cases. The radial spreading of droplets are restricted due 
to low droplet sample size close to the flame due to droplets getting consumed by the flame close to 
the jet edge. At x/D  = 30 velocity measurements are limited due to low sample size.
Rms fluctuations of the axial velocity measured in acetone and ethanol spray flames for the 
increasing droplet loading cases are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 and for increasing carrier velocity 
cases in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. The rms velocity of the large droplets is higher than the gas phase at 
the exit plane due to droplets being influenced by the boundary layer. The wall effect has been 
discussed in detail earlier and more information can be found in section 4.4 and appendix C. At 
x/D = 10 the large droplets have higher rms velocity7 in the jet center and the trend is reversed close 
to the edge. Further downstream at x/D  = 20 and 30 the rms velocity7 fluctuations of smaller 
droplets are consistently higher than the larger ones and the difference between the rms of small and 
large droplets increases with reducing droplet loading and increasing carrier velocity. The peak of 
rms fluctuations is close to the jet edge at downstream locations unlike in the non-reacting case 
where the peak of the rms fluctuations shifted to the center of the jet.
5.2 Comparison of Non-reacting and Reacting Spray Jets
5.2.1 Axial Distribution of Slip Velocity
The mean centerline slip velocity (us)CI, for all droplets and droplets in the size range 20 to 30 
pm and 40 to 50 pm, has been calculated using equation 4.3, where the mean axial velocity of 
droplets smaller than 10 pm represented the gas phase velocity. The axial distribution of (us)CL, for 
the non-reacting spray jets, acetone and ethanol spray flames with increasing droplet loading and 
increasing carrier velocities are plotted in figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. For non-reacting spray 
jets the slip velocity has been plotted against axial distance x, normalized by the diameter of the jet 
D, where as for the reacting spray jets slip velocity is plotted against axial distance normalized by the 
physical flame length of the respective flame. The flame lengths are provided in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 5.13 Axial distribution of the centerline mean slip velocity for all droplets, droplets in the size
range 20<d<30 and 40<d<50 pm in non-reacting spray jets (SP4, SP3, SP1), acetone (AcF4, AcF3,
AcFl) and ethanol (EtF4, EtF3, EtFl) spray flames with increasing fuel loading. Where x is the axial
distance, D is the jet nozzle diameter and Lf is the respective flame length.
In the non-reacting spray jets the slip velocity for large droplets (40<d<50 pm) is reversed from
negative to positive between x/D = 5 and 10, and reaches a peak positive slip velocity at x/D = 15.
The maximum slip velocity increases with decreasing fuel loading and increasing carrier velocity.
Further downstream the magnitude of the slip velocity starts to approach zero as the mean velocity
of large droplets equilibrates to the gas phase. As the slip velocity increases the droplet relaxation
time r d, increases hence the Stokes drag force dominates the droplet motion in the axial direction
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however the response of large droplets to the turbulence fluctuations increases as the slip velocity 
decreases.
Non-reacting Spray Jet Acetone Spray Flames Ethanol Spray Flames
Figure 5.14 Axial distribution of the centerline mean slip velocity for all droplets, droplets in the size 
range 20<d<30 and 40<d<50 pm in non-reacting spray jets (SP1, SP2, SP5, SP7), acetone (AcFl, 
AcF2, AcF5, AcF7), and ethanol (EtFl, EtF2, EtF5, EtF7) spray flames with increasing carrier 
velocity. Where x is the axial distance, D is the jet nozzle diameter and Lf is the respective flame 
length.
Acetone and ethanol flame lengths vary with fuel loading and carrier velocities as shown earlier. 
Measurement location x/D = 30 in each flame represents between 40 to 80 % of the respective 
flame length. The transition of slip velocity of large droplets (40<d<50 pm) from negative to
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positive occurs between 40 to 60% of the length of the flame. As the droplet loading decreases for 
fixed carrier velocity the transition position moves further away from the exit plane. A similar trend 
is shown in flames with fixed droplet loading and increasing droplet loading. For acetone fuel, only 
flame AcF4 shows large droplets with significantly high positive slip velocity. In all other acetone 
flames, 30 diameters downstream of the exit plane is where the slip velocity of the large droplets 
become positive, thus higher slip velocities will be achieved further downstream. Positive slip 
velocity of large droplets (40<d<50 pm) in ethanol flames is attained around 40 to 60 % of the 
flame length which is similar to acetone flames. In these flames, slip velocity at the measurement 
location x/D= 30 is significantly higher than the acetone flames, especially for increasing carrier 
velocity cases. This variation could be due to evaporation rate of the droplets, the mixture fraction 
and stoichiometry of the mixture.
5.2.2 Centerline Mean Excess and Rms Velocity
Axial decay of normalized mean excess velocity uc= (u q -ux)/ (u0-ux), where uC] is the 
centerline mean velocity at any specific axial location, u() is the mean centerline velocity measured at 
x/D = 0.3 and ux is the mean co-flow velocity, is presented in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 for non­
reacting spray jets, acetone and ethanol flames. Profiles of mean excess velocity conditioned on 
three bands of droplet sizes, for cases with constant carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading 
shown in Figure 5.15 and for the cases with increasing carrier velocity in Figure 5,16. In non­
reacting spray jets u( I starts to decrease at the end of the potential core near x/D = 5. The decay of 
the excess velocity for the gas phase and droplets in the size range 20 to 30 pm shows little 
difference between cases with varying fuel loading and carrier velocity. The mean excess velocity for 
large droplets (40<d<50 pm), shows slower decay for cases with lowest droplet loading and highest 
carrier velocity cases. The mean excess velocity measured in the acetone and ethanol flames jets 
show no similarity to the non-reacting spray jets.
The reacting jets have much slower decay rate than the non-reacting spray jets. Acetone flames 
show no difference in uc, regardless of droplet size, fuel loading or carrier velocity. Ethanol flames 
on the other hand do show some variation in the decay of uc with respect to droplet size, fuel
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Non-reacting Spray Jets Acetone Spray Flames Ethanol Spray Flames
Figure 5.15 Centerline decay of mean excess velocity, u e =  (Mcl ~  u o o ) / ( u o ~  u oo) as measured in
non-reacting spray jets (SP4, SP3, SP1), acetone (AcF4, AcF3, AcFl) and ethanol (EtF4, EtF3,
EtFl) spray flames with increasing fuel loading. Plots are shown for results conditioned on droplet
size ranges d<10, 20<d<30 and 40<d<50 pm as well as unconditioned results (All Sizes).
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Figure 5.16 Centerline decay of mean excess velocity, ue = (uCL — li« ,)/ (u0 — uOQ') as measured in 
non-reacting spray jets (SP1, SP2, SP5, SP7), acetone (AcFl, AcF2, AcF5, AcF7) and ethanol (EtFl,
EtF2, EtF5, EtF7), spray flames with increasing carrier velocity. Plots are shown for results
condidoned on droplet size ranges d<10, 20<d<30 and 40<d<50 pm as well as unconditioned
results (All Sizes).
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Figure 5.17 Normalized centerline axial rms velocity, uCL/u0, for non-reacting spray jets (SP4, SP3, 
SP1), acetone (AcF4, AcF3, AcFl) and ethanol (EtF4, EtF3, EtFl) spray flames with increasing fuel 
loading.. Plots are shown for results conditioned on droplet size ranges d<10, 20<d<30 and 
40<d<50 pm as well as unconditioned results corresponding to All Sizes.
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Non-reacting Spray Jets Acetone Spray Flames Ethanol Spray Flames
Figure 5.18 Normalized centerline axial rms velocity, uCL/u0, for non-reacting spray jets (SP1, SP2, 
SP5, SP7), acetone (AcFl, AcF2, AcF5, AcF7) and ethanol (EtFl, EtF2, EtF5, EtF7) spray flames 
with increasing carrier velocity. Plots are shown for results conditioned on droplet size ranges d<10, 
20<d<30 and 40<d<50 pm as well as unconditioned results corresponding to All Sizes.
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loading and carrier velocity. It should be noted that the flame lengths vary with fuel loading and 
carrier velocity thus axial station x/D  = 30 represents between 40 to 80 % of the respective flame 
lengths. Axial station x/D  = 30 is the furthest distant downstream of the nozzle exit plane where 
measurements could be performed, hence the uc profiles presented in Figure 5.15 and 5.16 for 
acetone and ethanol flames are not the full decay profile for the entire flame length.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show axial distribution of normalized centerline axial rms velocity 
(uCl / u0) for droplets of different size classes measured in non-reacting and reacting spray jets of 
increasing droplet loading and increasing carrier velocity respectively. At the exit plane acetone spray 
jets show similar uCI /u Q for different droplet sizes, in spray cases with increasing fuel loading and 
carrier velocities. Ethanol flames show larger variation in uCL/u 0 at the exit plane when compared to 
acetone flames and non-reacting jets. The centerline rms velocity increases with increasing droplet 
loading and carrier velocity. Axial profiles of uCJ /u 0 presented here fall into the same distribution 
for droplets of different size classes. In the non-reacting spray jets, uCL/u 0 reaches a maximum at 
x/D  = 10, irrespective of fuel loading or carrier velocity. In acetone and ethanol flames, uCI /u G 
reduces around x/D  = 15 and then starts to increase. The axial station where maximum of uC] /u Q is 
reached in reacting spray jets is dependent on the flame length. The u(:] /u 0 profiles are showing a 
upward trend at x/D  = 30, except for gas phase velocities in the low loading flames AcF4 and EtF4 
where the peak uC] /u () is at x/D  = 25.
5.3 Droplet Field in Non-reacting and Reacting Spray Jets
Droplet size distribution measured in the non-reacting spray jets are shown in Figures 5.19 and 
5.20 for spray cases with increasing droplet loading and increasing carrier velocity, respectively. Each 
figure shows the relative counts (corresponding to the probability density function) versus droplet 
diameter at various radial positions and for axial locations corresponding to x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20 and 
30. The range on the vertical axis is kept the same for a given axial location but decreases further 
downstream. At the jet exit plane, the droplet distribution is slightly biased towards larger droplets 
on the centerline with a larger proportion of smaller droplets as the jet wall is approached. At 
x/D  = 10 and 20, droplets in the outer layers are obviously evaporating at a faster rate and the 
distribution within the jet core show a peak on the centerline with a gradual radial decay towards the 
jet edge. The general shift with increasing downstream distance towards larger droplet sizes is
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expected due to the faster evaporation of smaller droplets. Increasing the jet velocity does not seem 
to change the pattern in the droplet distribution. Similar trends are seen in acetone and ethanol 
flames and the droplet size PDFs are provided in Appendix C.
SP 4 SP 3 SP 1
Figure 5.19 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF measured at x/D — 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in non­
reacting spray jets SP4, SP3 and SP1, with increasing droplet loading.
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SP 2 SP 5 SP 7
Figure 5.20 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in non­
reacting spray jets SP2, SP5 and SP7.with increasing carrier velocity.
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Chapter 6
Acetone Flame Structure
This chapter reports on the spatial compositional structure of acetone spray flames using planar 
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) of acetone and hydroxyl radical. The ability to excite acetone and 
OH at the same wavelength makes simultaneous planar fluorescence imaging a relatively simple 
experiment, joint imaging of acetone/OH provides information on the droplet distribution, the 
vapor phase acetone and OH fields. These are only qualitative images but they clearly delineate the 
droplet and gas fields, mark the approximate location of the reaction zone as given by OH. The 
effects of the droplet loading and turbulence levels on the flame structure are clearly noticeable in 
these images. An attempt is made to link the images observed here to the group modes defined by 
Chiu et al [9, 11-12] and to calculate group combustion number for these flames.
6.1 Acetone/OH LIF Setup
The schematic diagram of acetone and hydroxyl LIF experimental set up is given in Figure 6.1. 
Acetone and OH can be excited using one wavelength since the broad UV absorption band of 
acetone extends from 220 to 320 nm with a flat peak from 270 to 280 nm and for OH the Q,(6) line 
of the (0,1) vibrational band of the (X2P-A2S*) transition is at 283.9 nm. Thus this experimental set 
up requires one laser and two cameras. The second harmonic of a Spectra Physics Quanta-Ray 
DCR-2A Nd:YAG laser was used to pump Rhodamine 6G/methanol dye solution in a PDL-2 dye
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Figure 6.1 Simultaneous Acetone/OH laser induced fluorescence (LIF) experiment setup.
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laser to obtain an output at 567.8 nm. The dye laser fundamental was frequency doubled to obtain 
the excitation wavelength for acetone/OH at 283.9 nm. The laser pulse energy7 was measured to be 4 
mj. Laser beam was focused into a 150 micron thick sheet using a 300 mm focal length cylindrical 
lens.
Simultaneous planar laser induced fluorescence images are collected on two intensified 
Flowmaster CCD cameras, located on opposite sides of the flame. OH LIF signal is filtered using a 
high pass WG-295 filter and an interference filter centered at 310 nm with a 10 nm bandwidth. The 
broadband Acetone LIF signal is filtered using a Schott glass filter GG-395 and low pass filter SPF- 
450. The OH/acetone image pairs are processed using Davis software package [168]. Two hundred 
images were collected at seven axial positions from jet exit plane to 30 diameters downstream at 
intervals of 5 jet diameters.
6.2 Image Processing
Raw acetone and OH LIF images are corrected for back ground noise and then normalized by 
laser beam profile image. The LIF images are corrected for perspective projection and camera lens 
distortions as well as image spatial mapping of all images through the application of a third order 
image correction polynomial. The correction polynomial for mapping images obtained from two 
cameras positioned opposite each other was obtained through the calibration procedure provided by 
Lavision. A calibration image with grid points at 1 mm spacing between points was used for 
calculating the coefficients of the correction polynomial. As an extra check for the mapping 
correction between the acetone and OH images, images of cross hairs were also used for spatially 
mapping these images. A processed OH LIF image is presented in Figure 5.2. The physical size of 
the individual image is 29 by 15 mm giving a spatial resolution of around 25 microns. The physical 
size of the acetone and OH images is same. Also marked is the jet centerline and the position of the 
nozzle exit plane. A superimposed image of OH and acetone is produced by adding the respective 
images.
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Figure 6.2 A Sample processed OH LIF image at x/D  = 1.5, showing the physical image size and 
position of the jet centerline.
6.3 Acetone/OH LIF Results
6.3.1 Acetone Flames with Increasing Fuel Loading
Simultaneous LIF images of acetone and OH showing the structure of acetone spray flames 
AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl with fixed carrier velocity and increasing fuel flow rate in the respective 
order, is presented in Figures 6.3 to 6.5 for six axial stations, x /D  = 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, where 
x is the axial distance and D is the jet nozzle diameter. A sample image out of 200 images collected 
at each location is presented here. More sample images for each flame is presented in appendix D. 
The remainder of the data set may be made available on request. A composite image with three 
frames is generated at each axial location for all the flames being investigated here. The first and 
second frames contain the OH LIF image and acetone LIF image respectively and the third frame 
contains the superimposed image of acetone LIF onto Of! LIF image. Individual frame size is 29 x 
15 mm, same as the LIF image shown in Figure 6.2. On the intensity color scale black represents 0 
intensity and red maximum intensity, while white represents saturated signal. The acetone signal was 
collected on a intensified camera setup in order to obtain a high signal to noise ratio from acetone
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vapor LIF signal and thus LIF intensity from the large liquid droplet are saturated and is marked by 
white spots on the acetone LIF image. The droplet size on the images is considerably larger than the 
actual droplet and this is due to intensifier blooming effect. The spatial resolution of a acetone LIF 
image is 25 microns, droplets smaller than 25 pm do not get resolved.
Simultaneous LIF images of OH and acetone at x/D = 1.5 and 5 are presented in Figure 6.3. 
Close to the exit plane at x/D =1.5 all the fuel is confined to the center of the jet and is shrouded 
by the pilot flame. As shown earlier in the measured liquid volume flow rate at the exit plane 
considerable amount of evaporation of the fuel takes place inside the burner and as the fuel loading 
increases the amount of acetone vapor also increases creating a non combustible rich mixture of fuel 
and air exiting the nozzle. The equivalence ratio calculated at the exit plane Oexit, based on the carrier 
air and vapor fuel mass flow rates for flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl are 1.0, 1.8 and 3.6, respectively. 
Flame AcF4 has broad wrinkled OH structure starting to form with no separation between the fuel 
and the reaction zone at x/D = 5, whereas flame AcF3 and AcFl show thin smooth OH zones with 
clear separation between fuel and the reaction zone. LIF images taken at x/D 10 and 15 are 
presented in Figure 6.4. The size of the fuel zone in flame AcF4 reduces while the OH zone 
broadens as it moves close to the jet centerline at x/D = 10, such structure is more akin to premixed 
flames. On the other hand flames AcF3 and AcFl show a totally opposite trend where the fuel 
zones are wider and the OH fields are thinner and pushed away from the jet centerline as expected 
for diffusion flames. At x/D = 15, OH field covers the entire image for flame AcF4 with pockets of 
cold zones appearing in the OH sheet. The cold zones take the exact shape of acetone droplet plus 
vapor fields. Flames AcF3 and AcFl have very little changes in the overall structure of the flame at 
x/D = 15 from x/D = 10, the OH zone is thin and smooth and surrounding a wide field of rich 
mixture of fuel and carrier air in the center of the jet.
LIF images for axial position x/D = 20 and 25 are shown in Figure 6.5. At x/D = 20, flame 
AcF4 has small acetone vapor packets and single droplets with their own vapor clouds around them. 
These vapor clouds create holes in the OH field similar in shape and size to the outline of the fuel 
vapor field . Only isolated droplets exist at x/D = 25 with OH fields existing right across the width 
of flame AcF4 as the flame tip is reached. No change is observed in the structure of flames AcF3 
and ACF1 at x/D 20 and 25. There still exists a rich non combustible mixture of fuel and carrier air 
in the center of the jet as the co-flow air is entrained in to the jet the dilute mixture burns on the out 
peripheries forming the surrounding OH fields. The physical flame lengths increases with increasing
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fuel loading thus the measurement position at x/D = 30 is close to the tip for flame AcF4 where as 
in flames AcF3 and AcFl, x/D = 30 is approximately 54% and 44% of the physical flame length. 
The mean temperature plots shown in Figure 3.10 confirmed this as the peak temperature on the jet 
centerline is reached for flame AcF4 where as the temperature profile is still developing for flames 
AcF3 and AcFl.
For fixed carrier velocity with increasing fuel loading the overall flame structure appears to go 
through a transition from a premixed flame like structure in the lowest fuel loading case AcF4, to a 
diffusion flame structure in flames AcF3 mid loading case and AcFl high fuel loading case. The 
mean temperature profiles also show similar transition where the flame AcF4 has broad radial 
temperature profile with the peak in the center of the jet where as flames AcF3 and AcFl have low 
mean excess temperature in the center of the jet and peaks at outer radial location before reducing to 
ambient temperature.
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Figure 6.3 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D = 1.5 and 5 in flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl.
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Figure 6.4 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D = 10 and 15 in flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl.
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Figure 6.5 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D = 20 and 25 in flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl.
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6.3.2 Acetone Flames with Increasing Carrier Velocity at Mid Fuel Loading
Selected images of joint LIF OH and LIF Acetone collected at x/D  = 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, 
in flames AcF3, AcF6 and AcF8 with fixed mid fuel loading and increasing carrier velocity are 
shown in Figures 6.6 to 6.8. LIF images at each axial location are presented in a composite image 
with three frames, where the first and second frames contain the OH LIF image and acetone LIF 
image respectively and the third frame contains the superimposed image of acetone LIF onto OH 
LIF image. Black represents zero intensity and red max intensity7 on the intensity color scale used for 
these images with saturated signal represent as white. Figure 6.6 shows simultaneous LIF images of 
OH and acetone at x/D  = 1.5 and 5. The pilot flame shrouds the acetone vapor/droplet cloud close 
to the exit plane similar to the increasing droplet loading flames at x/D  = 1.5. The liquid volume 
flow rate measured at the exit plane increases with increasing velocity. It has been shown that 
turbulence increases evaporation, and thus even though increasing the carrier velocity increases 
turbulences, the residence time of droplets inside the burner is shorter due to increasing overall 
mean velocity, therefore higher liquid volume flow is measured at the exit plane for higher carrier 
velocity flames. As the carrier velocity increases OeMt changes from 1.8 for flame AcF3 to 0.8 and 0.6 
for flames AcF6 and AcF8.
Flame AcF3 shows thin smooth OH structure surrounding rich fuel air mixture at x/D  = 5, 
while flame AcF6 shows smooth but broad OH zones surrounding the fuel vapor/droplet cloud 
with very little separation between the OH and the acetone vapor field. Flame AcF8 has broad 
wrinkled OH structure starting to form with no separation between the fuel and the reaction zone at 
x/D  = 5. LIF images taken at x/D  10 and 15 are presented in Figure 6.7. No change is observed in 
the flame structure between x/D  = 5 and 15 for flame AcF3. The fuel zone becomes wider in flame 
AcF3 as axial position increases but the overall pattern is still showing diffusion flame like structure 
where the reaction zone is at a standoff distance from the fuel. Flames AcF6 on the other hand 
shows formation of small packets as well as OH arms in between fuel and the outer OH zone at 
x/D  =10 and 15. Flame AcF8 has a broad contorted OH structure at the interface of the fuel and 
reaction zone at x/D  = 10, with OH arms forming and extending into the fuel zone at x/D  = 15. 
The OH arms seem to be forming a double reaction zone in flame AcF8 at x /D  = 15 indicating that 
the inner core mixture is now premixed to within flammable limits and a premixed flame maybe 
sustained.
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Simultaneous LIF images of acetone and OH taken at x/D = 20 and 25 in flames AcF3, AcF6 
and AcF8 are presented in Figure 6.8. The size of fuel vapor/droplet clouds reduces as the carrier 
velocity increases. Flame AcF8 has only pockets of fuel vapor and individual droplets present in the 
center of the jet with OH fields wrapping around the acetone vapor fields. The physical flame length 
decreases with increasing carrier velocity, thus x/D = 30 is approximately 54%, 64% and 66 % of 
the flame length for flames AcF3, AcF6 and AcF8 respectively. The mean excess temperature peaks 
on the centerline at x/D = 30 for flames AcF6 and AcF8. For fixed mid-fuel loading flames with 
increasing carrier velocity, the overall flame structure goes through a transition from a diffusion 
flame like structure in the flame AcF3, to a premixed flame like structure in flame AcF8. The mean 
temperature profiles also show similar transition where the flame AcF4 has broad radial temperature 
profile with the peak in the center of the jet where as flames AcF3 and AcFl have low mean excess 
temperature in the center of the jet and peaks at outer radial location before reducing to ambient 
temperature.
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Figure 6.6 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D = 1.5 and 5 in flames AcF3, AcF6 and AcF8.
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Figure 6.7 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH + Acetone) measured at x/D  =10 and 15 in flames AcF3, AcF6 and AcF8.
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Figure 6.8 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 20 and 25 in flames AcF3, AcF6 and AcF8.
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6.3.3 Acetone Flames with Increasing Carrier Velocity at High Fuel Loading
Joint OH and acetone LIF images taken at axial stations x/D = 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 in 
acetone flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7 with fixed high fuel loading and increasing carrier 
velocity are presented in Figures 6.9 to 6.11. The structure of flame AcFl has been described earlier 
in Section 6.3.1 where the OH is found on the outer peripheries at a standoff distance from the 
acetone fuel vapor/droplet cloud all along the length of the flame from x/D = 5 to x/D = 25. The 
overall behavior of these flames is similar to the mid loading cases with increasing carrier velocity. 
The lowest carrier velocity flame AcFl has a diffusion flame like structure due to the rich fuel air 
mixture exiting the nozzle. The equivalence ratio calculated at the exit for flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 
and AcF7 are 3.6, 2.2, 1.5 and 1.1, respectively.
At x/D = 1.5, flames AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7 have the pilot flame shrouding a rich non 
combustible fuel vapor plus droplet and carrier air mixture exiting the nozzle. The OH structure in 
flames AcF2 and AcF5 at x/D = 5 is predominantly smooth and diffusion flame like whereas flame 
AcF7 shows increased contortions in OH structure at the interface of fuel vapor and reaction zone. 
Flame AcF2 has a similar structure to AcFl while Flame AcF5 shows the initial formation of small 
OH lips as well as pockets of OH appearing on the edges of the fuel zone at x/D = 10 and flame 
AcF7 shows OH arms moving in to the fuel zone towards the center of the jet. Further downstream 
at x/D 15 and 20 the OH zone becomes broader as the carrier velocity increases. There still exists a 
broad fuel vapor/droplet cloud in the center of the jet for flames AcF2 and AcF5 at x/D =15 and 
20. Flame AcF7 on the other hand has larger OH arms extending in towards the jet centerline at 
x/D = 15. The reaction zone has penetrated right into the fuel zone with only pockets of fuel vapor 
and individual droplets visible at x/D = 20.
At x/D = 25 flames AcFl, AcF2 and AcF5 show broad OH fields surrounding the fuel vapor 
cloud, with a significant amount of fuel still present. Flame AcF7 is nearing the flame tip as only 
single droplets and small pockets of fuel vapor are present at this location. The OH field is covering 
the entire width of the image with holes in the structure where fuel vapor pockets as well as droplets 
would exit. The physical length of the flame decreases with increasing carrier velocity. Finally the 
overall behavior of these flames show a transition from diffusion flame like structure to a premixed 
flame structure with the transition delayed due to higher fuel loading. This is confirmed by the mean 
excess temperature profiles presented in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 6.9 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 1.5 and 5 in flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and 
AcF7.
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Figure 6.10 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 10 and 15 in flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and 
AcF7.
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0  _______M a xFigure 6.11 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, Acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 20 and 25 in flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and 
AcF7.
6.4 Applicability of Group Combustion Model
The applicability of the group combustion model to the flames investigated as well as the issues 
involved in the calculation of group combustion number will be discussed here. The group 
combustion model developed by Chiu et al [9-12] has four modes of spray combustion, which are 
external sheath combustion, external group combustion, internal group combustion and single 
droplet combustion. As described in Section 2.4, spray flames where the group combustion number 
G is greater than 10”, external sheath burning occurs. This consists of an inner non vaporizing cloud 
surrounded by a vaporizing droplet layer with the flame at a standoff distance from the spray 
boundary. For 1 < G < 102, external group combustion occurs and it consists of an inner vaporizing 
cloud with a standoff flame. The spray core temperature is higher than external sheath combustion 
mode. Internal group combustion mode where 10 '  < G < 1, has the main flame penetrating into 
the spray boundary while individual drop burning occurs in the outer regions of the spray. For G < 
10"', individual droplet combustion dominates.
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Figure 6.12 Sample Acetone/OH LIF images from flame AcF4 showing group combustion features.
Joint acetone OH LIF images from flames AcF4, AcFl and AcF7 are chosen to show events 
that might resemble some of the group combustion modes. Flame AcF4 and AcF7 are shorter 
flames, almost the whole flame length is considered when looking at features that may represent 
transition of group combustion modes which is not possible in the longer flame AcFl as the 
measurement location x /D  =  25 only covers 50% of the flame length. Figure 6.12 shows a sample 
image taken from 200 images collected at each axial location in flame AcF4, similarly Figure 6.12 
and 6.14 show representative images chosen from flame AcFl and AcF7 respectively. These images 
are representing the general features present in these flames. At x /D  =1.5 the fuel is shrouded by 
the pilot flame therefore none of the group combustion modes apply. Based on the qualitative
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Figure 6.13 Sample acetone/OH LIF images from flame AcFl showing group combustion features.
description of the group combustion modes provided above the LIF images at x /D  =  5 and 10 in 
Figures 6.12 and 6.14 for flames AcF4 and AcF7 show OH field wrapping around the fuel 
vapor/droplet cloud with no visible separation between the reaction and the fuel zone. This 
description resembles the internal group combustion mode. On the other hand Flame AcFl at x /D  
=  5 and 10, shows clear separation between the fuel vapor and the reaction zone in figure 6.13, 
fitting the description of external group combustion mode where the flame front is at a standoff 
distance from a vaporizing droplet cloud. At x /D  =  15 the main flame has moved in towards the jet 
centerline in flame AcF4 and the fuel cloud is split into smaller packets as well droplets are isolated. 
Flame AcF7 shows the OH structure beginning to creep in towards the center of the jet. It is 
believed that this is the transition phase from internal group combustion to single droplet
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combustion. Flame AcFl shows no change in the flame structure resembling external group 
combustion mode.
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Figure 6.14 Sample acetone/OFI LIF images from flame AcF7 showing group combustion features.
At x /D  =  20 and 25 only isolated droplets exist in flame AcF4 and as marked in Figure 6.12 
there are visible changes in OH LIF intensity termed here as “cold spots” . The superimposed image 
shows the droplets lying right on top of the cold spots and surrounded by hot OH. There exists a 
part of the cold spot downstream of the droplets suggesting the gas phase is moving faster than the 
droplet. This is confirmed by the centerline slip velocity profile given in figure 5.13 which shows 
that the slip velocity for all droplet sizes is still negative at x /D  =  20 (Lf = 0.51).Flame AcFl still 
shows the reaction zone at a standoff distance from the vaporizing droplet cloud at x /D  = 20 and 
25. Unlike flame AcF4, AcF7 at x /D  = 20 still has large fuel vapor/droplet cloud existing with
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isolated individual droplets. This suggests that at x/D = 20 flame AcF7 is still in internal group 
combustion mode.
“Do droplets creating cold spots in OH field represent single droplet combustion?” A definite 
conclusion cannot be made because OH does not provide a true representation of heat release 
around the droplets. It should be noted at x/D = 20 the magnitude of slip velocity for large droplets 
as well as overall mean slip velocity for all droplets is negative and is approaching zero as the 
droplets travel downstream. Bachalo [169] has shown that droplets with slip velocity less that 0.1 
m/s, coinciding with right local stoichiometry and an ignition source can burn individually. There 
are droplets that do not create cold spots in the OH field while overlapping with the OH field. This 
is believed to be the effect of laser sheet thickness which is 200 pm and hence the droplet may be 
seen alongside the OH field but be erroneously seen as overlapping by the camera. If one assumes 
that the isolated droplets that create cold spots as shown at x/D = 20 and 25 in figure 6.12, have 
the right local stoichiometry then with there low slip velocities it can be said that single droplet 
combustion mode does exist at these axial locations.
Flames portraying diffusion flame like structure that is flame AcFl AcF2, AcF3 AcF5 and AcF6 
all show OH at a standoff distance from the fuel vapor/droplet cloud, at x/D= 5 to 25. Thus 
suggesting that sheath and external group combustion modes exist in these flames between x/D = 5 
and 25. On the other hand flames AcF4, AcF7 and AcF8 have premixed flame like structure and as 
shown above the flame features fall in the internal group combustion and single droplet combustion 
categories. These conclusions are based on visual inspection of the images and qualitative definition 
of the group combustion modes.
In order to confirm above observations the group combustion number G was calculated using 
following equation.
G = N 2/3 
S
(6.1)
Where N is the total number of droplets and S is the non dimensional separation calculated using 
equation 2.8.
5 =  7---------- ^  (d /rz). (2.8)( l+ 0 .2 7 6 K e 1/2P r 1/3) v ' l J  v '
the Prandtl number Pr, was assumed to be unity and the droplet Reynolds number was calculated 
using the mean slip velocity presented in figure 5.13. The arithmetic mean diameter D10 was used for
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droplet diameter and the inter-droplet distance d and the total number of droplets N were obtained 
from acetone LIF images shown in Figures 6.12 to 6.14. Note that d in Equation 2.8 is the inter­
droplet spacing and r, is the droplet radius.
Droplet data was extracted from acetone LIF images using the image processing toolbox in 
Matlab [170]. The edge detection subroutine using “canny” method was used for detecting droplet 
edge. Applying a fill routine on the droplet edge image provides the droplet image from which the 
inter-droplet spacing and number of droplets was obtained. Figure 6.15 shows the droplet edge 
image and droplet image obtained form an acetone LIF image taken from flame AcF4 at x/d = 20.
Edge
Detection
Routine
Fill Routine
Figure 6.15 Images showing sequence in which droplet image is generated form Acetone LIF image 
for calculating inter-droplet spacing and number of droplets.
A quasi instantaneous group combustion number is calculated since both mean and 
instantaneous information is used in its calculation. Mean droplet diameter and slip velocity is
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obtained from PDPA measurements and the inter-droplet spacing and number of droplets obtained 
from instantaneous LIF images. The G number calculated for flames AcF4, AcFl and AcF7 are 
presented in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.
x/D Dio ([A m ) d (m ) N \ u s \ (m /s) S G
1.5 32 0 .0 0 5 8 47 2.0 7.18 1.81
5 31 0 .0 0 7 8 30 1.0 13.18 0 .73
10 41 0 .0 0 7 8 11 0.5 11 .56 0 .43
15 41 0 .0081 10 0.8 10 .13 0 .46
20 44 0 .0 0 7 6 7 0.9 8.25 0 .44
25 44 0 .0 0 9 5 5 1.0 9.91 0 .30
Table 6.1 Group combustion number G calculated for LIF images presented in Figure 6.12 for 
flame AcF4.
x/D Dio ( [ A m ) d (m ) N \ u s \ (m /s) S G
1.5 26 0 .0075 130 1.8 6.37 4 .03
5 30 0 .0 0 6 9 52 0 .8 6 .64 2 .10
10 25 0 .0083 45 0 .4 12 .99 0 .97
15 27 0 .0072 25 0.2 11 .36 0 .75
20 31 0 .0 0 8 0 21 0 .4 9.45 0 .81
25 31 0 .0095 15 0.2 13 .57 0 .45
Table 6.2 Group combustion number G calculated for LIF images presented in Figure 6.13 for 
flame AcFl.
x/D Dio ([A m ) d (m ) N \ u s \ (m /s) S G
1.5 24 0 .0065 114 1.8 6.13 3 .84
5 22 0 .0 0 7 7 74 0 .6 11 .81 1.49
10 23 0 .0071 61 0.3 12 .52 1.24
15 25 0 .0 0 6 4 23 0.2 11 .83 0 .68
20 28 0 .0072 24 0.2 11 .84 0 .70
25 32 0 .0 0 9 6 11 0.1 14.51 0 .34
Table 6.3 Group combustion number G calculated for LIF images presented in Figure 6.14 for 
flame AcF7.
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The range of G falls in the external group combustion category at x/D = 5 in flames AcFl and 
AcF7 and between x/D = 5 and 10, G indicates a transition to internal group combustion mode. In 
flame AcF4 G falls in the internal group combustion mode at x/D = 5. The group combustion 
number indicates that all three flames should have flames structure resembling internal group 
combustion between x/D = 10 and 25 which is contrary to structure shown in the LIF images. It 
should be noted that the inter-droplet spacing and the number of droplets obtained from the LIF 
images do not take into account droplets smaller than 25 pm. If all droplets are considered then the 
G numbers calculated above will increase since the number of droplets increases and the inter­
droplet spacing reduces. The overall trend of the G number calculated here is qualitatively similar to 
that observed in the images flames 4 and 7 the images of Figures 6.12 to 6.14.
One other point to note is that the inter-droplet spacing is calculated based on the 2D planer 
image. The effects of using a 3D volume to represent the droplet cloud, on the inter-droplet spacing 
have not been considered here since there is no fixed physical definition of droplet cloud radius. The 
application of Equation 2.6 or 2.7 for calculating G number should be treated with caution due to 
the vagueness in the definition of the droplet cloud radius. More work is required to define a 
physical counterpart for the theoretical droplet cloud radius which then can be applied to jet flames 
being investigated here.
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Chapter 7
Ethanol Flame Structure
This chapter reports on the compositional structure of ethanol spray flames using planar laser 
induced fluorescence (LIF) of hydroxyl radical OH, formaldehyde (CH20 ) and droplet Mie 
scattering. A Nd:YAG/dye laser setup was used for obtaining the excitadon wavelength of 
formaldehyde. The simultaneous LIF images of OH and CH20  are muldplied to obtain images that 
correlate well with the local heat release (HR). The superposition of HR images with droplet image 
help resolve features such as droplet cloud and single droplet combustion. Finally aspect such as 
finite rate chemistry effect in ethanol spray flames is discussed based on the qualitative LIF images 
of the flame structure.
7.1 LIF Imaging Setup
The layout of the joint LIF-OFI, LIF-Formaldehyde and Mie scattering experimental setup is shown 
in Figure 7.1. Formaldehyde (CH20 ) was excited in 4q vibronic transition in the A'A2-X ' A, and 
near 353.17 nm. The second harmonic (A, = 532 nm) of a Quanta-Ray Pro-Series Pulsed Nd:YAG 
laser is used to pump a Sirah dye Laser, which provides visible radiation at 706.34 nm. The dye laser 
fundamental is frequency doubled to obtain UV light at 353.17 nm. The excited beam was spatially 
separated from the residual beams using Pellin-Broca prisms. The laser energy was 20 mj/pulse. The
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Figure 7.1 Schematic of the experimental setup for simultaneous laser induced fluorescence imaging 
of OH, formaldehyde, and droplet Mie scattering.
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laser beam was focused into a sheet of thickness 250 microns using a 600 mm focal length 
cylindrical lens.
For OH the Qt(6) line of the (0,1) vibrational band of the (X2I1-A2Z ) transition is tuned at 
283.9 nm. The second harmonic of a Spectra Physics Quanta-Ray DCR-2A Nd:Yag laser was used 
to pump a PDL-2 dye laser to obtain an output at 567.9nm. The dye laser fundamental was 
frequency doubled to obtain the excitation wavelength for OH at 283.9 nm. The laser pulse energy 
was measured to be 4 mj. Laser beam was focused into a 150 micron thick sheet using a 300 mm 
focal length cylindrical lens.
Simultaneous planar laser induced fluorescence images are collected on two intensified 
Flowmaster CCD cameras, located on opposite sides of the flame. The droplet Mie scattering is 
collected on an intensified Imager Intense camera. OH LIF signal is filtered using a high pass WG- 
295 filter and a interference filter centered at 310 nm with a 10 nm bandwidth. The broadband 
CH20  LIF signal is filtered using a schott glass filter GG-400 and low pass filter SPF-450. The 
droplet Mie signal is filtered using an interference filter centered at 355 nm with a bandwidth of 10 
nm. Two hundred images were collected at six axial positions from jet exit plane to 25 diameters 
downstream at intervals of 5 diameters.
7.2 CH20  LIF Imaging in a Vapour Ethanol/Air Flame
The third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm, can be used for exciting CH20  [156]. The 
excitation line at 355 nm is very weak and is compensated by the large amount of laser energy 
available. However, the availability of high laser energy for exciting CH20  could not be used in 
ethanol spray flames due to droplet break down caused by high energy flux in the measurement 
probe volume. The interference from the plasma created when droplets breakdown was 
overwhelming for the intensifiers. Thus a dye laser setup was used, in order to use a stronger 
excitation line at lower laser energies. The initial laser energy from the dye laser output was 20 
mj/pulse and this still caused droplet breakdown. To circumvent this, the KDP crystal used for 
doubling the Sirah dye laser output had to be detuned in order to reduce laser energy. The final laser 
energy at which the CH20  LIF could be performed without droplet breakdown was 9mJ/pulse. 
Figure 7.2 shows LIF images of CH20 formed in a gaseous ethanol/air flame (prevaporised 
ethanol), at x/D = 0, 5, 7.5, 10 and 12.5. The laser wavelength was detuned off the excitation
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transition in order to confirm the LIF signal observed is from CH20  fluorescence. The flame front 
would be on the outer periphery of the CH20  regions. The signal to noise ratio at all locations is 
around 4.5. The CH20  LIF imaging is extended to an ethanol spray flame with additional imaging of 
OH and droplet scattering.
x/D = 12.5
x/D = 10
x/D = 7.5
x/D = 5
x/D = 1.5
Figure 7.2 Laser induced fluorescence images of formaldehyde taken at x/D = 1.5, 5, 7.5, 10 and 
12.5, in a pilot stabilized premixed prevapourized ethanol/air jet flame.
7.3 LIF Image Processing
Raw OH LIF, CH20  LIF and droplet Mie scattering images are corrected for background noise 
and then normalized by respective laser beam profile images. The LIF images are corrected for 
perspective projection and camera lens distortions as well as image spadal mapping of all images 
through the application of a third order image correction polynomial. The correction polynomial for 
mapping images obtained from the three cameras was obtained through the calibration procedure 
provided by Lavision. A calibration image with grid points at 1 mm spacing between points was used 
for calculating the coefficients of the correction polynomial. As an extra check for the mapping 
correction between the OH, CH20  and droplet images, fluorescence from cross hairs were used for
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validating the spatially mapping o f these images. A sample processed CH20  LIF , droplet Mie 
scattering and OH L IF  images are presented in Figure 7.3. The physical size o f the individual image 
is 34 by 14 mm giving a spatial resolution o f approximately 25 microns. The jet centerline has been 
marked with respect to the nozzle exit plane.
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Figure 7.3 Sample processed CH20 ,  droplet and OH image taken at x/D = 1.5 in flame E tF2 
showing the physical image size and location o f the jet centerline with respect to nozzle exit plane.
The spatial matching o f the OH and CH20  L IF  image is extremely important since the heat 
release is calculated via pixel by pixel multiplication o f the two images. Matching o f droplet image to
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the LIF images is as important since superposition of droplet image onto the heat release image 
assist in delineating features such as single droplet combustion.
7.4 Heat Release Rates and the Effects of PAH Interference.
This section makes use of laminar flame calculations to achieve two objectives. The first is to 
ascertain whether joint product of formaldehyde and hydroxyl (CH20)(0H ) is indeed a good 
measure of heat release and the second is to determine whether any overlap occurs between 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) and the region of the flame where the (CH20)(0H ) is 
significant. The two major sources of interference affecting formaldehyde LIF signal are Raman 
scattering from nitrogen molecule (N )^ and from the C-H stretch of the fuel molecule as well as 
fluorescence from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) [155, 158, 171]. The former is not an 
issue since the Raman shift of N2 is at 384.85 nm and the Raman shift of the C-H stretch of ethanol 
is at 394.14 nm respectively, both of which are blocked by the high pass Schott glass filter (GG-400), 
which only passes wavelengths higher than 400 nm. The absorption and fluorescence of PAH 
molecules covers a large portion of near-UV and visible spectrum thus a portion of the signal lying 
in between 400 and 450 nm will pass through the filters used for CH20  LIF signal. Interference 
from PAH molecules is dominant only in fuel rich fluid samples. While this is acknowledged, the 
question of relevance to this work is how much does the PAH interference interfere with the 
measurements of heat release given by the product of CH20  and OH. This affects the region close 
to stoichiometry where both ChLO and OFI coexist. This aspect is investigated here using laminar 
flame calculations.
7.4.1 Opposed Flow Laminar Flame Calculation
The CANTERA Software Package [172], was used to model a 1-D axis-symmetric opposed flow 
diffusion flames of methane/air and ethanol/air. MATLAB [170] was used to run the numerical 
simulation. This study looks into the formation of PAH in methane/air as well as ethanol/air 
flames. The GRI3.0 mechanism [173] has been used extensively for methane/air laminar flame 
calculations but it cannot be used here since GRI3.0 reaction mechanism does not contain chemistry 
for PAH formation and neither does it have reactions for ethanol. The first part of this section will 
involve testing a PAH and an ethanol reaction mechanism against GRI3.0 for methane/air diffusion
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flame calculations. The second part is to determine whether product of CH20  and OH is a good 
measure of heat release in both methane/air and ethanol air flames. Finally the extent of overlap 
between PAH and the heat release is investigated in methane/air and ethanol/air flames. It should 
also be noted that the ethanol mechanism has limited number of PAH species and reactions while 
the PAH mechanism does not contain the chemistry for ethanol reaction.
The first set of simulations was done using a PAH mechanism developed by Wang and 
Frenklach [174] for formation of aromatics in acetylene flames. A second set of simulations was 
done using a mechanism [175] for an ethanol air flame. Methane air flame simulations performed 
using the PAH and ethanol mechanism were tested and validated against methane air flame 
simulations done using Gri3.0 mechanism. The distance between the jets was set to 20mm and the 
jet mass flow rates were varied so as to keep the momentum of both jets constant.
% 5
Figure 7.4 Comparison between simulation results of a methane air flame, obtained using PAH and 
GRI3.0 mechanisms.
Figure 7.4 shows the comparison of mass fractions of OH, CH20 , temperature, product of OH 
and CH20  mass fractions and the actual rate of heat release in a methane air flame, between 
simulation done using PAH mechanism represented by red colored curves and GRI3.0 mechanism 
represented by blue colored lines. There is a slight difference in the magnitude of CH20  mass 
fraction and heat release (HR) but the position of these peaks in the mixture fraction space is fixed. 
Therefore the PAH mechanism can be used to simulate methane air flame to check for the overlap 
between CH20 , PAH, and the product of CH20  and OH. Figure 7.5 present’s results from
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methane/air flame simulations performed using ethanol mechanism. It is shown that the 
temperature and OH mass concentrations are under predicted by the ethanol mechanism and CH20  
mass fraction is over predicted when compared to results from Gri3.0 mechanism. The position of 
the peak rate of heat release (HR) and the product of CH20  and OH on mixture fraction coincide 
well, for the respective mechanisms. Profiles of heat release and the product of CH20  and OH 
shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5 for methane/air flame calculated using the three mechanism show that 
the product (CH20 x OH) is a good measure of heat release HR.
Figure 7.5 Comparison between simulation results of a methane air flame, obtained using ethanol 
and GRI3.0 mechanisms.
Mass fraction of a number of PAH molecules, CH20  and the product of CH20  and OH plotted 
against mixture fraction is shown in Figure 7.6. The overlap between CH20 / 0 H  product and the 
mass fraction of the PAH molecules on the rich side of stoichiometric mixture fraction is extremely 
small. There is no overlap between the peak of CH20 , OH product and the mass fractions of PAH 
molecules as shown in the close up plots. Figure 7.7 shows that there is no overlap between the 
mass fraction profiles of the few molecules that may fall under PAH molecule category and rate of 
heat release as well as the heat release marker the product of CH20  and OH in a ethanol air flame. 
These simulations confirm that even though PAH interferes with CH20  on the rich side of £s 
(O.l)the region where heat release is significant as marked by the product of CH20  and OH is free 
from such interferences. Hence using the product of CH20  and OH as a marker of heat release and 
without correcting for PAH is relevant.
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Figure 7.6 Profiles of mass fraction of dominant PAH molecules in a methane air flame plotted with 
mass fraction of CH20  and product of CH20 and OH
Figure 7.7 Mass fraction of PAH molecules available in the ethanol mechanism molecules in a 
ethanol air flame plotted with mass fraction of CH20  and product of CH20 and OH
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7.5 Ethanol Flame Results
7.5.1 Ethanol Flames with Increasing Fuel Loading
Simultaneous LIF images of OH, formaldehyde (CH20 ) and droplet Mie scattering together 
with the heat release image (LIF OH x LIF CH20 ) as well as superimposed image of HR and 
droplets, showing the structure of ethanol spray flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl with fixed carrier 
velocity and increasing fuel flow rate in the respective order, are presented in Figures 7.8 to 7.10 for 
six axial stadons, x/D  = 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. A sample image out of 200 images collected at 
each locadon is presented here. More sample images for each flame are presented in appendix E. As 
stated earlier the HR image is the product of OH and CH20  images which marks the heat releases 
regions. To show the droplet positions with respect to heat release regions the HR image is 
superimposed on the drop image which is given as the Droplet + HR image. In order to clearly 
show the overlap between the heat release and the droplets, new FIR and droplet images were 
generated where the pixels with non zero intensity was made constant. The new HR and droplet 
images have intensities fixed to two specific color codes, where yellow marks the HR region and 
pale blue marks the droplets and sum of these images give the the overlap between HR and droplets 
which is marked in red. All images use the same intensity color scale, where black represents 0 
intensity and red maximum intensity, while white represents saturated signal. Mie scattering signal 
from liquid droplet are saturated in order to show small as well as large droplets. Some of the 
droplets are considerably large and this is due to intensifier blooming effect. The spatial resolution 
of the droplet image is 25 microns therefore droplets smaller than 25 pm do get resolved. The 
description provided below using the images presented in figures 6.8 to 6.10 are the general pattern 
observed in these flames.
Simultaneous OH LIF, CH20  LIF and droplet images taken at x/D  = 1.5 and 5 is presented in 
Figure 7.8. Close to the exit plane at x/D  = 1.5 all the fuel is confined to the center of the jet as 
shown in the droplet image and is shrouded by the pilot flame. A thin heat release region forms at 
the edge of the droplet cloud. Evaporation of ethanol inside the burner in not as significant as 
acetone, the lowest velocity cases have the highest amount of evaporation taking place inside the 
burner as shown by the measured liquid volume flow at the exit plane, presented in Table 3.3. The 
equivalence ratio at the jet exit plane for flames EtF4, EtF3 and Etl are 0.53, 0.85 and 1.75. Flame 
EtF4 has broad wrinkled OH structure at x/D  = 5 where as flames EtF3 and EtFl show existence
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of double reaction zone. A primary OH region is formed at a wider radial distance similar to a 
diffusion flame. The secondary reaction zone is formed due to premixing of carrier air and ethanol 
vapor, which creates combustible mixtures and if the conditions are ideal the mixture ignites and 
burns. The inner OH region is not present in ever)r LIF image and they appear as isolated 
disconnected pockets of OH. The frequency of occurrence of the secondary reaction zone increases 
with increasing fuel loading. The HR regions form around the droplet cloud due to the inner OH 
field. There is no evidence of HR regions forming due to the primary OH field in flames EtF3 and 
EtFl.
Figure 7.9 shows LIF images collected at x/D 10 and 15 in flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl. No 
change is observed in the structure of flame EtF4 at x/D = 10 and 15, broad OH region 
surrounding the droplet clouds and CH20  forming at the edge. Thin HR zones exist between the 
OH and Droplet field. Flame EtF3 has extremely broad OH field at x/D = 10 where the primary7 
and the secondary OH zones have merged. At x/D = 15, only pockets of fuel exist and OH covers 
the entire width of the jet. The HR regions are wrapping around fuel vapor/droplets cloud and there 
is overlap between the droplets and HR regions. Flame EtFl shows pockets of OH appearing in the 
center of the jet at x/D = 10, which form the secondary OH zone. The entire fuel droplet/vapor 
field is surrounded by a primary OH zone. The OH pockets have grown and linked up to form 
flames fronts existing in the center of the jet similar to a premixed flame cone.
LIF images taken at x/D = 20 and 25 in flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl are presented in Figure 
7.10. Flames ETF4 and ETF3 show OH fields spread out across the entire width of the image, at 
both x/D = 20 and 25. Small fuel vapor clouds exist close to the center of the jet surrounded by 
OH which forms thin FIR regions. There is also evidence of individual droplets burning which will 
be discussed later. Flame EtFl has OH fields at standoff distance and the secondary OH that was 
evident between x/D = 5 and 15 is almost non existence. The image presented in Figure 7.10 for 
flame EtFl is a rare case of secondary OH zones appearing at x/D = 20. The flame structure at
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Figure 7.8 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D  = 1.5 and 5 in flame EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl.
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Figure 7.9 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D  = 10 and 15 in flame EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl.
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Figure 7.10 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 20 and 25 in flame EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl.
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x/D = 20 and 25 is similar for flame EtFl. Broad CH20 regions exist at x/D  = 20 and 25 but there 
is no evidence of overlap between OH and CH20 . The physical flame length increases with 
increasing fuel loading thus the measurement position at x/D  = 25 is close to the tip for flame EtF4 
and EtF3 where as in flame EtFl, x/D  = 25 is around 40 % of the length of the flame. The mean 
temperature plots shown in Figure 3.10 confirms this as the peak temperature on the jet centerline is 
reached for flame EtF4 and EtF3 where as the temperature profile is still developing for flame EtFl.
For fixed carrier velocity with increasing fuel loading the overall ethanol flame shows a transition 
from a premixed flame like structure in the lowest fuel loading case EtF4, to a diffusion flame 
structure in flame EtFl high fuel loading case. Flame EtF3 is a transitionary flame showing features 
similar to diffusion as well as premixed flame. Flame EtFl also shows the transitionary effect close 
to the nozzle but overall the dominant flame pattern is of a diffusion flame. This is also confirmed 
by the mean excess temperature shown in Figure 3.10 where the centerline temperature is 
considerably higher in the central core of the ethanol flames when compared with acetone flames.
7.5.2 Ethanol Flames with Increasing Carrier Velocity at Mid Fuel Loading
Simultaneous LIF images of OH, formaldehyde (CH20) and droplet Mie scattering together 
with the heat release image (LIF OH x LIF CH20) as well as superimposed image of FIR and 
droplets, showing the structure of ethanol spray flames EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8 with increasing carrier 
velocity at fixed fuel flow rate (Mid), are presented in Figures 7.11 to 7.13 for six axial stations, x/D  
= 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. A sample image out of 200 images collected at each location is presented 
here. More sample images for each flame are presented in appendix E. The layout of the images is 
same as the increasing fuel loading cases shown in the previous section. The description provided 
below is the general pattern observed in these flames.
Figure 7.11 shows LIF images taken at x /D  = 1.5 and 5, close to the nozzle where all the fuel is 
confined to the center of the jet as shown in the droplet image and is shrouded by the pilot flame. A 
thin heat release region forms at the edge of the droplet cloud. This trend is similar to the increasing 
fuel loading cases. Evaporation of ethanol inside the burner is not as significant as acetone, the 
amount of liquid fuel measured at the exit plane is 68%, 92% and 81% of the injected fuel flow rate 
for flames EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8 respectively. The equivalence ratio calculated at the exit plane for 
the three flames EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8 are 0.85, 0.15 and 0.25. All three flames show broad wrinkled 
OH structure with thin HR regions forming at the edges of the droplet cloud. The OF! structure in
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Figure 7.11 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 1.5 and 5 in flame EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8.
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Figure 7.12 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 10 and 15 in flame EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8.
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Figure 7.13 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of FIR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 20 and 25 in flame EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8.
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Flame EtF8 shows the existence of double reaction zones at x/D  = 5. At x/D  = 10 all three flames 
have double OH zones, forming well defined HR regions on the edge of the droplet cloud as shown 
in Figure 7.12. The OH images at x/D  = 15 show flame front existing in the center of the jet for 
flames EtF3 and EtF6 forming thin HR contours around vapor clouds where as flame EtF8 has OH 
arms moving in towards the jet center
LIF images taken at x/D  = 20 and 25 in flames EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8 are shown in Figure 7.13. 
In all three flames OH is surrounding small isolated pockets of CH20 . The image presented in 
Figure 7.13 for flame EtF3 at x/D  = 20 shows the individual droplet burning. Overall, flame EtF3 
has a similar structure to flames EtF6 and EtF8 at x/D  = 20 and 25. Flames ETF4 and ETF3 show 
OH fields spread out across the entire width of the image, at both x/D  = 20 and 25. The pockets of 
fuel vapor clouds represented by CH20 , surrounded by OH forms thin regions of heat release 
wrapping fuel also, there is evidence of single droplet burning where clear overlap exist between 
some droplets surrounded by regions of heat release and this is indicative of group modes existing in 
these flames.
There is not much difference in the physical flame length between the mid fuel loading flames as 
the carrier velocity is increased. However the increasing carrier velocity7 causes the flames to thin out. 
The broad OH regions measured in these flames are similar to that of premixed flames. Flame EtF3 
is more of a transitionary flame where LIF images show occurrence of thin OH structures 
resembling diffusion flames as well as broad OFI zones found in premixed flames. The mean excess 
temperature profiles in Figure 3.11 shows temperature in excess of 1000 K on the jet centerline with 
only 100 K difference between the peak and the centerline temperature, where the peak temperature 
occurs at the radial distance away from the centerline.
7.5.3 Ethanol Flames with Increasing Carrier Velocity at High Fuel Loading
Simultaneous LIF images of OH, formaldehyde (CH20 ) and droplet Mie scattering together 
with the heat release image (LIF OH x LIF CH20 ) as well as superimposed image of HR and 
droplets, showing the structure of ethanol spray flames EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7 with increasing 
carrier velocity7 at fixed high fuel flow, are presented in Figures 7.14 to 7.16 for six axial stations, 
x/D  = 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. The pilot flame shrouds the vapor fuel air mixture containing 
evaporating ethanol spray particles exiting the nozzle at x/D  = 1.5, with thin HR regions forming at 
the interface of OH and CH20  fields. The equivalence ratio at the exit flame for flames EtFl, EtF2,
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EtF5 and EtF7 are 1.75, 0.34, 0.15 and 0.05. Premixing of carrier air and fuel vapor creates mixture 
within the flammability limit which ignites to form the inner secondary OH zones in all flames EtFl, 
EtF2 and EtF5 at x/D = 5. Flame EtF7 on the other hand has broad OH regions similar to a fully 
premixed flame. The heat release regions are formed due to the secondary OH zones.
At x/D = 10 all four flames show no change in the overall structure from x/D = 5. At x/D = 
15 flame EtF7 shows OH regions contorted by turbulence and large vortical structures are also 
observed. As the carrier velocity is increased the flames thin out thus the flame width reduces. The 
droplet cloud is confined to the jet center as the carrier velocity increases and the lower velocity 
flame has the largest droplet spread rate. Broad CH20  zones covering the entire width of the jet 
core, is detected in theses flames with high fuel loading. There may be interference from PAH 
fluorescence however this does not affect the heat release image as shown earlier in the laminar 
flame calculations that there is no overlap between the heat release as well as CH20  close to the 
reaction zone.
In most occasions, heat release regions form on the periphery of the fuel vapor/droplet cloud 
but there are also instances where broad HR regions form in the center of the jet. The latter feature 
is more common in the lower velocity flames EtFl and EtF2. At x/D = 20 and 25 flames EtFl and 
EtF2 show OH region at a standoff distance from the CH20  and droplet field. Flame EtF5 and 
EtF7 show reaction zones existing in the center of the jet, where OH fields are surrounding pockets 
of CH20  and wrapping around groups of droplets.
The physical flame length reduces slightly with increasing carrier velocity" and the physical width 
of the flame increases with increasing fuel loading. Flames EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7 at x/D = 25 
are slightly wider than the image size and thus some of the images show only the inner edge of the 
primary OH zone. The overall trend observed in these flames is the transition from diffusion like 
flame for the lowest velocity7 case to a premixed flame structure for the highest flame case. This 
transition is also shown in the mean excess temperature profiles plotted in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 7.14 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  =1.5 and 5 in flame EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7.
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Figure 7.15 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 ,  droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 )  and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x /D  = 10 and 15 in flame E tF l, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7.
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Figure 7.16 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet), heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 20 and 25 in flame EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7.
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7.6 Individual Droplet Burning Events
In the previous chapter it was stated that the existence of OH around single droplets may be 
necessary but not sufficient evidence of single droplet combustion since OH was not a good marker 
of heat release. When a single droplet is burning it will form a heat release zone around it thus 
imaging heat release regions using CH20  and OH LIF images, provides an excellent tool to identify 
such processes. A HR ring forming around a droplet would therefore be sufficient proof of single 
droplet burning. To identify single droplet burning event in ethanol flames the superimposed image 
of droplet and HR with specific color codes for HR (yellow) and droplets (pale blue) is used. The 
overlap of droplets with the HR is marked in red.
Figure 7.17 shows representative images taken from flame EtF4 at x/D  = 25 and flame EtFl at 
x/D  = 20, containing single droplet burning events as pointed out using the arrows. Such events 
have been observed in all flames. Since measurement location x/D  = 30 is less than half the height 
of the flame in the high loading flames (EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7) the frequency of single droplet 
combustion events is less when compared to the Mid fuel loading flames (EtF3, EtF6 and EtF8) and 
Low fuel loading flame (EtFl). As the carrier velocity7 increases again the frequency of single droplet 
combustion decreases, this is due to the increase in slip velocity of larger droplets. Droplets are also 
seen overlapping with HR regions which wrap around vapor clouds. Such a scenario has been 
marked in Figure 7.16. The author believes these are not single droplet combustion events since 
these droplets are part of a larger vapor cloud represented by CH20 .
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EtF4, x/D = 25 EtFl, x/D = 20
CH20
Figure 7.17 Sample joint LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet, HR and HR+droplet images showing single 
droplet combustion events indicated by arrows in flames EtF4 and EtFl at x/D =25 and 20.
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Chapter 8 
Discussion
The data presented in this thesis provides a detailed account of the structure of turbulent non­
reacting spray jets as well as piloted turbulent spray flames. Non-reacting and reacting spray jets with 
different initial conditions and fuel have been investigated. Flow field and droplet size data have 
been measured in a number of spray jets with varying droplet loading and carrier velocities. 
Compositional structure of acetone and ethanol spray flames has been measured at a number of 
axial locations along the length of the flame. LIF images provide insight in to the development of 
the flame structure with respect to droplet loading and carrier velocities. A general discussion of the 
major issues that have been brought out in this is presented in this chapter.
8.1 Droplet and Flow Field
The droplet size distribution probability density function (PDF) measured close to the exit 
plane at x/D = 0.3 in spray jets with fixed droplet loading and increasing carrier velocity, shows the 
droplet size distribution shifting towards smaller droplets as the velocity is increased. The manner of 
entrainment into the carrier flow and the transit history in the nozzle tube are thought to be the 
main causes of the modified PD F’s measured at the exit plane. For the current study droplet size 
distribution upstream of the exit plan has not been measured thus a definite conclusion cannot be 
made on, specific effects that influence the droplet size. The Nukiyama-Tanasawa droplet
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distribution has been found to best represent the droplet size distribution obtained in these 
measurements. The Weber number, We < 0.3 and Ohnesorge Number Oh < 0.006 for all cases at 
the exit plane, therefore no further drop deformation and break up are possible downstream of the 
exit plane and thus the changes in the droplet size distribution is due to evaporation only.
It has been shown in this thesis that small droplets d<10 microns follow the gas phase flow. 
Velocity measured in a non-reacting gaseous mixture of argon and nitrogen was in good agreement 
with velocity of small droplets d<5 and d<10 pm measured in a spray jet of equivalent density (SP 
4). No difference in mean and rms velocity profiles of the droplets and gas phase is observed at the 
exit plane. A slight difference in mean velocity profiles is observed between the droplets and the gas 
phase at x/D = 10 and 20 this is believed to be due to the amount of mixing that takes place 
between the jet and the co-flow. Self similar distribution is recovered between droplet and gas phase 
velocity at x/D = 30. There is good agreement between the rms velocity fluctuations of small 
droplets and the gas phase.
Radial profiles of mean axial velocity conditioned on droplet sizes, show large droplets having 
negative slip velocity at the exit plane due to their greater inertia in accelerating from rest inside the 
burner. Downstream of the exit plane the slip velocities are reversed, as the large droplets gain 
momentum. In non-reacting spray jets a peak slip velocity is reached at x/D = 10. Slip velocity 
beyond x/D =15 reduces as the velocity profiles of all classes of droplet become self similar. The 
rms velocity fluctuations of gas phase represented by velocity of droplets smaller than 10 pm are 
higher at the exit plane and the peak fluctuation is attained in the shear layer between the jet and the 
co-flow. Further downstream the rms velocity peaks on the centerline and all classes of droplet have 
similar rms velocity fluctuations. There is no significant difference in the overall structure and flow 
pattern of the non-reacting spray jets, due to variations in the fuel loading and carrier air velocities.
Radial profiles of mean axial velocity7 conditioned on droplet sizes, in the acetone and ethanol 
flame is similar to the non-reacting spray jets where large droplets having negative slip velocity at the 
exit plane due to their greater inertia in accelerating from rest inside the burner. The axial position 
where the slip velocity is reversed is dependent on the flame length. The longer the flame length, the 
further away from the exit plane is the reversal of slip velocity going to take place. The larger 
droplets have faster spreading rate than the gas phase and this feature is more obvious in flames 
with highest fuel loading and highest carrier velocity. The rms velocity fluctuation of gas phase is 
higher at the exit plane and the peak fluctuation is attained in the shear layer between the jet and the
co-flow. The trend in rms velocity profile at other axial stations remains same as the exit plane with 
the peak of rms velocity occurring in the shear layer close to the reaction zone. The decay of the 
centerline axial mean excess velocity in the acetone and ethanol flame is significantly slow. A point 
to note is that measurement position x/D  = 30 in most of the flames is less than half the length of 
the flame. Large droplets show even slower decay due to their large inertia.
8.2 Flame Structure
Acetone flame structure changes from thin reaction zones to broad reactions zones as the 
droplet fuel loading is reduced or when the carrier velocity is increased. The OH LIF images show 
flame structure changing from a smooth thin structure to broad wrinkled structure. Acetone LIF 
images show rich fuel vapor mixture existing in the center of most flames with visible separation 
between fuel and reaction zones. Based on the qualitative description of the group combustions 
modes described by Chiu et al [9, 11], flame features resembling these modes have been identified in 
these flames. The calculation of group combustion number does not agree with the physical 
appearance of the flame. The application of group combustion number equation to such flames has 
to be treated with caution due to the vagueness in the definition of the droplet cloud radius.
Ethanol flames show double reaction zones in a number of flame conditions. Most of the 
ethanol flames have a lean fuel air mixture exiting the nozzle. The fuel air mixture is believed to be 
lean because the ethanol is evaporating at a slower rate than acetone as shown by the measured 
liquid volume flow rate at the exit plane. As the mixture travels downstream the evaporation of 
droplets is increased due to hot gases from the pilot flame. Pockets of fuel air mixture in the center 
of the jet with the right stoichiometry ignite to form the second reaction zones. The heat release 
image has provided evidence of single droplets burning events in these spray flames. Depending on 
the droplet and carrier velocity ethanol flames have shown both, diffusion as well as premixed flame 
structures. Next section will discuss the possible existence of finite rate chemistry effects in acetone 
ethanol flames close to blowoff.
8.3 Finite Rate Chemistry Effects
In pilot stabilized diffusion flames of gaseous fuels [13], it is well established that as the jet 
velocity is increased, local extinction occurs in increasing proportion due to higher scalar dissipation
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rates. In highly sheared turbulent premixed flames of gaseous fuels [14], it has been shown that local 
extinction is rather absent and increasing shear rates cause gradual reduction in reactedness 
associated with the broadening of the reaction zones and eventually leading to global blow off. In 
the spray flames studied here, there are competing effects where premixing occurs due to the carrier 
fluid being air while evaporating spray attempts to maintain a non-premixed aspect. Which of these 
modes of finite-rate chemistry dominates in spray flames as global blow off is approached remains 
an open question which is beginning to be addressed here. Flames AcF4, AcF8 and AcF7 are closest 
to the blow off limit with increasing fuel and carrier velocities. The bulk carrier air velocity for 
flames AcF4, AcF8 and AcF7 with respect to blow off velocity U, blow off are 73%, 86 % and 70% 
respectively.
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AcF 4 AcF 8 Acf 7
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Figure 8.1 Simultaneous images of LIF acetone and OH collected at x/D = 15 in flames AcF4, 
AcF8 and AcF7.
Selected images of joint LIF OH and LIF acetone collected at x/D = 15 in acetone flames 
AcF4, AcF8, and AcF7 are shown in Figure 8.1. All three flames have broad OH regions in close 
proximity to the acetone vapor which may have premixed with air and ignited to form the 
propagating flame front. The continuity in the OH profiles indicates the absence of local extinction 
in all three flames even in flame AcF8 which is close to blow off than flame AcF4 and AcF7.
Ethanol flames EtF4, EtF8 and EtF7 with similar fuel and carrier flow rates as acetone flames 
are inspected, in order to identify competing effects of premixing between fuel and carrier air, and 
evaporating spray which attempts to maintain a non-premixed aspect. The bulk carrier air velocity 
for flame EtF4, EtF8 and EtF7 with respect to blow off velocity Lf blow off is 73%, 81 % and 76%
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respectively. Representative images of joint LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering and heat 
release images showing the extinction and re-ignition features in flames EtF4, EtF8 and EtF7taken 
at x/D =15 and 20 is shown in Figure 8.2. As shown in earlier figures, there exists a dual behavior
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Figure 8.2 Simultaneous LIF OH, LIF CH20 , Droplet and HR images taken at x/D = 15 and 20 in 
flames EtF4, EtF8 and EtF7 showing extinction/re-ignition events.
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where broad continuous regions of OH seen alongside thin strips of break making the possible 
existence of local extinction. The frequency of the extinction event is the highest in flame EtF8 since 
it is closest to blow off. The extinction events also show breaks in the heat release regions.
For the mid fuel loading cases with increasing carrier velocity, it is worth noting that for acetone 
flames, the mean peak excess temperature does not decrease with higher jet velocity as they 
approach blow-off. A similar trend is shown in acetone flames with high fuel loading with the 
exception of flame AcF2. With ethanol fuel, however, the peak temperature show a gradual decrease 
from EtF3 to EtF8 as blow-off is approached. This trend is observed in the high fuel loading cases 
from EtFl to EtF7 as well. This complex behavior is due to competing effects of premixing and 
finite rate chemistry and needs more detailed data for an adequate interpretation.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Recommendations
In this thesis a comprehensive investigation of turbulent non-reacting spray jets as well as 
piloted turbulent spray flames for a range of flow conditions and fuel mixtures has been conducted. 
Flow field and droplet size data was obtained using phase Doppler particle anemometry method 
while laser imaging techniques have been applied to obtained qualitative images of the spray flame 
structure. Results are presented here for non-reacting acetone spray jets and spray flames of acetone 
and ethanol, with a simple flow geometry that involves neither swirl nor recirculation. Full velocity 
statistics, droplet size distributions and fluxes have been obtained throughout the flow, as well as full 
details of boundary7 conditions, making these spray jets suited for tesdng of combustion submodels 
of spray dispersion and evaporation. LIF images obtained at several axial locations downstream of 
the nozzle exit plane provide insight into the development of the flame structure with respect to 
droplet loading and carrier velocities. The full data set will be made available on the University of 
Sydney thermo fluids web page [59]. The following conclusions are made:
9.1 Droplet Flow Field
9.1.1 Boundary Conditions
A comprehensive set of data has been collected at the exit plane. The major findings of these 
measurements were;
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r 7 The Droplet size distribution measured is best represented by Nukiyama-Tanisawa fit for 
non-reacting as well as reacting spray jets. The droplet size probability density function 
(PDF) measured close to the exit plane at x/D = 0.3 in both reacting and non-reacting 
spray jets with fixed droplet loading and increasing carrier velocity, show the droplet size 
distribution shifting towards smaller droplets as the velocity is increased.
^  The velocity measurements show a bimodal velocity PDF for large droplets close to the 
jet wall. This resulted in artificially higher rms fluctuations for large droplets. The 
bimodality in the velocity7 PDF is due to larger droplets being affected by the boundary7 
layer forming on the wall. 1’he reason for such behavior is not yet known and warrants 
further studies.
9.1.2 Non-reacting Spray Jets
^ Radial profiles of mean axial velocity conditioned on droplet sizes, show large droplets 
having negative slip velocity7 at the exit plane. Downstream of the exit plane the slip 
velocities are reversed. In non-reacting spray jets a peak slip velocity is reached at x/D = 
10. Slip velocity beyond x/D = 15 reduces as the velocity profiles of all classes of droplet 
become self similar.
y At downstream locations the rms velocity peaks on the centerline and all classes of 
droplet have similar rms velocity fluctuations. All droplets in the non reactive spray jets 
are partially responsive to the gas phase. Stokes number for all droplets is less than 1.
^  The decay of the centerline axial mean excess velocity7 begins at x/D = 5. Large droplets 
have slower decay than the gas phase.
y The centerline rms velocity for gas phase and the droplets peak at x/D = 10. There is no 
significant difference in the overall structure and flow pattern of the non-reacting spray 
jets, due to variations in the fuel loading and carrier air velocities.
9.1.3 Acetone and Ethanol Flames
r 7 Similar to the non-reacting spray jets where large droplets have negative slip velocity7 at 
the exit plane and reverse at a downstream location.
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r* The axial position where the slip velocity is reversed is dependent on the flame length. 
Longer the flame length further away from the exit plane is the reversal of slip velocity 
going to take place.
y The larger droplets have faster spreading rate than the gas phase and this feature is more 
obvious in flames with highest fuel loading and highest carrier velocity.
The rms velocity fluctuation of gas phase is higher at the exit plane similar to non­
reacting spray jets but further downstream the peak fluctuation is attained in the shear 
layer between the jet and the co-flow unlike the non-reacting spray jets where peak rms 
velocity7 fluctuation shifts towards the centerline
^  The decay of the centerline axial mean excess velocity in the acetone and ethanol flame is 
significantly slow. Large droplets show even slower decay due to their large inertia. The 
centerline rms velocity for gas phase and the droplets would peak at axial positions 
around 80% of the length of the flame.
9.2 Flame Structure
^ The physical flame lengths of acetone flames increase with increasing fuel loading. For 
fixed fuel loading as the carrier air velocity is increased the physical flame length of 
acetone flames decrease.
y The physical flame lengths of ethanol flames increase with increasing fuel loading. For 
fixed droplet loading the difference in physical flame length of ethanol flames as the 
carrier velocity is increased is very small. Flame width changes with increasing carrier 
velocity.
9.2.1 Acetone Flame
y Mean excess temperature profiles in flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF3 and AcF5 show diffusion 
flame like structure and premixed flame structure for flames AcF4, AcF6, AcF7 and 
AcF8. Flames closer to global blowoff have premixed flame behavior.
^  Flame structure changes from diffusion flame to a premixed flame structure as the 
droplet fuel loading is reduced at fixed carrier velocity.
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^ Flames with fixed fuel loading have diffusion flame structure at low carrier velocity and 
as the carrier velocity is increased, the flame structure looks more like a premixed flame.
^  Flame features resembling group combustion modes have been identified in the spray 
flames being investigated here. Based on the qualitative definition of the group 
combustions acetone spray flames show a transition from external group combustion 
mode to internal group combustion mode and then to single droplet burning mode.
^  The calculation of group combustion number does not agree with the physical 
appearance of the flame. The application of group combustion number equation to such 
flames has to be treated with caution due to the vagueness in the definition of the 
droplet cloud radius.
^  As blow off is approached, the reaction zones in the acetone flames broaden and appear 
to gain a premixed appearance.
9.2.2 Ethanol Flame
^  Mean excess temperature profiles in flames EtFl and EtF2, show diffusion flame like 
structure and flames EtF3 to EtF8 have premixed flame like structure. Ethanol flames 
have higher temperature in the center of the jet than acetone flames.
r' Joint LIF-CH20-0H and Mie scattering images in spray flames of ethanol reveal very 
interesting and complex formations for the reaction zone structure. All flames have 
secondary OH forming due to premixing ethanol and carrier and the premixed 
mixture is to be lean and within the flammability limits
> The heat release zone marked by the product of CH20 and OH reveals the existence 
of flames around single droplets as well as droplet clouds.
^  Single droplet burning has been detected in ethanol spray flames. The existence of 
combustion around single droplets is favored at downstream locations in the jet with 
larger inter-droplet.
^  As blow-off is approached, the reaction zones in ethanol flames show a dual structure 
of thick reaction zones as well as thin strips of OH with possible local extinction. The
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different vapor pressure of the fuels and the existence of droplets add a level of 
complexity to the mixing and reactive fields that warrants further studies.
9.3 Recommendations
A comprehensive set of data is available for non-reacting and reacting spray jets for model 
validation process. Detailed boundary conditions at the jet exit plane of the spray burner are 
provided. The simple geometry of the Sydney University spray burner makes it ideal for 
computations. Future work should involve modeling of these spray jets.
In terms of future experimental work, the development of the droplet size PDF inside the 
burner should be looked at in detail as well as the effect of jet wall boundary layer on droplets. 
Droplet size and velocities should be measured at a number of locations up stream of the jet exit. 
Effects of coalescence and droplet break up inside the burner should be investigated too. So far 
spray flames that have been investigated are surrounded by co-flow air at ambient temperature. 
Developing the spray burner, to include a hot co-flow similar to the vitiated co-flow burner will 
open up new avenues areas of investigations.
Further development of laser diagnostic techniques for sprays is needed, especially techniques 
that may provide means to measure mixture fraction in both reacting and non-reacting spray jets. 
Appendix B reports on the technical problems encountered in this experiment where NO LIF is 
used for measuring mixture fraction in non-reacting evaporating spray jets. That work could not be 
completed in this thesis. The conclusions from the tests that were performed indicated that a joint 
LIF Acetone and LIF NO experiment with proper quenching corrections would provide a good 
measure of mixture fraction in evaporating spray jets.
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Appendix A
Formulation for calculating density of a evaporating spray jet
1) Calculate mass flow rate of air from air flow meter. ^airinitiai
2) Calculate the total mass flow rate of acetone from injected acetone volume flow measured 
from the liquid fuel flow meter. rhliq acetone.nitial
3) Calculate mass flow rate of the liquid acetone at the jet exit. Use the volume flow rate of 
liquid acetone measured using PDPA. rhliqucetone jetexitplane
4) Calculate Mass flow rate of acetone vapor at the jet exit plane.
m vap.acetone jet exit plane = m liq.acetoneinitial ~ m Uq.acetonejet exit plane
5) Calculate volume flow rate of acetone vapor at the jet exit temperature and pressure using
• ,  1 1 t V  _  .  RuTvap j et exit
l  ea gas aw. vap.acetone j et exit temp corr ^ v a p .a ce to n e ¡et exit plane MWacetoneP
6) Calculate volume flow rate of liquid acetone at jet exit by dividing the liquid mass flow by 
the liquid density at et exit temperature. V iiq .aCe t o n e j et ex it tem p  c o rr
7) Calculate air volume flow rate at jet exit temperature and pressure using ideal gas law for air.
^ a i r  j e t  ex it tem p c o rr
8) Calculate total volume flow rate at jet ex it.
^Total ^liq.acetone je t  ex it tem p c o rr  ^vap.acetone j e t ex it tem p  c o rr  je t  ex it tem p  c o rr
9) Calculate the total mass flow rate at the jet exit. m Total = ™-airinitiai + ™-iiq.acetoneinitiai
10) Spray Jet mixture density is total mass flow rate divided by total volume flow rate.
_  ™ Total
P s p r a y  je t
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Appendix B
Using NO as a Conserved Scalar in Non­
reacting Spray Jets
B.l Introduction
This chapter highlights the discovery of problems and issues associated with use of Nitric Oxide 
(NO) as a tracer or conserved scalar to measure mixture fraction in non-reacting spray jets. 
Fluorescence capability of NO is being exploited to provide a measure of mixture fraction in spray 
jets. Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is the relevant diagnostic method applied here. Quenching of 
NO by other species is a major consideration relevant to both reacting and non-reacting flows. Due 
to the unavailability of information concerning the quenching effect of acetone, ethanol and n 
hexane on NO LIF signal, in literature, simple test are carried out to investigate the effect of these 
three fuel molecules on the LIF signal of a known concentration of NO. Based on the results from 
the quenching effect test n hexane was the fuel that did not quench the NO LIF signal but further 
test of n hexane spray introduced Raman interference from the liquid fuel. All these test and 
respective results are described in this section.
B.2 Motivation for such Experiment
Measuring mixture fraction continues to be a challenge to experimentalists particularly when 
high signal to noise ratios are needed to extract spatial gradients. In gaseous non-reacdng flows 
measuring a single species would be sufficient since this is a conserved scalar. In reacting flows 
however, atoms are conserved and this requires a measure of major species that contribute to the 
atomic balance. Such measurements have been made using single point Raman-based techniques 
[53, 176-177] but are much more difficult to make in planar imaging because of the stringent 
requirements of laser power and the need for multi-camera systems. An alternative approach to 
imaging the entire set of reactive species relies on the use of a tracer which acts as a conserved
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scalar. In reacting flows many tracers [146] such as pentanone as well as others have been tested, 
but they all suffer from the disadvantage of decomposing at some intermediate temperature hence 
leaving the high temperature zone without a tracer as a conserved scalar. In sprays, fluorescing 
species such as laser dyes [109] may be used but these generally mix with the liquid phase and have 
different physical properties to the parent fluid. The use of a tracer in the gaseous phase would be 
more appropriate as a measure of the mixture fraction.
Using the definition of mixture fraction provided earlier in chapter 2, equation 2.1, the co­
flowing stream here is seeded with a known concentration of N O  which is then imaged using LIF. 
Ideally, this should provide a measure of (1- £) where % is the mixture fraction in the gas phase. The 
mixture fraction \ in the gas phase of the spray jet is then obtained using equation B.l
f  = 1 -----  (B.l)
N 0 co flo w  exit
where YNO is the mass fraction of NO at any given location and YNOcoflow extt is the mass fraction of 
NO  at the co-flow exit plane. The simplicity of this approach made it an attractive experiment to 
pursue. This would lead to first ever measurement of vapor phase mixture fraction in evaporating 
spray jets. For a good quantitative measure of mixture fraction, the mass fraction of N O  should be 
accurate. This technique was first applied to an air jet and the results compared to data provided in 
literature. The results showed good agreement thus allowing it to be applied to spray jets.
B.3 Laser Induced Fluorescence Setup
Figure B.l shows the layout of the laser and camera setup for the N O  LIF experiment. 
Excitation line in the Q i+P2i(14.5) transition of the A-X(0,0) band at 226.03 nm is generated by 
employing the second harmonic (k  = 532nm) of a Quanta-Ray Pro-Series Pulsed Nd:YAG laser to 
pump a Sirah dye laser, which provides visible radiation at 622.18nm. The dye laser fundamental is 
sum frequency mixed with the frequency tripled Nd:YAG laser beam (355nm) to obtain UV light at 
226.03nm. The excited beam is spatially separated from the residual beams using Pellin-Broca 
prisms. The laser beam was focused into a sheet of thickness 200 microns using a 400 mm focal 
length cylindrical lens.
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The fluorescence signal corresponding to the y(0,l) band of NO was collected on an intensified 
flow master CCD camera. The signal was filtered using a short wave pass dichroic filter transmitting 
light from 236 to 400 nm with the cut of wavelength at 230nm. A custom made filter made by 
BARR Associates is used for filtering strong Mie signal from the droplets. This long pass filter had a 
optical density of over 5 at 226nm and 59% transmittance at 236 nm. A second Flow Master camera 
is used for monitoring the laser energy on a shot to shot basis.
Wind Tunnel fl = 400 mm 
cylindrical lens
glass. Flow Master Camera
Beam
dump
Dichroic filter 
BARR long pass filter 
F4.5 UV Nikor lens 
UV intensifier
Flow Master 
Camera
226.03 nm
Quanta Kay 
Pro-Series
Pulsed ¡Nd:YAG Laser
Sirah Dye Laser 
And Wave mixer
Figure B.l Experimental Setup for a NO LIF Experiment.
B.4 Mixture Fraction Measurements in Air and Spray Jets
B.4.1 Initial Conditions
The spray burner configuration has been described in chapter 3. The bulk velocity of the co­
flow, pilot and the wind tunnel was 3m/s. The co-flow and pilot air streams were seeded with 200 
ppm of NO. Air with bulk jet velocity of 24 m /s was fed through the central jet. The laser energy 
was 9.3 mj/pulse and a separate camera was used to monitor the laser energy fluctuation on a shot 
to shot basis. All flow rates were monitored using flowrators. Raw NO LIF images are corrected for 
background noise and then normalized by laser beam profile image. Correction for laser energy 
fluctuation is applied to all the images. All images are corrected for perspective projection and
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camera lens distortions. A calibration image with grid points at 1 mm spacing between points was 
used for calculating the coefficients of the correction polynomial.
B.4.2 Results
The instantaneous mixture fraction images for the air jet from this experiment can be found in 
[178]. The centerline decay of mean mixture fraction for air jet LA is compared with exiting data 
from literature in figure B.2. The results obtained in this test show good agreement between the 
measurements performed in this experiment and data obtained by Antonia [179] and Mi [180], with 
mixture fraction decay showing a x 1 dependences.
• i i i i i i
* O Antonia
a  Mi (Pipe)
08 ' v Mi (Nozzle)
v ♦ LA Current Exp
°-6 - «
l ^ °  v
0-4 - ft
"  9  20.2 - § §
0 _____i_____ i_____ i_____ i_____ i_____ i_____
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
x/D
Figure B.2 Mean centerline decay of mixture fraction in a axisymmetric air jet.
B.5 NO LIF Quenching
For a good quantitative measure of mixture fraction in spray jets, the mass fraction of NO 
should be accurate. Attempts to provide such a measure encountered quenching of NO LIF signal 
from a number of major species. Quenching cross sections of major quenchers is available in 
literature [181-187], but the same cannot be said for acetone. A simple test has been carried out to 
determine if acetone vapor quenchers NO LIF Signal.
O Antonia 
 
v  Mi (No zle)
♦ LA Cu rent Exp
J _ _ _ _l _ _ _ ___I _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ ___I _ _ _ ___ i
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B.5.1 Initial Conditions
Vaporized acetone fuel is mixed with three different carriers, air, nitrogen and argon. The carrier 
fuel mixture is seeded with 200 ppm of NO. Air contains 0 2 which is known to be a quencher of 
NO LIF signal where as argon is a non quencher of NO LIF signal, therefore is used as a base case. 
All NO LIF signal intensities for the three carrier cases have been normalized by the base case NO 
LIF intensity. To test the quenching effect of acetone on NO LIF signal, acetone is vaporized and 
mixed with the carrier. An in-house made vaporizer with a temperature controller was used for 
evaporating acetone. The vaporizer consisted of a spiral inlet tube connected to a settling tank and a 
vertical outlet tube. All tubes are wrapped with heating elements. The carrier air line is connected at 
the end of the outlet tube via a T-section where the vapor fuel is mixed with carrier air. A 10 cm 
long aluminum tube is connected to the outlet tube to have a fully developed tube flow at the exit 
plane. This ensures that a uniform distribution of fuel vapor/air mixture seeded with a known 
amount of NO is obtained in the potential core of the flow. The short length of the aluminum tube 
also ensures that the residence time of the vaporized fuel in the tube is small in order to prevent any 
condensation prior to the fuel air mixture crossing the laser probe volume.
The results shown later show acetone as a strong quencher of NO LIF signal thus ethanol and n 
hexane were also tested in order to find a fuel that did not quench NO LIF signal. Table B.l 
provides the physical properties and liquid mass flow rates of the 3 liquid fuels being studied. The 
vaporizer temperature was set to 150"C for acetone and ethanol cases and 100°C for n-hexane case. 
Air, nitrogen and argon were used as carriers. The volume flow rate of the carriers was kept constant 
at 124 L/min. The exit plane temperature for all three fuels was very close to the set temperature on 
the vaporizer. The carrier air plus vapor fuel mixture in the jet was seeded with 200 ppm of NO. 
The laser energy for this experiment was 2.1mj/pulse.
A ceto n e E th an o l n -h ex a n e
D en sity  (k g / m 3) 790 789 660
B o ilin g  p o in t (°C) 56 78 69
M l kg / m in 0.0234 0.0234 0.0234
M 2 k g / m in 0.075 0.075 0.067754
Table B.l Liquid fuel physical properties and mass flow rates.
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B.5.2 NO LIF Quenching Test Results
Figure B.3(a) shows the decay in the NO LIF signal as the concentration of acetone vapor in 
the jet stream is increased. For cases with no acetone vapor in the jet stream that is only the carrier 
argon, air and nitrogen is seeded with 200 ppm of NO respectively, the maximum NO LIF intensity 
was obtained in the argon carrier jet. A 55% drop in NO LIF intensity in the air jet is due to 
quenching of the LIF signal by oxygen molecules. Oxygen is known to be a strong quencher of NO 
LIF signal. The effect of 0 2 quenching is not critical for mixture fraction measurements since the 
mole fraction of 0 2 is fixed and the effect of quenching from 0 2 molecules is cancelled when the 
ratio of NO LIF signal is taken in the mixture fraction calculation. Any decrease in the NO LIF 
signal when acetone vapor is introduced in the jet would be due to acetone. As the acetone 
concentration is increased, there is a significant decrease in the NO LIF signal intensity as shown in 
figure B.3(a). This result confirms that acetone is a strong quencher of the NO LIF signal and hence 
a quenching correction needs to be applied or an alternate fuel found which does not quench NO 
LIF signal.
The later of the two options was easier to try due to time constraints to finalize this thesis. 
Ethanol and n-hexane were chosen as alternate fuels to check if they had the same effect as acetone. 
Figure B.3(b) shows that ethanol has a similar effect on NO LIF signal as acetone. The air case with 
increasing n-hexane vapor concentration shows a constant LIF signal ratio as seen in Figure B.3 (c). 
There is 3-4 % decay in the LIF intensity for argon as the fuel vapor concentration is increased and 
this could be due measurement errors. This allows n-hexane to be used as the fuel for studying the 
mixing behavior of evaporating spray jets using the NO LIF technique described in [178].
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Figure B.3 (a) Shows the decay of NO LIF intensity as the vapor concentration of acetone is 
increased, (b) Shows a similar decay for ethanol, (c) n-Hexane has no effect on the NO LIF signal.
B.6 Interference from Raman Scattering
B.6.1 Initial Conditions
This experiment has been carried on from the quenching experiment. The burner configuration 
described in chapter 3 was used for this test. Carrier air bulk velocity7 was 24 m/s and n-hexane mass 
flow rate was 0.0234 kg/min. The co-flow and pilot velocity with the wind tunnel was kept at 4.5 
m/s and 200 ppm of NO was seeded in the pilot and co-flow streams. The laser energy7 for this
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experiment was 2.1m]/pulse. All the flow rates were measured using rotameters, tn-flats and Tylan 
electronic mass flow meters.
B.6.2 Results
The author could not And any literature on LIF capability of n-hexane, thus it was assumed that 
n-hexane does not fluoresce. To test if the NO LIF technique to measure mixture fraction works, a 
sparsely loaded n-hexane spray jet was used. At the exit plane of the central jet, the LIF images 
collected at the jet exit plane showed a saturated signal in line with the jet stream, while the jet had 
no nitric oxide seeded in it, only the co-flow and pilot were seed with NO. A second set of images 
were collected with no NO seeding at all in any of the streams.
Figure B.4 Saturated signal collected at jet exit plane believed to be from Raman C-H stretch from 
liquid n-hexane droplets.
Figure B.4 shows the saturated signal from the droplets. To confirm that the custom made edge 
filter was still performing to specifications, the fuel was swapped to acetone and there was no 
droplet signal therefore confirming that the Mie- scattering from the droplets was being blocked. A 
set of UG11 filters were placed in front of the collection lens but there was no change in the signal 
intensity from the n-hexane droplets. Next a WG295 filter, which is a long pass filer with cut-off 
wavelength at 295nm, was used, and there was no signal passing through the filter. This fixed the 
band width of the interference which was between 230 to 285nm. Nestor et el [188], have provided 
Raman cross sections of liquid fuels and it was determined that this interference was the C-H
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Raman shift which for n-hexane is a convolution of all the c-h bonds present. Unlike most other 
hydrocarbon molecules with just one specific peak of the c-h stretch, n-hexane has multiple peaks 
lying on the emission band of the NO molecules, thus making the NO LIF imaging impossible.
It is evident from these results that in sprays, most liquid fuels are major quenchers of NO with 
the exception of hexane. However, using hexane as a fuel, leads to another problem with excessive 
interference from Raman scattering on the LIF-NO due to the high Raman cross section. A single 
camera experiment to image NO as a conserved scalar is not sufficient and a second camera (as well 
as laser source) is needed to image the acetone mass fraction. This will enable the quenching 
correction to be made and thus above technique can be used for measuring gas phase mixture 
fraction in evaporating non-reacting spray jets.
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C.l Flow Field Data for Non-reacting Spray Jets
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Figure C.l Radial profile of mean velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for non-reacting acetone spray jets SP3, SP6 and SP8, 
with increasing carrier velocity and fixed fuel loading (Mid).
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Figure C.2 Radial profile of rms velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for non-reacting acetone spray jets SP3, SP6 and SP8, 
with increasing carrier velocity and fixed fuel loading (Mid).
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Figure C.6 Radial profile of axial rms velocity (u) measured at x/D  = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 in 
non-reacting spray jets SP1, SP2 and SP 4. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as well 
as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 30<d<40, 
and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.7 Radial profile of mean velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for acetone spray flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl, fixed 
carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading.
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Figure C.8 Radial profile of mean velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for acetone spray flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7, 
with increasing carrier velocity at fixed fuel loading (High).
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Figure C.9 Radial profile of rms velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for acetone spray flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl, with 
fixed carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading .
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Figure C.10 Radial profile of rms velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PD F’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for acetone spray flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7, 
with increasing carrier velocity and fixed fuel loading (High) .
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Figure C .ll Radial profile of mean axial velocity (u) measured at x /D  = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
in acetone spray flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as 
well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.12 Radial profile of mean axial velocity (u) measured at x/D = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
in acetone spray flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7. Results are presented for the unconditioned 
case as well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.13 Radial profile of axial rms velocity (u) measured at x /D  = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
in acetone spray flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as 
well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.14 Radial profile of axial rms velocity (u ) measured at x/D  = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
in acetone spray flames AcFl, AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7. Results are presented for the unconditioned 
case as well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.15 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in 
acetone spray flames AcF4, AcF3 and AcFl.with increasing droplet loading.
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Figure C.16 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in 
acetone spray flames AcF2, AcF5 and AcF7, with increasing carrier velocity.
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Figure C.17 Radial profile of mean velocity 0 (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for ethanol spray flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl, fixed 
carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading.
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Figure C.18 Radial profile of mean velocity 0 (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet si2e for ethanol spray flames E tFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7, with 
increasing carrier velocity at fixed fuel loading (High).
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Figure C.19 Radial profile of rms velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for ethanol spray flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl, with fixed 
carrier velocity and increasing fuel loading .
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Figure C.20 Radial profile of rms velocity u (m/s) for original velocity distribution (All) as well as 
reconstructed velocity PDF’s from bimodal velocity distribution, higher branch (High) and lower 
branch (Low) conditioned on droplet size for ethanol spray flames EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7, with 
increasing carrier velocity and fixed fuel loading (High) .
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Figure C.21 Radial profile of mean axial velocity (u) measured at x/D  = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30
in ethanol spray flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as 
well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.22 Radial profile of mean axial velocity (0) measured at x/D = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
in ethanol spray flames EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7. Results are presented for the unconditioned 
case as well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.23 Radial profile of axial rms velocity (u ) measured at x/D  = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
in ethanol spray flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl. Results are presented for the unconditioned case as 
well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.24 Radial profile of axial rms velocity (u) measured at x/D  = 0.3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 
in ethanol spray flames EtFl, EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7. Results are presented for the unconditioned 
case as well as conditioned with respect to five bands of droplet sizes (d<10, 10<d<20, 20<d<30, 
30<d<40, and 40<d<50).
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Figure C.25 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF measured at x/D  = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in 
ethanol spray flames EtF4, EtF3 and EtFl, with increasing droplet loading
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Figure C.26 Radial distribution of droplet size PDF measured at x/D = 0.3, 10, 20, and 30 in 
ethanol spray flames EtF2, EtF5 and EtF7.with increasing carrier velocity.
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Appendix D
D.l Acetone Spray Flame Structure (Additional LIF images)
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Figure D.l Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x /D  = 5, 10 and 15 in flame AcFl.
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Figure D.2 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 20, 25 and 30 in flame AcFl.
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Figure D.3 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OF1, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OF1+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 5, 10 and 15 in flame AcF2.
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Figure D.4 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 20, 25 and 30 in flame AcF2.
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Figure D.5 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OFI, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH + Acetone) measured at x/D  = 5, 10 and 15 in flame AcF3.
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Figure D.6 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D = 20, 25 and 30 in flame AcF3.
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Figure D.7 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x /D  =  5, 10 15 and 25 in flame AcF4.
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Figure D.8 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 5, 10 and 15 in flame AcF5.
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Figure D.9 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D = 20, 25 and 30 in flame AcF5.
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Figure D.10 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 5, 10 and 15 in flame AcF6.
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Figure D .ll Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 20, 25 and 30 in flame AcF6.
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Figure D.12 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OF1, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+Acetone) measured at x/D  = 5, 10, 15 and 20 in flame AcF7.
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Figure D.13 Simultaneous and instantaneous LIF images of OH, acetone and acetone/OH image 
combined together (OH+ Acetone) measured at x/D  = 5, 10, 15 and 20 in flame AcF8.
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Appendix E
E.l Ethanol Spray Flame Structure (Additional LIF images)
E .l.l Flame EtFl
x/D = 5
Figure E.l Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D  = 5 and 10 in flame EtFl.
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Figure E.2 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 ,  droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(HR =  OH x CH20 )  and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x /D  = 15 and 20 in flame EtFl.
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Figure E.3 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D  = 5 and 10 in flame EtF2.
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Figure E.4 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D = 15 and 20 in flame EtF2.
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Figure E.5 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D  = 5 and 10 in flame EtF3.
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Figure E.6 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D = 15 and 20 in flae EtF3.
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Figure E.7 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D  = 5 and 10 in flame EtF4.
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Figure E.8 Simultaneous images of LIF OFI, LIF CFFO, droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat release 
(FIR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) collected at 
x/D  = 15 and 20 in flame EtF4.
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Figure E.9 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20, droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 5 and 10 in flame EtF5.
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Figure E.10 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20, droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D = 15 and 20 in flame EtF5.
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Figure E .ll Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D = 5 and 10 in flame EtF6.
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Figure E.12 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 15 and 20 in flame EtF6
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Figure E.13 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D = 5 and 10 in flame EtF7.
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Figure E.14 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 ) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D = 15 and 20 in flame EtF7.
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Figure E.15 Simultaneous images of LIF OFI, LIF CFFO, droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20 )  and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D = 5 and 10 in flame EtF8.
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Figure E.16 Simultaneous images of LIF OH, LIF CH20 , droplet Mie scattering Droplet, heat 
release (HR = OH x CH20) and superimposed image of HR onto droplet image (HR+Droplet) 
collected at x/D  = 15 and 20 in flame EtF8.
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